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3 October 1967

DEFINITIVE ARRANGEMENTS FOR INTELSAT 

The Agreement Establishing Interim Arrangements for a
Global Commercial Communications Satellite System provides
in Article IX that the Interim Communications Satellite
Committee (the Committee) shall render a report not later than
January 1, 1969, containing the Committee's recommendations con-
cerning the Definitive Arrangements for an international global
system which shall supersede the Interim Arrangements,

0 This report is to follow the principles found in the
Preamble of the present Agreement, which incorporates.the
principle (set forth in Resolution 1721 of the XVI United
Nations General Assembly) that communications by satellite
should be available to the nations of the world as aoon as
practicable on a non-discriminatory basis.

•

•

•

Believing that it is important for the Committee to
begin consideration of its report at the earliest possible
date, in order to expedite the agreement on Definitive
‘rrangements, the United States propose that the Committee
begin its study of this subject. Accordingly, this paper
submits for the Committee's ccnsideration a proposal.
containing an outline of the Definitive Arrangements"

I. Introduction 

A. 212jectives of the Definitive Arranements

In considering the form, structure and purpose
of the Definitive Arrangements, certain objectives
concerning the provision of satellite communications
services appear to be shared by all States. It is
in the interest of each State that:

1. High quality and reliable communications
services be available to it at the lowest possible
cost. This objective imolies that a. communica-
tions satellite system be. designed to achieve a
maximum in efficiency, including arrangements
allowing each State access by the most direct
routing practicable to every other State with
which it has joint co=unittetions interests.
It also implies that any unnecessary duplication
of facilities, whether t'ey located in .,:pace
or on the gro.:,n3., shoull be avoided.
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2. To the extent technologically possible, the
system assure that facilities be available to
meet each State's requirements for satellite
communications when they arise.

3. The technology of satellite communications
be developed at the most rapid pace economically
practicable, and the benefits of such techno-
logical advances be available to all States.

4. It have an opportunity to participate, to
the extent of its capability, in the research,
development and manufacturing opportunities in
the field of satellite communications_

B. Basic International Characteristics  of Communica-
tions b‘z_Satellite

Communications satellites have a number of
characteristics that are fundamentally international
in nature. International cooperation in establishment
and operation of satellite communications facilities
is peculiarly important because of these basic facts:

1. Geo-stationary satellites occupy locations
(or "parking slots") in orbit in the plane of
the earth's equator. The available number of
such slots is limited, and they therefore
constitute a valuable international resource

2. Communications satellites utilize the
electromagnetic frequency spectrum, also a
vital and limited international resource,

3. Communications satellites radiate electro-
magnetic energy, which cannot now or in the
foreseeable future be precisely confined within
national boundaries. This energy is capable
of causing interference to other communication.F.
facilities.

4, Communications satellites are themselves
susceptible to harmful interference from other
electromagnetic radiations.

Recognition of the foregoing considerations and objective-=,
coupled with the desire to promote world peace and
understanding throu4h vastly improved and expanded .
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worldwide communications, led to formation in 1964
of the single global commercial communications satellite
system.

C. Experience of INTELSAT to Date

The experience of INTELSAT to date demonstrates
convincingly that the single global system concept
established in the INTELSAT agreements of 1964 was
well designed to meet the objectives stated in Section A
above, taking into account the international nature of
communications by satellite outlined in Section B
above.

The INTELSAT structure has provided an excellent
institutional framework to achieve the objective
of cooperative administration of international commercial
communications satellite facilities, compatible with
international understandings concerning use of the radio
frequency spectrum. It accurately reflects the fact
that satellites are facilities ideally suited for joint
use by many States and that extensive international
cooperation is required to assure the success of a world-
wide communications satellite system

But in addition to meeting the communications
objectives set forth above--and perhaps even more
important--INTELSAT has demonstrated that it is possible
for many States to combine together to develop effi-
ciently and quickly a most advanced technology, to use
wisely scarce international resources, and to operate,
in a businesslike fashion, a complicated system providing
a needed service.

Because of the nature of INTELSAT's task, its
success or failure should be judged today--and will be
in the future--largely (though not entirely) by the
manner in which it harnesses the capital, manpower,
technology and other available resources to provide
a high-quality, low-cost service and otherwise meets the
needs of the participants. Accordingly, INTELSAT
requires a form of international cooperation which
differs in certain significant respects from that
applicable to other multi-national bodies with which we
are acquainted.

By these standards, INTELShm has been a success,
and an important development in techniques of. inter-
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national cooperation. We conclude, consequently, that
it is desirable to retain the essential INTELSAT concept.
Nevertheless, experience and a look to the future
indicate the nossibility of making certain changes that
would foster improved international cooperation and
increase the benefits from such cooperation.

II. Purpose and ,Scope of the INTELSAT Organization

As under the Interim Arrangements, the purpose of INTELSAT
would be to provide for the design, development, construction,
establishment, maintenance and operation of the space segment
of the global commercial communications satellite system. The
space segment of this system would comprise the communications
satellites, and the tracking, control, command and related
facilities required to supt)ort the operation of the satellites

The scope of INTELSAT's authority and activity would remain
similar to its present scope--to meet the needs of its members
for all satellite communications services through a basic,.
growing system of satellites. This broad statement of INTELSAT's
scope requires some further analysis, in terms of both its
functional and geographic scope.

A. Functional  Scone

INTELSAT would have authority#to furnish all kinds
of services, not only traditional long distance commu-
nications services, but indeed all services which can be
provided by means of communications satellites. It is
fully anticipated that the capabilities of the global
system will be enhanced with time, as technology advances
and the traffic requirements of its participants increase
It is contemplated that the needs which the space segment
will be expected to meet will become increasingly diver-
sified, and that INTELSAT will provide a variety of needed
services.

B. Geographic Scone

It is important to recognize, however, that in quice
another sense INTELSAT 's facilities must serve a variety
of different needs. and that the Definitive Arrangerents
must take full account of this variety. To data INTELST
has been engage,f, primarily in planning and bringing a:Dout
a system providing a basic glol coverec;e, that is, a
system largely intended to provide international cz.71mu-
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nications services Under the Definitive Arrangements
INTELSAT would obviously continue to do this.

As a general rule the basic INTELSAT system will
also be able to provide efficiently and well domestic
communications services Clearly communications satel-
lites will play a significant role in domestic commu-
nications; each State will have to determine how it wishes
to use satellite facilities for domestic communications
purposes.

States might use communications satellites for
domestic services in several ways

--by obtaining circuits in an INTELSAT satellite
--by operating a separate satellite solely for

domestic service, or
--by operating a separate satellite for joint

use of a group of neighboring countries for
their respective domestic traffic demands.

The decision among such methods should logically
be based on whether the requirements can be met more
efficiently and economically by a satellite owned by
INTELSAT or by a separate satellite.

Certainly two closely related concepts are
fundamental. First, inasmuch as States have tradi-
tionally exercised jurisdiction over their domestic
telecommunications, provision should be made for the
establishment of separate satellites by a member of
INTELSAT to meet its domestic needs. Second, clearly
the space segment of even a domestic satellite system
is a matter of legitimate international concern, and no
action should be taken in the establishment of a domestic
system which is incompatible with the global INTELSAT
system.

Accordingly, this paper contemplates two categories
of satellites.

1. Catecior  A Satellites 

Category A satellites would be those satellitas
established on the initiative of the Governing Body
of INTELSAT. They would be designed to provide
global coverage and intemled mainly to serve the
international communic3tions needs of INTELSAT
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members. They would be available to serve domestic
needs of members of INTELSAT to the extent desired.

Category A satellites would be financed by
all members of INTELSAT in accordance with the
arrangements described elsewhere in this paper which
relate each member's investment directly to its use
of these satellites.

The Governing Body of INTELSAT would be
responsible for making all decisions with respect
to the design, development, construction and estab-
lishment of Category A satellites and the conditions
of their use.

Operational control of Category A satellites
would be provided by INTELSAT through the Manager

2. Category_B Satellites

Category B satellites would be those satellites
intended specifically to meet the domestic needs of
an INTELSAT member. In order to assure that legit-
imate international concerns be fully protected,
prior to the establishment of such a satellite
the Governing Body would have to decide that:

(a) The .establishment of such facilities
would be consistent with INTELSAT's proposed
use of the frequency s=ectrum and orbital
space, and

(b) The proposed mechanism and techniques
.for control of these satellites wore adequate,
and the radiation emitted from the satellites
would not cause harmful interference.

A member desiring to estabLish Category B
satellites could achieve this by any one of three
means

--it could request the Governing Body to
establish a Category 3 satellit jointly
financed in the same manner as Category A
satellites.

--if a member did not wish to have a jointly
financed sate7.1it or if the Governing Body
failed to act affirmatively or. a request of
a member, the m,..mber would b2 entitled

. have a satellite or satellites established
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by INTELSAT but financed entirely by the
member concerned. In this case, the member

would be obligated to pay all costs allocable'

to the satellite or satellites established
in this manner. Accounting principles would

be set forth in the Definitive Arrangements

to ensure that all .members receive the
financial benefits resulting from the alloca-

tion of common costs among Category A satel-

lites and the above two methods of estab-

lishing Category B satellites. The design;
development and construction of the Category

B satellites of the types mentioned above

could be, if desired, in accordance with

specifications provided by the memben for

which they would be established. Operational

control of these Category B satellites could
be exercised by INTELSAT through the Manager.

or, if desired, by the member for which the

satellites were established.

--if a member does not wish to establish or
have established Category B satellites by

either of the means outlined above, the

member could establish a Category B satellite

or satellites itself. In this case,- financing,

design, del,elopment, construction, procuremen

and operational control would be the respon-

sibility of the member concerned rather than

that of INTELSAT.

C. Participation  in INTELSAT

Participation in the global commercial communications
satellite system shall be available to all nations--large
and small, developed and developing. INTELSAT members
shall continue to have full and non-discriminatory access
to Category A satellites. Non-member States may utilize
INTELSAT Category A satellites in accordance with arrange-
ments negotiated between them and a member or members, of
INTELSAT.

D. Obligations of INTELSAT  Members

INTELSAT members would obligate themselves to meet
their satellite communications requirements in accordance
Ivith the provisions outlined in this paper. However, none
of the arrangements discussed in this paper would affect
the right of each member to establish satellites to meet
uniaue and vital governmental needs.
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111III. Financial Participation

•
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A key question in framing the Definitive Arrangements
is the method by which INTELSAT shall fix the financial
participation of its members. This participation determines
the proportionate share of the total INTELSAT investment
which each member shall make, as well as the proportionate
share of the revenue and expenditures which each member shall
be entitled to share or obligated to bear. This financial
participation, which is in a sense the fundamental element of
membership, is herein sometimes called the "investment share".

It appears that the fairest and most logical way to
determine the investment shares of members is to relate these
shares to the members' respective use of the INTELSAT-financed
assets and facilities. These would include all Category A
satellites and any Category B satellites financed by INTELSAT
(together hereafter sometimes referred to as "INTELSAT-financed
facilities"). In considering this concept it is desirable to
examine briefly the meaning of the term "use", the manner in
which actual use was considered in the establishment of the
present INTELSAT structure, how changing use patterns could be
reflected in changing investment shares, and how to deal with
States that desire to be members but, for any of several
reasons, do not actually use the facilities,

A. Concept of Use

The use contemplated herein means actual use of the
INTELSAT-financed facilities by a member. It should be
made clear that a member need not have an earth station
in its territory to use Category A satellites, but could
use them through the earth stations of a nearby member.

B. Background

During negotiations of the Interim Arrangements an
effort was made to relate investment shares (called
quotas in the Agreement Establishing Interim Arrange-
ments) as realistically as possible to the expected use of
the global commercial communications satellite system.
For this purpose, reliance was placed Principally on
estimated 1968 long distance telephone traffic considered
suitable for satellitr, co=unications. These data,
developed at the World Plan Committee Meeting of the ITU
held in Rome in 1963, and refined at a meeting of traffic
experts in Montreal in April 1964, were necessarily
preliminary and incomplete. For example, they could not
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'include adequate consideration of non-voice usage, services
first made available because of satellites, and use by
geographic areas which would have modern communications
available for the first time because of satellites. In
all likelihood there will be a substantial imbalance in
1969 between investment quotas and actual use of the global
system, due not only to these factors but also to the
limitations inherent in fixed quotas.

While it was impossible for the investment quotas
established under the Interim Arrangements to be in
accord with actual use of the space segment, by 1969 or
1970 the development of the global system will be suffi-
ciently advanced to enable the members' investment shares
in INTELSAT to be brought into proportion to their
respective use

C. Keeping Investment Proportionate with Use

In order to keep each member's investment in INTELSAT
proportionate to its use of INTELSAT-financed satellites,
investment shares would be allocated among members of
INTELSAT at the following times:

1. On entry into force of the Definitive
Arrancrements. The total unamortized investment
in the space segment at that time, together with
any additional capitalization deemed necessary,
would be re-allocated among members of the
organization in accordance with the respective use
by members during .the previous year.

2. Thereafter, annually, when investment would
again be brought into direct proportion with each
member's use of satellites during the previous year.

Appropriate accounting principles would be established
to ensure that investments actually made by members would be
taken into account whenever investment shares are re-allocated.

D. Minium  Investment Share

By the time the Definitive Arrangements enter into
force, some present INTELSAT members may not be_ using the
INTELSAT facilities , ter the Derina.lve
Arran:Jeents enter into force, other States may wish to
participate in INTELSAT and have a voice in its development
even though they have no immediate opportunity to use the
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'INTELSAT facilities, or may use them only minimally.
In order to accommodate these situations, the Definitive
Arrangements should provide for a minimum investment •
share, not dependent on use, of perhaps .025%.

IV. The Structure of the Orupization

A. Overall Structure 

As under the Interim Arrangements, the INTELSAT
consortium would be an unincorporated .joint yenture.
It would have three organs—a Governing Body, with
functions corresponding to those of the Committee;
an Assembly of Members; and a manager with functions
similar to those exercised by Comsat as manag&r.
under the Interim Arrangements.

B. The Governing Body

The Governing Body would be.the executive body
of the organization and would possess all the powers
and functions necessary to carry out the purposes of
the organization, In addition to powers possessed by
the Commit:me, the Governing Body would be responsible
for certain previously described decisions with
respect to the establishment of Category B satellites,
concluding management contracts, and setting the agenda
for the annual meeting of the Assembly of Members,

Eligibility for representation on the Governing
Body would be based upon the size of members' invest-
ment shares Members could be represented either
singly or in groups with the minimum investment share
required for representation set at a level to ensure
that the Governing Body would be approximately the
size of the Committee.

The vote of the representative on the Governing
Body of each member or group of members of the orga-
nization would be directly proportional to the in-
vestment share of such member or group. An upper limit
of 50% on the voting power of any particular member
would be set with a view to preventing there being
inordinate voting power in any one member.

The required majority for taking decisions within
the Governing Body would differ somewhat from that
required uneer Article V of 'the presant Acreement. A
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majority of two-thirds of the voting power of the
organization would be required for decisions on all

substantive matters. A simple majority of the voting

power. would be required for decision on purely procedural

questions.

C. The Assembly of Members

Both the Interim Arrangements and the Definitive
Arrangements proposed herein contemplate that the affairs ,

of INTELSAT shall be conducted by a Governing Body of

reasonable size. Members with relatively small invest-
ment shares can be represented on that body by combining.
Nevertheless, at present a number of the members with
smaller investment quotas are not represented on the Commit-
tee, and it is possible that this would continue to be
so under the Definitive Arrangements. .Consequently, it
is felt that an annual meeting of all members of the
organization would be desirable in order to provide a
direct opportunity for all members to participate in
the affairs of the organization. This meeting would
be the Assembly of Members.

The Assembly of Members should have the following
powers and responsibilities:

1. To receive and consider a report from the

Governing Body concerning the organization's

activities and performance during the preceding
year and the organization's plans and programs
for the future;

2. To consider and approve or disapprove the
recommendations of the Governing Body concerning
any change of Manager or the arrangements between
the organization and the Manager;

3. To receive and consider such other reports
as shall be furnished to it by the Governing
Body and to act upon all such matters referred
to it by the Governing Body;

4. To discuss matters relating to operation of
the INTELSAT system and make recommendations
thereon to the Governing Body_

All decisions of the Assembly shall require the
concurrence of a majority of the members of the Assembly
holding at least two-thirds of the investment: shares of
the organization:
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D. The  Manager 

As under the Interim Arrangements, a single entit,

would be designated to serve as Manager. Steps should

be taken to assure appropriate international participation

in the managerial function; the Manager, for example,
should retain the services of qualified personnel from

member countries, The Manager would continue to function

subject to the general policies and specific determinations

made by the Governing Body.

Subject to the rights of members with respect to
Category B satellites as set forth herein, the Manager's

functions would be set forth in the agreements incorporating
the Definitive Arrangements and would include (i) coor-
dination of facilities, (ii) coordination and maintenance
of effective satellite utilization, (iii) negotiation
and administration of all contracts, (iv) coordination of
research and development for INTELSAT, (v) system planning
for program development, and (vi) administrative support
to the Governing Body and the Assembly of Members.

A management contract would be concluded between
the Governing Body and the Manager in order to define

clearly the scope of the Manager's activities, the
line of the Manager's authority, the standard of per-

formance required of the Manager, and remuneration of
the Manager. The management contract would be reviewed
and renegotiated periodically. In order to provide con-
tinuity and to make use of the experience accumulated,
Comsat should be designated as Manager

In order to provide the organization with

flexibility, the agreements incorporating the Definitive
Arrangements would provide that the entity serving as
Manager could be changed if the Assembly of Members
approved a change proposed by the Governing Body.
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DRAFT INTELSAT INTERGOVERNMENTAL AND OPERATING AGREEMENTS

These draft Agreements have been annotated with references
to the Report of the Interim Communications Satellite
Committee on definitive arrangements for an International
Global Communications Satellite System (ICSC-36-58E),

to the existing INTELSAT Agreements, to each other, and,

in exceptional cases, to outside sources.

These annotations are intended solely as an aid in

locating relevant portions of the documents referred

to and are not presented as an exhaustive list of
portions identical, similar, or contrary to the
annotated section.

The symbols U, SM, M, SS, S and P after paragraph
numbers refer to views of the ICSC on the paragraphs
and mean "unanimous", "substantial majority", "majority",

"substantial support", "support", and "proposal" re-

spectively.
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February 21, 1969

Proposed Intergovernmental Agreement

AGREEMENT ESTABLISHING DEFINITIVE ARRANGEMENTS FOR A

GLOBAL COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM

PREAMBLE I/

The Governments party to this Agreement

Noting that pursuant to the Agreement Establishing Interim Arrangements

for a Global Commercial Communications Satellite System and the related

Special Agreement, both of which entered into force on August 20, 1964, an

operational global commercial communications satellite system (hereinafter

referred to as the "global satellite system") has been established by the

International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT); 
21

Desiring to continue the development and improvement of the single

global satellite system as part of an improved global communications network

which will provide expanded communications services to all areas of the world

/
and which will contribute to world peace and understanding; 

3 
—

Determined, to this end to provide, for the benefit of all nations

and areas of the wonli, through the most advanced technology available,

1/ The Preamble is primarily a restatement of the principles contained

in the preamble to the Interim Agreement. Two new paragraphs have been

added.

2/ New

3/ Restatement of Interim Agreement preambular paragraph 2. See also:

ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 181(SM) and 183(M).
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- the most efficient and economical facilities possible consistent with the

best and most equitable use of the radio spectrum and of orbital space; A/

Believing that satellite communications should be organized in such a

way as to permit all nations and areas of the world to have access to the

global satellite system and those States so wishing to invest in the system

with consequent participation in the design, development, construction,

provision of equipment, establishment, operation, maintenance and ownership

of the system; 51

Recalling the principle set forth in Resolution No. 1721 (XVI) of the

General Assembly of the United Nations that communications by means of

satellites should be available to the nations of the world as soon as

practicable on a global and non-discriminatory basis; 1

Recalling the provisions of the Treaty on Principles Governing the

Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including

7/the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies;

Agree as follows:

4/ Restatement of Interim Agreement preambular paragraph 3. See also:
ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 181(SM), 183(M), 168(U), and 175(SM).

5/ Restatement of Interim Agreement preambular paragraph 4. See also:
ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 181(SM) and 174(SM).

6/ Interim Agreement preambular paragraph 1. See also: ICSC-36-58E,
paragraph 181(SM).

7/ New.

•

•

•

•
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1
ARTICLE I —/

In this Agreement:

(a) "Interim Agreement" means the Agreement Establishing Interim

Arrangements for a Global Commercial Communications Satellite System, done

at Washington, D.C., concluded by Governments, and which entered into

force on August 20, 1964. V

(b) "Special Agreement" means the Agreement among Governments and

entities designated by Governments which was concluded and signed pursuant

to provisions of the Interim Agreement and which entered into force on

August 20, 1964.

(c) "Design" and "development" include research. -
11/

(d) The "Operating Agreement" means the Agreement signed by Governments

party to this Agreement or by the communications entities designated by

such Governments pursuant to Article III of this Agreement.

(e)"Party" means a Government for which this Agreement is definitively

or provisionally in force. ..§.1

1/ Article I defines terms used throughout the Agreement.

2/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 146.

3/ 1CSC-36-58E, paragraph 147.

4/ Interim Agreement, Article I(b)(ii); Special Agreement, Article 1(d).

5/ New. See ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 152.

6/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 153.
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(0 "Signatory" means a Government, or the communications entity

designated by a Government party to this Agreement, which has signed the

/
Operating Agreement. 

7 
—

(g) "Space segment" means the communications satellites, and the

tracking, command, control, monitoring and related facilities and equipment

required to support the operation of the communications satellites. 
11/

(h) "INTELSAT space segment" means that space segment which is owned

in undivided shares by the Signatories in accordance with this Agreement

and the Operating Agreement and shall include that space segment which was

/
owned by the signatories to the Special Agreement. 

9 
—

(WINTELSAT property and assets" means the property and assets,

including the INTELSAT space segment, owned by the Signatories in undivided

shares. 10/—

(j) "Telecommunications" means any transmission, emission, or reception

of signs, signals, writings, images and sound or intelligence of any nature

which can be provided by satellites and shall in no case be interpreted as

implying any limitation upon the types of telecommunications services for

11/
which INTELSAT may provide space segment facilities.

7/ Special Agreement, Article l(f); ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 154.

8/ Interim Agreement, Article I(b)(i). See also ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 157.

9/ New. See ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 157.

10/ New. See ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 518(SM) and 519(S).

•

•

•

•

11/ New. See International Telecommunication Convention, Montreux, 1965,

Annex 2, which defines "telecommunication" as: "Any transmission, emission

or reception of signs, signals, writing, images and sounds or intelligence

of any nature by wire, radio, optical or other electromagnetic systems."

•
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(k) "Public telecommunications services" includes public services,

fixed and mobile, which can be provided by satellite such as telephony,

telegraphy, telex, facsimile and data transmission, relay of radio and

12/
television programs, and leased circuits for any of these purposes.

(1) "Specialized telecommunications services" includes services other

than public telecommunications services which can be provided by satellite

such as, but not limited to, aeronautical, maritime, radio-navigation,

space research, and broadcasting services. —13/—

(m) "Domestic telecommunications services" means telecommunications

1A/
among and between places under the jurisdiction of a single State.

(n) "International telecommunications services" means all telecommuni-

cations services other than domestic telecommunications services. --

(o) "Investment share" means the percentage of ownership in the

INTELSAT space segment of a Signatory as determined pursuant to Article 4 of

16/
the Operating Agreement.

12/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 159.

13/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 160.

14/ See ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 161.

15/ New.

16/ New.
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ARTICLE II 
1/

(a) The Parties shall cooperate in providing, in accordance with the

principles set forth in the Preamble to this Agreement, for the design,

development, construction, establishment, operation, and maintenance of the

INTELSAT space segment and such other space segments as may he provided by

INTELSAT pursuant to this Agreement and the Operating Agreement. V

(b) The Parties agree that all of the rights and obligations of the

signatories to the Special Agreement created under the Interim Agreement and

the Special Agreement and outstanding on the date of entry into force of

this Agreement and the Operating Agreement shall be assumed by the Signatories

to the Operating Agreement under the terms and conditions set forth in the

Operating Agreement. Effective as of the date the Operating Agreement enters

into force, the Signatories in ccordance with the provision of the Operating

Agreement, shall own the INTELSAT space segment in undivided shares in pro-

portion to their respective investment shares in the INTELSAT space segment.

1/ This Article states in general terms tlw decision of the Parties to
continue the operation of INTELSAT and lays down the principle that the
rights and obligations of signatories of the Special Agreement 

pass
 to

Signatories of the Operating Agreement.

2/ Interim Agreement, Article I(a). See also ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 190(U).

3/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 518(SM).

3/
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ARTICLE III —

(a) Each Party shall sign, or shall designate a communications entity,

public or private, to sign, the Operating Agreement which shall be concluded

further to this Agreement and which shall be opened for signature at the same

time as this Agreement.V Relations between any Signatory and the Party

which has designated it shall be governed by the applicable domestic law. 1/

410 (b) The Parties contemplate that administrations and communications

carriers will, subject to the requirements of their applicable domestic

law, negotiate and enter directly into such traffic agreements as may be

appropriate with respect to their use of channels of communication provided

pursuant to this Agreement and the Operating Agreement, services to be

•

•

furnished to the public, facilities, divisions of revenues and related

business arrangements. 
Al

1/ This Article provides that the definitive arrangements will be in two

agreements and obligates a Party to the Agreement to sign or designate a

Signatory to the Operating Agreement. The Article also describes the

general expectation that administrations and communications carriers

will handle directly the matters mentioned.

2/ Interim Agreement, Article II(a); ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 570(SM)

and 574(U).

3/ Interim Agreement, Article II(a).

4/ Interim Agreement, Article II(b).
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ARTICLE IV 1/

(a) An Assembly is hereby established which shall be composed of

one representative from each Party or its Signatory, as determined by

each Party prior to each meeting of the Assembly. 1/ The Assembly shall

meet at least annually [every two years] and may be convened in special

meeting at any time by the Chairman of the Board of Governors upon a

4/
recommendation of the Board of Governors. The first meeting of the

Assembly shall commence within one year after this Agreement and the

Operating Agreement enter into force. The date of subsequent meetings not

convened by the Chairman of the Board of Governors shall be determined by

the Assembly. The meetings of the Assembly shall take place at the head-

quarters of INTELSAT unless otherwise determined by the Assembly.

(b) The Assembly shall elect a President and such other officers as

may be required at the beginning of each meeting, and they shall hold

office for the duration of the meeting. The Assembly shall adopt its

own rules of procedure.

(c) A quorum in the Assembly shall consist of a majority of the repre-

sentatives which includes representatives ot Signatories which, or of Parties

the Signatories of which have at least two-thirds of the investment shares

in the INTELSAT space segment. Decisions and recommendations shall be

This Article provides for an Assembly of representatives of Parties
or Signatories to meet periodically, and provides for Assembly election
of officers, voting and quorum requirements, and functions.

2/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 244(U).

3/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 247(M).

4/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 316(SS).

.]

•
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made in the Assembly by a majority of the representatives present and

voting, which includes representatives of Signatories which, or Parties the

Signatories of which, have investment shares in the space segment equal to

two-thirds of the investment shares of all Signatories and Parties whose

representatives are present and voting. •--1

(d) The Assembly shall:

(i) If the Assembly deems advisable, select at its first meeting

more than one year after this Agreement enters into force and
at appropriate meetings thereafter, not more than three repre-
sentatives to serve on the Board of Governors from among

Signatories not otherwise represented thereon, .(21 provided
that the Assembly shall make no such selection if, at the

commencement of the meeting, the Board of Governors consists

of 20 or more representatives. 21 Representatives selected

hereunder shall serve for one [two] year from the date of
selection and thereafter until a new selection is made hereunder

or until the Board of Governors consists of 20 representatives

without regard to representatives selected hereunder, whichever

first occurs. In making selections hereunder, the Assembly

shall consider the use by the Signatories of the INTELSAT space

segment and the geographic composition of the Board of Governors.

(ii) Consider and act on any recommendation made by the Board of

Governors to the Assembly concerning the Manager pursuant to
Article V(b). 8/

(iii) Consider and act at its next subsequent meeting on any
recommendations made by the Board of Governors to the Assembly
concerning an increase in the limit of the net contribution
set forth in Article IX of this Agreement. 9/

(iv) Consider and act on recommendations made by the Board of
Governors to the Assembly of proposed amendments to the
Operating Agreement. 10/

5/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 314(P).

6/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 300(SS).

7/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 350(SM). See also paragraphs 351(SS), 352(S),

354(P) and 355(P).

8/ See ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 305(S), 461(SS).

9/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 304(S).

10/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 301(SS).
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(v) Consider proposed amendments to this Agreement and recommend
whether a Conference of Parties shall be convened in accordance
with Article XIV of this Agreement. 11/

(vi) Consider an annual (biennial) report from the Board of Governors
concerning the activities and performance of the Board of

Governors and the Manager during the preceding year and the
plans and programs of the Board of Governors for the future. 12/

(vii) Consider such other reports as may be submitted to the Assembly
by the Board of Governors, and act on all matters as may be
referred to it for action by the Board of Governors. 12/

(viii) Consider and act on a recommendation by the Board of Governors
to the Assembly that a Party shall be deemed to have withdrawn

from this Agreement for failure to comply with the obligations
thereunder. 13/

Any modification proposed by the Assembly to a recommendation of the Board

of Governors shall be referred to the Board of Governors for its con-

sideration and appropriate action. If the Board of Governors approves the

recommendation as modified by the Assembly, such recommendation may be

implemented without further action by the Assembly. The Assembly may also

consider other questions or matters within the scope of this Agreement or

the Operating Agreement and may make recommendations to the Board of Governors

on any such questions or matters.

11/ See IC5C-36-587, paragraph 307(S).

12/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 295(M).

13/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 296(M). •

•
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with Article XIV of this Agreement. 11/
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and the plans and programs of the Board of Governors for the

future. 12/

(vii) Consider such other reports as may be submitted to the Assembly

by the Board of Governors. 12/

(viii) Consider and act on a recommendation by the Board of Governors

to this Assembly that a Party shall be deemed to have withdrawn

from this Agreement for failure to comply with the obligations

thereunder. 13/

Any modification proposed by the Assembly to a recommendation of the Board

of Governors shall be referred to the Board of Governors for its consideration

and appropriate action. If the Board of Governors approves the recommendation

as modified by the Assembly, such recommendation may be implemented without

further action by the Assembly.

11/ See ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 307(S).

12/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 295(M).

13/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 296(M).

S
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ARTICLE V —/

(a) A Board of Governors is hereby established -a1 to give effect to

this Agreement and the Operating Agreement. 11 The Board of Governors shall

have responsibility for the design, development, construction, establishment,

operation and maintenance of the INTELSAT space segment and for any other

activities which are undertaken by INTELSAT pursuant to authority contained

A/in this Agreement and the Operating Agreement. The Board of Governors

shall have the powers and shall exercise the functions set forth in this

5/Agreement and the Operating Agreement. — The powers of the Board of

Governors shall include, but not be limited to, the following:

Adopting policies, plans and programs in connection with the
design, development, construction, establishment, operation or
maintenance of the INTELSAT space segment and, as appropriate,
in connection with any other activities which INTELSAT is
authorized to undertake.

(ii) Adopting procurement policies, regulations and procedures and
approving procurement contracts in excess of an amount specified
by the Board of Governors. 6/

(iii) Adopting procedures for determination of annual and other
adjustmentP of the investment shares. 7/

1/ This Article provides for a Board of Governors of INTELSAT, with respon-
sibility for the INTELSAT space segment and other authorized INTELSAT
activities. The general provision is followed by a partial list of
particular powers of the Board of Governors.

2/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 244(U).

3/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 369(U).

4/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 370(U).

5/ Interim Agreement, Article IV(a).

6/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 373(U).

7/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 375(U).

•
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(iv) Adopting financial policies and approving budgets by major
categories. 8/

(v) Adopting policies and procedures for the acquisition, protection
and distribution of rights in inventions and data consistent
with Article 8 of the Operating Agreement. 9/

(vi) Adopting criteria and procedures for approval of earth stations

for access to the INTELSAT space segment, for verification and

monitoring of performance characteristics of earth stations

having access, and for coordination of such earth station

access to and use of the INTELSAT space segment. 10/

(vii) Adopting terms and conditions governing the allotment of
:NTELSAT space segment capacity.

(viii) Taking such actions as may be appropriate in accordance with

the provisions of Article IX with respect to the increase of

the net contribution. 11/

(b) The Board of Governors shall enter into a fixed term contract with

the Manager and at the termination of any contract period enter into a further

contract with the then existing Manager or make recommendations to the Assembly

11
for the substitution of a new specifically named entity to perform the

functiQns of the Manager. 12/

8/ See Interim Agreement, Article V(c)(iii).

9/ See Special Agreement, Article 10(f) and (g).

10/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 376(U), 377(U), and 378(U).

11/ See Interim Agreement, Article VI(b).

12/ TCSC-36-58E, paragraph 461(SS).

•
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1/
ARTICLE VI 

(a) The Board of Governors shall be composed of

(i) one representative from each Signatory 2./ whose investment

share is not less than   percent of all investment

shares in the INTELSAT space segment. 3/

(ii) one representative from each of any two or more Signato
ries

who have agreed to combine in order to be represented and

whose combined investment shares in the INTELSAT space segment

are not less than   percent of all such shares. 4/

(iii) one representative from each of any five or mor
e Signatories

who have agreed to combine in order to be represented, 5/
 and

(iv) such representatives as may be selected by the
 Assembly

pursuant to Article IV(d)(i). 6/

Signatories may combine for representation under (ii) 
and (iii) of this

paragraph at any time. No Signatory shall be represented under more than

one of the foregoing categories.

(b) For purposes of determining representation a
nd voting on the Board

of Governors, an adjustment of investment sh
ares will be effective thirty

days after it has been made pursuant to Article 
4 of the Operating Agree-

ment.

1/ This Article provides for the representat
ion of Signatories on the Board

of Governors as well as a system of weighted
 voting, a quorum requirement,

election of officers and other matters relating to the func
tioning of the

Board of Governors.

2/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 346(M).

3/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 357(U). See also Interim Agreement, Article IV(b).

4/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 357(U). See also Interim Agreement, Article IV(b).

5/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 361(5).

6/ See ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 358(M).
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(c) Each representative of a Signatory or group of Signatories shall

have a vote equal to the total investment share of the Signatory or group

of Signatories he represents. ii Each representative shall cast his entire

vote in the same way on any question or shall abstain from voting his entire

vote. If the representative of any Signatory or group of Signatories shall

have more than 50 percent of the vote of all Signatories and groups of

Signatories entitled to be represented in the Board of Governors he shall

cast no more than the vote which is equal to 50 percent of the total vote

of all Signatories and groups of Signatories entitled to be represented

8/ <L,6..-41,AAYOAA V-etf)
in the Board of Governors.

(d) The Board of Governors shall endeavor to act unanimously;

however, if it fails to reach unanimous agreement, its decisions and

recommendations shall be made by the concurrence of representatives whose

total vote, out of the votes of all Signatories and groups of Signatories

entitled to be represented in the Board of Governors, equals at least a

majority of the investment shares of such Signatories and

groups in the case of procedural questions; 10/

(ii) two-thirds majority of the investment shares of such Signatories

and groups in the case of substantive questions. 11/

(e) Any dispute whether a particular question is procedural or sub-

stantive shall be decided by the Chairman of the Board of Governors. Any

such decision of the Chairman may be overruled by a majority of representatives

present and voting, each representative having one vote.

7/ See ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 393(SM) and 399(S) and Interim Agreement,

Article V(a).

8/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 410(SS).

9/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 403(U); Interim Agreement Article V(c).

10/ See ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 423(SM).

11/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 419(M). See also Interim Agreement, Article V(c).

•

•
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(0 The first meeting of the Board of Governors shall be convened by

the Chairman of the Interim Communications Satellite Committee within sixty

days from the date this Agreement and the Operating Agreement enter into

force.

(g) A quorum in the Board of Governors shall consist of representatives

having at least two-thirds of the vote of all Signatories and groups of

Signatories entitled to be represented in the Board of Governors. 12/

(h) The Board of Governors shall adopt its own rules of procedure, which

shall include the method for selection of a Chairman and such other officers

as may be required and the duration of their tenure. Notwithstanding the

provisions of paragraph (d) of this Article, such rules may provide any

method fo voting in the election of officers as the Board of Governors

deems appropriate.

(i) In the performance of its responsibilities under this Agreement and

the Operating Agreement, the Board of Governors shall be assisted by such

advisory committees as it deems appropriate. 13/

12/ Sec Interim Agreement, Article V(b).

13/ Interim Agreement, Article IV(d).
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1/, 2/
ARTICLE VII —

The Communications Satellite Corporation shall act as the Manager of

INTELSAT, 2/(subject to replacement as provided in Article V(b). The

cun, tAM-t-01A,
Board of Governors shall conclude a contract with the anagertpetting

the terms and conditions under which the Manager will perform its functions.

The contract shall provide for inclusion on the Manager's staff of qualified

personnel from States Party to this Agreement. Pursuant to general policies

of the Board of Governors and to specific determinations it may make, the

activities of the Manager shall include, but not be limited to:

(0 Development, design, construction, establishment, operation

and maintenance of the INTELSAT space segment.

(ii) Development, design, construction, establishment, operation

and maintenance of the space segment of other telecommunications

facilities which may be provided by INTELSAT pursuant to this

Agreement.

(iii) Providing for the administrative and other operating require-

ments of INTELSAT, including its financial management.

1/ This Article provides for INTELSAT to be managed by a Manager, under a

written contract with the Board of Governors, and under the Board of
Governors' direction. Subject to replacement, COMSAT is named as

Manager. The Manager's range of activities is generally described and

there is a specific provision for including qualified nationals of

Parties on the Manager's staff.

2/ See Interim Agreement, Article VIII.

3/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 444(P) and 451(S).

4/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 461(SS).

5/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 476(SS).

6/ See ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 465-474.
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ARTICLE VIII 

(a) The primary objective of the Parties to this Agreement is to provide

for the design, development, construction, establishment, operation and

maintenance of the space segment to meet international public telecommuni-

cations services requirements, 
1/ and the Parties and the Signatories agree

that the space segment utilized to meet these requirements shall be the

space segment provided by INTELSAT. The Parties and Signatories further agree

that they shall not establish, or join in the establishmenr of, or use, any

space segment other than the INTELSAT space segment to meet international

public telecommunications services requirements. -V

(b) To the extent any Signatory, Party or any person within the juris-

diction of a Party establishes or otherwise acquires space segment facilities

separate from the INTELSAT space segment to meet its domestic public or

specialized telecommunications services requirements or international specia—zed

telecommunications services requirements, the Parties and Signatories agree

that the establishment, acquisition and operation of any such facilities will

be subject to prior determination by the Board of Governors that:

(i) They will be consistent with the use of the radio spectrum

and orbital space by the existing or planned INTELSAT space

segment,

(ii) The mechanisms and techniques for control of such space

segment facilities will be adequate, and

1/ This Article describes the scope of activities INTELSAT is authorized to

engage in and contains the agreement of the parties in respect to the

establishment and use of a space segment other than that provided by

INTELSAT.

2/ ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 166(U), 195(U). See Interim Agreement, Article I.

ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 600(M).
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(iii) The radiation emitted from such space segment facilities
will not cause harmful interference. 4

(c) The Board of Governors is authorized to provide to any Signatory

INTELSAT space segment facilities to meet the domestic public or specialized

telecommunications services requirements or international specialized

telecommunications services requirements of that Signatory, the Party

designating that Signatory or any person within the jurisidction of that

5Party under mutually agreeable terms and conditions. The Board of

Governors is also authorized to provide non-INTELSAT space segment facilities

to meet the domestic public or specialized telecommunications services require-

ments or international specialized telecommunications services requirements

of a Signatory, a Party or any person within the jurisdiction of a Party

under mutually agreeable terms and conditions. Such non-INTELSAT space

segment facilities shall be financed and owned by and may be designed,

developed and constructed in accordance with specifications provided by

6
the entity so requesting.

(d) The Boar of Governors is authorized to pvide capacity in the

INTELSAT space se ent for domestic and inte ational telecommunications

services requireme ts of non-Party States ad authoriti s having earth

stations, or commu ications entities, pub ic or private, designated by

them, upon terms an conditions similar to those upon whi h such services

are provided to Par ies or Signatories, provided that, in stablishing

charges for such ser ice, appropr ate allowance shall be ma for the fact

that such States, auth rities, r communications entities hav not borne

any portion of the cost tablishing the INTELSAT space se ent.
7 

The Board of

4 See ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 610(SM), 611(SS), 614(M), 616(SS), 617(S),
216(M), 217(M), 221(SS) and 222(SS).

5 ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs209(SM) and 200(S).
6 See ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 213(SM) and 200(S).
7 ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 555(SS). See ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 554(U)

and 556(P).
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Governors may also, u er appropriate erms conditions

satellite satellites to meet the amestic ptblic or sp

communie tions services requireme s or intern tional cialized

prov.de a sep rate

cialize tele-

teleco unications servi es req rements of such authoriti or

nications entities.

(e) Nothing in this Agreement shall affect the right of a Party to

establish satellites solely for national security purposes. 8

•

(f ) To the extent required by this Agreement the Parties agree to have

the satellite telecommunications services requirements of the Parties

and Signatories fulfilled in accordance with the provisions of this

Agreement. Upon the breach of any obligation under this Article by a

Signatory or Party which has not been remedied within three months

from the date of notification of breach by the Board of Governors to

the Signatory or the Party in question, the rights of the Signatory or

of the Signatory designated by that Party shall be suspended. After

three months from the date of such suspension, the Board of Governors

may recommend to the Assembly that the Party which designated the

Signatory or the Party be deemed to have withdrawn from this Agreement,

pursuant to Article IV(d)(viii). Upon approval by the Assembly of

such a recommendation, this Agreement shall cease to be in force for

such Party. Withdrawal of the Signatory of such Party from the

Operating Agreement shall thereupon be automatically effected subject

9
to the condition provided in Article XII(c).

8 ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 620(SS).
9 See Special Agreement, Article 4(d) and Interim Agreement

Article XI(b) and (c), ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 625(3M).
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ARTICLE IX 

(a) Except as otherwise provided in this Article, the net contribution

in the INTELSAT space segment shall not exceed U.S. $300,000,000.

(b) Net contribution, as used in paragraph (a), shall include the

cumulative cash contributions made by the signatories of the Special Agree-

ment pursuant to Article 4 of that Agreement and by Signatories to the Operating

Agreement pursuant to Article 3 of that Agreement, less the cumulative amount

of depreciation recorded in the INTELSAT accounts commencing August 20, 1964.

(c) The Board of Governors may recommend that the net contribution

should be increased above U.S. $300,000,000 and, if so, in what amount. Such

recommendation shall be referred to the Assembly for consideration at its

next meeting or at a special meeting convened by the Chairman of the Board

of Governors pursuant to the provisions of Article IV hereof. Such

recommendation for an increase shall become effective when approved by the

Assembly.

1/ This Article provides for a limit to the net contribution of Signatories

and a method for raising that limit.

2/ See Interim Agreement, Article VI(a)and (b).

•

•
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1
ARTICLE X

The Board of Governors shall endeavor to insure that all contracts are

awarded on the basis of the best quality, best price and timely performance.

The Board of Governors shall endeavor to insure the widest practicable

international participation in contracts and subcontracts consistent with

the foregoing principle. 2, 3

1 The Article establishes basic procurement policy.

2 ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 536(S1)and 541(SM).

3 See Interim Agreement, Article X.
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1
ARTICLE Xi 

(a) This Agreement shall be open for signature for six months from

, 1969 in Washington by:

(i) the Government of any State which is a Party to the Interim

Agreement;

(ii) the Government of any other State which is a member of the

International Telecommunication Union. 2

(b) The Government of any State referred to in paragraph (a) of this

Article may accede to this Agreement after it is closed for signature. The

financial conditions under which the Signatory of a Government acceding to

this Agreement shall sign the Operating Agreement shall be determined by

the Board of Governors.

(c) This Agreement shall enter into force on the date on which it has

been signed without reservation as to approval, or has been approved after

such reservation, by two-thirds ot the parties to the Interim Agreement,

except that such two-thirds must include Parties who hold or Parties whose

Signatories hold at least eighty percent (80%) of the total investment

quota under the Special Agreement. For each Government signing this Agree-

ment after it has entered into force, the Agreement shall be effective upon

signature or, if it signs subject to a reservation as to approval, on approval

by it.

(d) Any Government which signs this Agreement subject to a reservation

as to approval may, as long as this Agreement is open for signature, declare

1 This Article, dealing with signature, accession, entry into force and
other matters is based primarily on Article XII of the Interim Agreement.

2 ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 229(M).

•
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that it applies this Agreement provisionally and shall thereupon be considered

a Party to this Agreement. Such provisional application shall terminate:

(i) upon approval of this Agreement by that Government; or

(ii) upon withdrawal by that Government in accordance with this

Agreement.

(e) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Article, this Agreement

shall not enter into force for any Government nor be applied provisionally

by any Government until that Government or its communications entity

designated pursuant to Article III of this Agreement shall have signed the

Operating Agreement.

(f) If this Agreement has not entered into force for, or has not been

provisionally applied by, the Government of a State which has signed it in

accordance with this Article within a period of one year from the date when

it is first opened for signature, the signature shall be considered of no

effect.

(g) No reservation may be made to this Agreement except as provided

in this Article.

(h) Upon entry into force of this Agreement, the Government of the

United States of America shall register it with the Secretary General of

the United Nations in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of the

United Nations. 
3

7—TriT-e-TiM Agreement, Article XIV.
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ARTICLE XII 1

(a) Any Party may withdraw from this Agreement and this Agreement shall

cease to be in force for that Party three months after that Party shall have

notified the Depositary Government of its intention to withdraw. In the event

of such withdrawal, the Signatory designated by such Party shall pay all

sums already due under the Operating Agreement, together with a sum which

shall be agreed between that Signatory and the Board of Governors in respect

of costs which will result in the future from contracts concluded prior to

notification of withdrawal. If agreement has not been reached within three

months after notification of withdrawal, the Board of Governors shall make

a final determination of the sums which shall be paid by that Signatory.

(b) Not less than three months after the rights of a Signatory to the

Operating Agreement have been suspended pursuant to Article 6 of the

Operating Agreement, and if that Signatory has not meanwhile paid all sums

due, the Board of Governors, having taken into account any statement by

that Signatory or the Party which has designated it, may recommend to the

Assembly that such Party shall be deemed to have withdrawn from this Agreement.

Upon approval by the Assembly of such a recommendation, this Agreement shall

cease to be in force for such Party.

(c) Withdrawal by a Party from this Agreement shall automatically effect

withdrawal from the Operating Agreement by the designated Signatoryto the

Operating Agreement, but the obligation to make payments under paragraph (a)

of this Article shall not be affected by such withdrawal.

1 This Article deals with voluntary and involuntary withdrawal. See ICSC-36-
58E, paragraph 624(SM). It is based upon Article XI(a), (b) and (c) of
the Interim Agrepment.

•

•

•

•

•
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1/
ARTICLE XIII 

(a) The headquarter t of INTELSAT 
shall be in Washington, District of

Columbia, United States of America.

(b) INTELSAT, its 
assets, property, and income shall be immune 

in all

States Party to this Agreement from all nati
onal income and property taxation.

(c) The Government of the country in which
 the headquarters of INTELSAT

is situated (hereinafter referred to as "the 
host Government") shall as

soon as possible conclude with the Board of G
overnors, acting on behalf of

INTELSAT, an agreement relating to the sta
tus, privileges and immunities of

INTELSAT, of its officers, employees, 
and participants, and of representati

ves

of Parties while in the territory of the 
host Government for the purpose of

exercising their functions.

(d) The agreement concluded under paragra
ph (c) of this Article shall

be independent of this Agree'ment and sh
all prescribe the conditions of its

termination.

(e) Such additional privileges and immu
nities as may be appropriate

and the Operating Apreement

for the proper functioning of INTELSAT
 under this Agreement/may be obtained

at the request of the Board of Governors
 from one or more other Parties, either

by menas of an agreement or agreements w
hich the Board of Governors, acting

on behalf of INTELSAT, may conclude w
ith one or more such Parties, or by

other appropriate action of such Party 
or Parties.

1/ This Article deals with INTELSAT
 headquarters and privileges, immunities

and exemptions. See ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 595 and 597(SM).
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ARTICLE XIV 

(a) Amendments to this Agreement may be proposed by any Party or

Signatory and shall be submitted to the Board of Governors for consideration.

The Board of Governors shall submit proposed amendments, together with its

comments and recommendations, to the Assembly. The Assembly shall submit

proposed amendments to the Parties with the recommendations of the Board

of Governors and its own recommendations concerning whether the amendments

should be adopted and whether a Conference of Parties should be convened.

Notwithstanding the recommendation of the Assembly, one-third of the Parties

may request a Conference of Parties to consider any amendment to this

Agreement proposed pursuant to this Article.

(b) Proposed amendments shall be distributed to the Parties at least

ninety days prior to the convening of a Conference of Parties.

(c) Upon recommendation of the Assembly or the request of one-third

of the Parties, the Government of the United States of America shall convene

a Conference of the Parties.

(d) An amendment to this Agreement shall enter into force for all Parties

90 days after the Depositary Government has received notice of acceptance

of the amendment from two-thirds of the Parties, except that such two-thirds

must include Parties who hold or Parties whose Signatories hold at least

eighty percent (807,) of the investment shares in the INTELSAT space segment.

1 This Article deals with amendments. See ICSC-36-58B, paragraphs 582 and
583(SM).
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ARTICLE XV 1

(a) NoLiiicaLions of approval, or of provisional application, ald

instruments of accession or of acceptance of amendments shall be deposited

with the Government of the United States of America.

(b) The Government of the United States of America shall notify all

signatory and acceding governments of signatures, reservations of approval,

deposits of notifications of approval or of provisional application, deposits

of instruments of accession, notifications of acceptance of amendments and

notifications of withdrawals from this Agreement.

I This Article provides for the United States Government to act as

depositary of the Agreement.
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February 21, 1969

DRAFT INTELSAT INTERGOVERNYXNTAL AND OPERATING AGREEMENTS

These draft Agreements have been annotated with references

to the Report of the Interim Communications. Satellite

Committee on definitive arrangements for an International

Global Communications Satellite System (ICSC-36-58E),

to the existing INTELSAT Agreements, to each other, and,

in exceptional cases, to outside sources.

These annotations are intended solely as an ai.d in

locating relevant portions of the documents referred

to and are not presented as an exhaustive list of

portions identical, similar, or contrary to the

annotated section.

.The symbols U, SM, M, SS, S and P after paragraph

numbers refer to views of the ICSC on the paragraphs
and mean "unanimous", "substantial majority", "majority",

"substantial support", "support", and "proposal" re-

spectively.
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DRAFT OPERATING AGREEMENT 

FOR  THE DEFINITIVE ARRiNGEMENTS

PREAMBLE 1

USDe1/3
February 21, 196

Whereas certain Governments have become parties to an Agreement

Establishing Definitive Arrangements for a Global Commercial Communica-

tions Satellite System, established under the Agreement Establishing

Interim Arrangements for a Global Commercial Communications Satellite

System; and

Whereas those Governments have undertaken to sign or to designate

a communications entity to sign this Operating Agreement;

The Signatories to this Operating Agreement hereby agree as follows:.

1
This Preamble is based upon the Preamble to the Special Agreopent.
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1
ARTICLE  1

For purposes of this Operating Agreement:

w..(a) "INTELSAT" means the International Telecommunications

Satellite Consortium.
2

(b) The "Agreement" means the Agreement among Governments

establishing definitive arrangements for a global commercial

3
communications satellite system.

(c) The following words and phrases shall have the same meaning

4
as they have in the Agreement:

(i) "Interim Agreement,"

(ii) "Special Agreement,"

(iii) "Party,"

(iv) "Signatory,"

(v) "Design" and "development,"

(vi) "Space segment,"

(vii) "INTELSAT space segment,"

(viii) "Telecommupications,"

(ix) "Public telecommunications servicei,"

(x) "Specialized telecommunications services,"

(xi) "International telcommunications services,"

(xii) "Domestic telecommunications services,"

(xiii) "Investment share,"

(d) "Board of Governors" means the organ established pursuant

5
to Article V of the Agreement.

1 This definitions article incorporates by reference the definitions
in Article I of the draft Intergovernmental Agreement for most tenus.

2 First paragraph, preamble to Intergovernmental Agreement.

3 New; see also ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 151.
4 See references under Article I of the Intergovernmental Agreement

5 New.



1
ARTICLE 2 

ivEach Signatory undertakes to fulfill the obligations placed upon

it by the Agreement and this Operating Agreement and thereby obtains

the rights provided for Signatories in each Agreement. Each Signatory

further agrees to assume, in proportion to its investment share, all

of the obligations created pursuant to the Special Agreement and

outstanding on the date of entry into force of this Operating

Agreement, and the Signatories shall obtain, in proportion to their

respective investment shares, all right, title and interest in the

space segment owned by the signatories under the Interim Agreement

and the Special Agreement, subject to the requirements of Article 4(h)

of this Operating Agreement.

I See Article 2 of the Special Agreement.
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• 1
ARTICLE 3

Sign.atory shall contribute a. percentage of the costs of the

design, development, construction and establishment of the INTELSAT

space segment equal to its investment share.

•

•

See Article 3 of the Special Agreement, ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 493(M).
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1
ARTICLE 4 

(a) Each Signatory to this Operating'Agreement shall have an invest- .

ment share of the INTELSAT space segment. 2

(b) The investment shares of Signatories on the date this Operating

Agreement enters into force shall be determined as follows:

(1)

3

Each Signatory who was signatory to the Special Agreement

shall, except as otherwise provided in thig paragraph (b),

have an investment share equal to its percentage of the

total utilization of the space segment under the Special

Agreement by all such Signatories during the twelve month

period immediately preceding the entry into force of this

Operating Agreement.

(ii) Any Signatory who did not utilize the space segment under

the Special Agreement during the twelve month period

immediately preceding the entry into force of this Operating

Agreement shall have an investment share of .05 percent.

The investment shares of the other Signatories, as determlned

pursuant to subparagraph (i). of this paragraph (b), shall

be reduced pro rata to accommodate such .05 percent invest-

ment shares.

(iii) Any Signatory whose investment share was calculated pursuant

to subparagraph (b)(i) at less than .05 petcent or was

reduced pro rata pursuant to subparagraph (b)(ii) to 1..ess
than .05 percent shall be so notified by the Manager. Within

a period of thirty days following the date of said notifi-
cation, any such Signatory may elect, by providing written
notice to the Manager, to have an investment share of .05
percent. Upon receipt by the Manager of all such notifications,
the Manager shall adjust pxo rata the investment shares of
all Signatories to accommodate such elections, effective at
the conclusion of said thirty-day period; provided, however,
that elections pursuant to this subparagraph (b)(iii) shall
not reduce any investment share below .05 percent which
investment share, but for elections hereunder, would be .05
percent or more. In implementing the foregoing proviso, any
consequential adjustments of investment shares required
shall be made pro rata in order to maintain the total invest-
ment shares at 100 percent.

1 This Article sets forth the methods for initial determination and subsequent
adjustmataf4taris of undivided ownership (investment shares) in the INTELSAT
space segment.

3

See ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 493(M).

See ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 498(R,0 and 511(M).
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(c) Effective upon conclusion of the.thirty-day period referred to

in pa'r.agraph (b), the Manager shall charge or give a credit, as appropriate,

to each Signatory who was also a signatory to the Special Agreement an

amount equal to the difference betwen the investment share of such

Signatory and its last investment quota under the Special Agreement

multiplied by the net worth of the INTELSAT space segment as of.the date

of entry into force of this Operating Agreement.* Any Signatory who was

not a signatory to the Special Agreement shall be charged with an amount

equal to its investment share times the net worth of the INTELSAT space

segment as of the date of the entry into force of this Operating Agreement.

(d) The investment shares of Signatories shall be adjusted annually

beginning one year after the date of the entry into force of this Operating

Agreement, or at any other time determined by the Board of Governors, as

3
follows:

4

(i) Each Signatory shall, except as otherwise provided in.this

paragraph (d), have an investment share equal to its percentage

of the total utilization of the INTELSAT space segment by

Signatories during the period since the last preceding deter-

mination of investment shares..

(ii) Any Signatory who did not utilize the INTELSAT space segment

during the period since the last preceding determination of

investment shares shall have an investment share of .05
percent. The investment shares of the other Signatories as

determined pursuant to subparagraph (i) of this paragraph (d)

shall be reduced pro rata to accommodate such .05 percent

investment shares.

(iii) Any Signatory whose investment share was calculated pursuant

to subparagraph (d)(i) at less than .05 percent,.or was .

reduced pro rata pursuant to subparagraph (d)(ii) to less

3 See ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs 498(SM) and 511(M).

4 This paragraph completes the initial determination mochanizm.
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than .05 percent, shall be so notified by the Manager.
Within a period to be specified by the Board of Governors
following the date of such notification any such Signatory
may elect, by providing written notice to the Manager, to have
an investment share of .05 percent. Upon receipt of all
such notifications, the Manager shall adjust pro rata the
investment shares of all Signatories to accommodate such
elections, effective at the conclusion of the period specified
by the Board of Governors; provided, however, that elections
pursuant to this subparagraph (d)(iii) shall not reduce any
investment share below .05 percent which investment share,
but for elections hereunder, would be .05 percent or more.
In implementing the foregoing proviso, any consequential
adjustments of investment shares required shall be made pro
rata in order to maintain the total investment shares at
100 percent.

(e) Effective upon conclusion of each elec.tion period specified by

the Board of Governors, pursuant to subparagraph (d)(iii) the Manager shall

charge or give a credit, as appropriate, to each Signatory who was a

Signatory prior to the last preceding determination of investment shares,of

an amount equal to the difference between the current investment share and

the immediately preceding investment share of such Signatory multiplied by

the net worth of the INTELSAT space segment as of the conclusion of such

election period. Any Signatory who was not a Signatory prior to the last

preceding determination of investment shares shall be charged for an amount

equal to its investment share multiplied by the net worth of the INTELSAT

space segment as of the conclusion of such election period. 5

(f) The Manager shall make the calculations required under this Article

and shall notify each Signatory, within days following the date of the

determination pursuant to paragraph (b) of this Article or of each adjustment

J This paragraph completes the mechanism for investment share adjustment.
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pursuant to paragraph (d) of this Article, of the investment shares to be

held by all Signatories and of the amount to be charged or credited to it

in the appropriate INTELSAT accounts as a result of such determination or

6adjustments.

(g) The Board of Governors shall determine the method to be followed

by the Manager in measuring the use of the INTELSAT space segment by each

Signatory and in determining the net worth of the INTELSAT space segment.

(h) The Manager shall calculate the value of the investment of

signatories to the Special Agreement who have not signed the Operating

Agreement upon its entry into force by multiplying the last investment quota

of each such signatory under the Special Agreement by the net worth of the

INTELSAT space segment as of the effective date of this Operating Agreement.

Each such signatory shall, by notification to the Manager on or before the

first date of the determination of investment shares pursuant to paragraph

(b) of this Article, be entitled to receive an amount equal to the value

of its investment. If no such notification is received within such notifi-

cation period, the value oi the investment of that signatory shall be

continued in the INTELSAT space segment at a rate of interest to be determined

by the Board of Governors. If that signatory does not accede to this

Operating Agreement within one year from the date of its entry into force,

7

it shall receive the value of its investment as computed above plus the

8
accumulated interest.

7

8

New.

New; see IC5C-36-58E, paragraph 511(M).

See generally ICSC-36-58E, paragraph 521(SM).
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1
ARTICLE 5

(a) The Board of Governors may specify appropriate units of

satellite utilization based upon various types of uses and, from time

to time, shall establish space segment utilization charges which, as

a general rule, shall be sufficient to cover amortization of the

capital cost of the INTELSAT space segment, the estimated operating,
•

maintenance and administration costs of the INTELSAT space segment,

2
and compensation for the use of capital.

(b) In establishing space segment utilization charges pursuant

to paragraph (a) of this Article, the Board of Governors shall include

in the estimated operating, maintenance and administration costs of

the INTELSAT space segment, the estimated direct and indirect costs

of thc Manager which are allocable to its performance of services as

Manager in the operation and maintenance of the space segeent, and

appropriate compensation to the Manager, as may be agreed- in the

contract between the Manager and the Board of Governors, for such services.

(c) Space segment utilization charges shall be paid periodically

to the Manager at times specified by the Board of Governors. The

charges shall be computed in United States dollars and paid in United

States dollars or in currency freely convertible into United States dollars.

3

1. This Article establishes a space segment utilization charge to
cover current costs, amortization of capital costs, and compensation for
use of capital. See ICSC-36-58E paragraph 493(M) and 527(SM).

2 See Article 9(a), Special Agreement.
3 See Article 9(b), Special Agreement.
4 See Article 9(c), Special Agreement.

4
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(d) The components of the space segment utilization charges

representing amortization and compensation for the use of capital shall

be &edited to the Signatories in propOrtion to their respective

investment shares. In the interests of avoiding unnecessary transfers

of 'funds between Signatories, and of keeping to a minimum the funds held

by the Manager on behalf of the Signatories, the Board of Governors shall

make suitable arrangements for funds representing these components to

be distributed among the Signatories in such a way that the credits

5
established for Signatories are discharged.

(e) The other components of the space segment utilization

charges shall be applied to meet all operating, maintenance, and

administration costs, and to establish such reserves as the Board of

Governors may determine to be necessary. After providing for such

111 costs and reserves; any balance remaining shall be distributed by the

Manager, in United States dollars, or in currency freely convertible

into United States dollars, among the Signatories in proportion to

their respective investment shqres; but if insufficient funds remain

to meet the operating, maintenance and administration cbsts, the Signatories

shall pay to the Manager, in proportion to their respective investment

shares, such amounts as may be determined by the Board of Covuxors to

IIM be required to meet the deficiency.

•

6

(f) The Board of Governors shall institute appropriate sanctions

in cases where payments pursuant to this Article shall have been in

7
default for three months or longer.

9(d), Special Agreement.5 See Article
6 See Article 9(e), Special Agreement.
7 See Article 9(f), Special Agreement.
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1
ARTICLE 6 

(a) The Board of Governors shall call upon the Signatories to

make their respective proportionate payments pursuant to Article 3

of this Operating Agreement as necessary to enable obligations to be

met as they become due. Payments shall be made to the ManTpr by each

Signatory in United States dollars, or in currency freely convertible

into United States dollars, and in such amounts that, acc.ounting on a

cumulative basis, the sums paid by the Signatories are in proportion

to their respective investment shares in the INTELSAT space segment.

When a Signatory incurs obligations pursuant to authorization by the

Board of Governors, the Board of Governors shall cause payments to be

made to that Signatory.
2

(b) Accounts for expenditure referred to in paragraph (a) of

this Article shall be subject to review by the Board of Governors and

shall be subject to such adjustment as the Board of Governors may dec-ide.

(c) Each Signatory shall pay the amount due from it under

paragraph (a) of this Article on the date designated by the Board of

Governors. Interest at a rate to be determined by the Board of Governors

shall be added to any amount unpaid after that date. If the Signatory

has not made a payment within three months of its becoming due, the

rightS of the Signatory under the Agreement and this Operating Agreement

sha]l be suspended. After such suspension, the Board of Governors may

recommend to the Assembly that the Party which designated the defaulting

1 This Article relates to the payment of capital contributions
to INTELSAT and to the consequences of default in making such paymen't.

2 See Article 4(b), Special Agreement.
3 See Article 4(c), Special Agreement.
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Signatory be deemed to have withdrawn from the Agreement. Upon

determination by the Assembly that such Party is deemed to have

withdrawn from the Agreement, the Board of Governors shall make a

binding determination of dhe sums already due from the Signatory

together with any sums to be paid in respect of the costs which will

result in the future from contracts concluded prior to withdrawal.

Such withdrawal shall not, however, affect the obligation of the

Signatory concerned to pay sums due under this Operating Agreement,

whether falling due before withdrawal or payable in accordance with

the aforesaid determination of the Board of Governors.
4

4 See Article 4(d), Special Agreement.
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1
ARTICLE 

All contracts entered into pursuant to the Agreement and this

Operating Agreement shall be placed in accordance with the procurement

policies and regulations adopted by the Board of Governors, and shall,

except as otherwise provided by the Board of Governors, be based on

responses to appropriate requests for quotations for invitations to

tender from among persons and organizations qualified toperform the

work under the proposed contract. All such contracts shall, except

as otherwise directed by the Board of Governors, be entered into,

executed and administered by the manager for and on behalf of INTELSAT.

1 This Avticle relates to contract placement pursuant to
procurement policies and regulations of the Board of Governors. See
Article 10(a) and (e) of the Special Agreement.
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1
ARTICLE 8 

(a) The Board of Governors, taking into account the principles .and

objectives of INTELSAT, as well as generally accepted industrial

practices, shall acquire for INTELSAT appropriate rights in inventions

and technical data arising directly from any work performed on behalf

of INTELSAT.

(b) Inventions and technical data to which INTELSAT. has acquired

such rights:

(i) Shall be made available to any Signatory or any person

in the jurisdiction of a Signatory, or the Government

which has designated that Signatory:

(A) on a royalty-free basis, for tw in connection

with the design, development, construction,

establishment, operation, and maintenance of

equipment and components for the INTELSAT

space segnent;

(B) on fair and reasonable tenas and conditions

prescribed by the Board of Governors, for use in

connection with other purposes, provided the

Board of Governors determines that the proposed

use would not be incompatible with the principles

and objectives of INTELSAT; and

1 Data and inventions. See generally ICSC-36-58E, paragraphs

545(U), 547(SS) and 548(SS); see also Article 10(f) and (g) of the
Special Agreement.
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(ii) May be made available to other persons and entities

at the discretion of the Board of Governors and under

such terms and conditions as the Board of Governors

determines, provided the Board of Governors determines

that the proposed use would not be incompatible with

the principles and objectives of INTELSAT.

(c) Except as it may otherwise determine, the Board of Governors

shall endeavor to have included in all contracts or other arrangements

for design and development work appropriate provisions which will

ensure dhat inventions and technical data owned by the contractor and

its subcontractors which are directly incorporated in work performed

under such contracts or other arrangements, may be used on fair and

reasonable terms by each Signatory or any person in the jurisdiction

of a Signatory or the Government which has designated that Signatory,

provided that such use is necessary, and to the extent that it is

necessary to use such inventons and technical data for the exercise

of the rights obtained pursuant to paragraph (a) of this Article.



1
ARTICLE 9

Each Signatory shall keep such books, records, vouchers and

accounts of all costs for which it is authorized to be reimbursed

under this Operating Agreement with respect to the design, development,

construction, establishment, operation and maintenance of the INTELSAT

space segment as may be appropriate and shall at all reasonable times

make them available for inspection by representatives of the Board

of Governors.

1 See Article 11, Special Agreement.
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ARTICLE 10

.-The following shall be included as part of the costs of the design,

development, construction, and establishment of the INTELSAT space

segment to be shared by the Signatories in proportion to their

respective investment shares in the INTELSAT space segment:

(i) Ail direct and indivect costs for the desigR,

development, construction, and establishment

of the INTELSAT space segment incurred by the

Manager, by the Board of Governors or, pursuant

to authorization by the Board of Governors, by.

any Signatory.

(ii) Compensation to the Manager, as may be agreed

in the contract between the Manager and the

Board of Governors, for the managerial services

associated with the design, development,

construction and establishment of the INTELSAT

space segment.

1 Components of capital costs. See Article 5, Special Agreement.
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1
ARTICLE 11

The following shall not form part of the costs to be shared by

the Signatories:

(a) Taxes on the net income of any of the Signatories;

(b) Design and development expenditures on launchers and launching

facilities except expenditures incurred for the adaptation of launchers

and launching facilities in connection with the design, development,

construction and establishment of the INTELSAT space segment;

(c) The expenses of the representatives of the Signatories on the

Board of Governors and on its advisory committees and the staffs of those

representatives except insofar as the Board of Governors may otherwise

determine;

(d) The expenses of the representatives of Parties and Signatories

to ehe Assembly except insofar as the Board of Governors may otherwise

determine.

•

1. Article 6, Special Agreement.

•
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1
ARTICLE 12 

(a) In considering whether an earth station should be permitted

to utilize the INTELSAT space segment, the Board of Governors shall

take into account the technical characteristics of the station, the

technical limitations on multiple access to satellites due to the

existing state of the art, the effect of geographical_ distribution of

earth stations on the efficiency of the services to be provided by the

system, the recommended standards of the International Telegraph and

Telephone Consultative Committee and the International Radio Consultative

Committee of the International Telecommunication Union, and such general

standards as the Board of Governors may establish. Failure by the Board

of Governors to establish general standards shall not of itself preclude

the Board of Governors from considering or acting upon any application

for approval of an earth station to utilize the INTELSAT space segment.

(b) Any application for approval of an earth station to utilize the

INTELSAT space segment shall be submitted to the Board of Governors by the

Signatory in whose area the earth station is or will be located or, with

respect to other areas, by a duly authorized communications entity. Each

such application shall be submitted either individually or jointly on

behalf of all Signatories and duly authorized communications entities

intending to utilize the INTELSAT space segment by means of the earth

1. Earth sttion use of the INTELSAT space segment. See Article 7,
Special Agreement.
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etasfion which is the subject of thd application.

(c) Any application for approval of an earth station which is or

will be located under the jurisdiction of a party to the Agreement

and which is to be owned or operated by an organization or organizations

other than the Signatory to the Operating Agreement designated by such

Party shall be made by that Signatory.
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1 •
ARTICLE 13 

(a) Each applicant for approval of an earth station pursuant to

Article 12 of this Operating Agreement shall be resporisible for making

equitable and non-discriminatory arrangements for the use of the earth

station by all Signatories or duly authorized communications entities

intended to be served by the earth station individually or jointly with

other earth stations.

(b) To the extent feasible the Board of Governors shall allot to

the respective Signatory, or duly authorized communications entity, for

use by each earth station which has been approved pursuant to Article 12

of this Operating Agreement, an amount o'f satellite utilization

appropriate to satisfy the total communications capability requested

on behalf of all Signatories and duly authorized commumications entities

to be served by such earth station.

(c) In making allotments of satellite utilization the Board of

Governors shall give due consideration to the investment shares of the

Signatories to be served by each earth'station.

1. Indirect access. See Article 8, Special Agreement; see also ,ICSC
36-58E, paragraph 554(U), 555 (SS), 556(P).
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ARTICLE 14 

Neither the Manager nor any Signatory as such shall be liable

to any other Signatory for loss or damage sustained by reason of a

failure or breakdown of a satellite at or after launching or a

failure or breakdown of any other portion of a space segment. 1

1. Article 13, Special Agreement.
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1ARTICLE 15 

(a) An arbitral tribunal constituted under this Operating Agreement

as provided in Annex A shall be competent to give a decision in the

following matters:

(i) Any legal dispute concerning whether an action

or a failure to act by the Board of Governors,

the Assembly or one or more Parties or Signatories,

is authorized by or is in compliance with this

Operating Agreement and the Agreement; and

(ii) Any legal dispute arising in connection with

any other agreement relating to the arrangements

established by this Operating Agreement and the

Agreement which the Parties or Signatories which

are parties to that other agreement have agreed

to confer such a competence.

(b) Any such legal disputes will be settled in accordance with

the provisions of the Annex A of this Operating Agreement. A tribunal,

in exercising competence under paragraph (a)(ii) of this Article, shall

act in accordance with the agreement which confers competence on it.

1. Arbitration. See Article 2(a) and (b) of the Supplementary Agreement.
See ICSC 36-58E, paragraphs 592, 593(U).
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1
ARTICLE 16 

(a) This Operating Agreement shall enter into force for each Signatory

upon entry into force of the Agreement or, if the Agreement is not then

provisionally or definitively in force for the Party designating the

Signatory, when the Agreement enters into force for such Party, either

provisionally or definitively.

(b) This Operating Agreement shall continue in force for as long as

the Agreement is in force.

1 Sec Article 16, Special Agreement.
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1
ARTICLE 17 

.
Any proposed amendment to this Operating Agreement shall first be

submitted to the Board of Governors for consideration. If the Board

of Governors approves a proposed amendment, as submitted or as the

Board of Governors may modify it, the Board of Governors shall

recommend such amendment to the Assembly for action pursuant to

Article IV (d) (iv) of the Agreement. Upon approval by the Assembly,

the amendment shall be referred to the Signatories. The amendment

shall enter into force for all Signatories when notifications of

approval have been deposited with the Govermient of the United States

of America by two-thirds of the Signatories, provided no amendment

may impose upon any Signatory any additional financial obligation

without appropriate action pursuant to Article IX of the Agreement.

I See Article 15, Special Agreement.
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ANNEX A 1

ARTICLE 1

Only the following may be parties in arbitration proceedings

instituted under this Operating Agreement:

(a) Any Signatory

(b) The Board of Governors

(c) The AsseMbly

1/ See the Supplementary Agreement on Arbitration beginning

Article 2(c). This Annex is substantially unchanged from the

Supplementary Agreement. Compare Article 2(c) of the latter with

Article 1 of the Annex; Article 3 with Article 2 of the Annex;

Article 11(c) with Article 10(c) of the Annex. See ICSC-36-58E,

paragraph 569, 592, 593(U).
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ARTICLE 2

(a) Within 30 days of the entry into force of this Operating

Agreement and every two years thereafter, each Signatory shall sub-

mit to thcBoard of Governors the name of a legal expert of generally_

recognized ability who will be available for the succeeding two

41) years to serve as president of a tribunal constituted under this
Operating Agreement. If for any reason a nominee becomes unavail-

able for selection to a panel, the nominating Signatory shall sub-

mit the name of another legal expert who will bc available for the

remainder of his predecessor's term. From such nominees the

Board of Governors shall appoint seven individuals to a panel from

41, which presidents of tribunals shall be selected.
(b) The members of the panel shall be appointed by the unani-

mous agreement of the representatives in theBoard of Governors or,

if not so appointed within three months from the entry into force

of this Operating Agreement and every two years thereafter, by a

decision of theBoard of Governors taken in the same manner mentioned

.1110 in Article VI(d)(ii) of the Agreement. . The meMbers of the panel

shall be appointed for a term of two years, which shall commence

on the date of appointment of the last member of the panel, and

may be reappointed.

(c) For the purpose of designating a chairman, the panel

410 shall be convened to meet by the Chairman of theBoard of Governors as
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soon as possible after the panel has been appointed. The quorum

for a meeting of the panel shall be five members. After discus-

sion among its members, the panel shall designate one of its membercl

as its chairman by a decision taken by the affirmative votes of at
,

III least four meMbers, cast in one or, if necessary, more than one

secret ballot. The chairman so designated shall hold office as

chairman_for, the rest of his period of office as a member of the

. panel. The cost of the meeting of the panel shall form part of

the costs to be shared by the Signatories in accordance with this

Operating Agreement.

411 (d) Vacancies on the panel shall be filled by appointment

made by the unanimous agreement of the representatives in the

Board of Governors. If the vacancy is not so filled within two months

of the date when it arises, the appointment shall be made by

decision of the Board of.Governors taken in the same manner mentioned

in Article VI(d)(ii) of the Agreement. Vacancies in the *office of

411
the chairman of the panel shall be filled by the panel by designa-

tion of one of its members in accordance with the procedure set

. out in paragraph (c) of this Article. A member of the panel ap-

pointed to replace a member or designated to replace a chairman

whose term of office has not expired shall hold office for the

111 remainder of his predecessor's term.
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(e) In appointing the members of the panel the Board of Goverr.:::

shall seek to ensure that its composition is drawn from the

various principal legal systems as they are represented among the

Signatories.
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ARTICLE 3

(a) The party wishing to submit a legal dispute to arbitration

shall provide each party and theBoard of Governors with a document

which contains the following items:

(i) A list of the parties against which the case

is brouht;

(ii) A statement which fully describes the dispute being

submitted for arbitration, the reasons why each

party is required to participate in the arbitration,

and the relief being requested;

(iii) A statement which sets forth why the subject

matter of the dispute comes within the jurisdiction

of a tribunal to be constituted under this Operating

Agreement, and why the relief b.eing requested can

be granted by such tribunal if it finds in the

petitioner's favor;

(iv) A statement explaining why the petitioner has been

unable to achieve a settlement of the dispute by

negotiation or other means short of arbitration;.

(v) The name of the individual designated by the peti-

tioner to serve as a member of the tribunal.
•

(b) Within 21 days from the date copies of the document de-

Illscribed in paragraph (a) of this Article .have been received by all
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• the parties against which the case is brought, the respondents'

side shall designate an individual to serve as a member of the

tribunal.

(c) In the event of failure by the respondents' side to make

0 such a designation, the chairman of the panel, within ten days fol-
lowing a request by the applicant's side which shall not be made

before the expiration of the 21 day period aforesaid, shall make.•..

a designation from among the experts whose names,were submitted

to theBoaroi of Governors pursuant to Article 2(a) of this Annex A.

(d) Within 15 days after such designation the two members of

411 the tribunal shall agree on a third individual selected from the
panel constituted in accordance with, Article 2 of this Annex A,

who shall serve as the president of the tribunal. In the event

of failure to reach agreement within such period of time, the

chairman of the panel, within ten days after a request from one of

the sides, shall designate a member of the panel other thdn him-

411 self to serve as president of the tribunal.
(e) The tribunal shall commence its functions as soon as the

president is selected.

(f) Should a vacancy occur in the tribunal forreasons which

the president or the remaining members of the tribunal decide are

0 beyond the control of the parties, or are compatible with the
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proper conduct of the arbitration proceedings, the vacancy shall

be filled in accordance with the following provisions:

(i) Should the vacancy occur as a result of the. •

withdrawal of a member appoin.ted by a side

to the dispute, then that side shall select

a replacement within ten days after the

vacancy occurs.

i) Should the vacancy occur as a result of the

withdrawal of the president of the tribunal

or of another member of the tribunal appointed

by the chairman, a replacement shall be

selected from the panel in the manner de-

scribed in paragraph (d) or (c) respectively

of this Article.

(g) Except as prescribed in this Article, vacancies occurring

in the tribunal shall not be filled.

(h) If a vacancy is not filled, the remaining members of

the tribunal shall have the power, upon the request of one side,

to continue the proceedings and give the tribunal's final decision.
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ARTICLE 4

(a) The time and place of the sittings of the tri-

bunal shall be determined by the tribunal.

(b) The proceedings shall be held in private and

all material presented to the tribunal shall be treated

as confidential, except that the Parties to the Agreement

whose designated Signatories are parties to the dispute

shall have the right to be present and shall have access

to material presented. When the Board of Governors is a

party to the proceedings, all Parties to the Agreement

and all Signatories shall have the right to be.present

and shall have access to material presented, except where

the tribunal shall in exceptional circumstances decide

otherwise.

(c) The proceedings shall commence with the presen-

tation of the petitioner's case containing its arguments,

related facts supported by evidence and the principles of

law relied upon. The petitioner's case shall be followed

by the respondent's counter-case.. The petitioner may

sLibmit a reply to the respondent's counter-case. Addi-

tional pleadings shall be. stibmitted only if the tribunal

determines they are necessary.
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(d) The proceedings shall be conducted in writing,

and each side shall have the right to submit written

evidence in support of i s allegations of fact and

law. However, oral arguments and testimony may be given

if the tribunal considers it appropriate.

(e) The tribunal may hear and determine counter-claims

arising directly out of the subject matter of the dispute

-'1'prOvided the counter-claims are within its jurisdiction.

as defined in Article 15 of the Operating Agreement.

(f) At any time during the proceedings, the tribunal

may terminate the proceedings if it decides the dispute

is beyond its jurisdiction as defined in Article15 of the

-Operating Agreement.

(g) The tribunal's deliberations shall be secret and

its rulings and decisions must be supported by at least

two members.

(h) Tho tribunal shall support its decision by a written

opinion. A member dissenting from the decision may submit

a separate written opinion.

(i) The tribunal may adopt additional rules of

procedure consistent with those established by this Annex A

which are necessary for the proceedings.

1.1
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ARTICLE 5

(a) If one siee fails to present its case, the

other side may call upon the tribunal to accept. its case

and to give a decision in its favor. Before doing so,

the tribunal shall satisfy itself that it has juris-

diction and that the case is well-founded in fact and

in law.

(b) Before giving the decision, the tribunal shall

grant a period of ,grace to the side which has failed to

present its case, unless it is satisfied that the party

in default does not intend to present its case.

1

•
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411 ARTICLE 6

•

•

•

Any Signatory, group of Signatories, the Board of Governo_rp,

or thc, Assembly which considers that it has a substantial

interest in the decision of the case may petition the

tribunal for permission to become a party to the case.

If the tribunal determines that the petitibner has a

substantial interest in the decision of the case, it shall

grant the petition.



ARTICLE 7 

Either at the request a party, .or upon its 'own

initiative, the tribunal.may appoint such experts as it

deems necessary to assist it.
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ARTICLE 8

Each of the Signatories, the Board of Governors and

the Assembly shall provide all information determined

by the tribunal, either at the request of a party to

the.case or upon its own initiative, to be required for

the proper handling and determination of the dispute.
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10-TICLE 9

During tho course of its consideration of the case,

the tribunal shall have power, pending the final decision,

to make recommendations to the parties with a view to the

protection of their respective rights.
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ARTICLE 10.

(a) The decision of the tribunal shall be based

on interpretation of the Agreement and this Operating

Agreement in accordance with generally accepted principles

of law.

(b) Should the parties reach an agreement during

the proceedings, the agreement shall be recorded in the

_form of a decision of the tribunal given by the consent of

the parties.

(c) The decision of the tribunal shall be binding on

all the parties to the dispute and shall be carried out

by them in good faith. However, if, in a case in which

the Board of Governois or the Assembly is a party, the tribunal

decides that a decision of the Board of Governors or the

Assembly is null and void as not being authorized by or

in compliance with the Agreement and this Operating

Agreement, the decision of the tribunal shall be binding

on all Signatories or Parties respectively.
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ARTICLE 11
•

Unless the tribunal determines otherwise because of

the particular circumstances of the case, the expenses

of the tribunal, including the remuneration of the members

of the tribunal, shall be borne in equal shares by each

side. Where a side consists of more than one party, the

share of that side shall be apportioned by the tribunal

among the parties on that side.
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INT1.a,ShT Conference

SUBJECT: The Assembly

U.S. Position:

Position Paper

USPos/1

February 17, 1969

1. There should be an Assembly of Parties or

Signatories, meeting annually or biennially.

2. Representation in the Assembly (Party or Signatory)

to be determined by each Party.

3. Voting in the Assembly should combine one nation-

one vote with weighted voting - simple majority of members

with 2/3 weighted majority required.

4. Except with respect to specified functions

pertaining to possible replacement of the Manager, increase

in the limit of the net contribution, and amendment of

the agreements, the Assembly should not be the decision-

• 
making body (which should be the Governing Body).

Interim Agreements: No provision.

ICSC Report: Generally paras. 237-261; particularly 262-343.

Papers: Issues paper on "Major Organs of the Organization:

The Governing Body and the Assembly" (State 11/15/68).

•

•

Executive Committee: Minutes of January 7, 1969, item 5 (b);

January 30, 1969, item 4; February 7, 1969,. items 4 B, C

and E.

Draft Lgreements: Principally Article IV.

E/TD:SEDoyle:sp
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Ilk February 17, 1969

INTELSAT Conference

Position Paper

SUBJECT: The Board of Governors

•

•

U.S. Position:

1. The Board of Governors of INTELSAT should be the

primary decision-making executive organ.

2. Voting in the Board of Governors should reflect the
relative level of investment of the participating Signatories,

except that no Signatory should cast a vote in excess of
50% of the total votes entitled to be represented in the
Board.

3. Participation in the Board of Governors should be
based upon the following criteria:

(a) Signatories with investment shares of _% or
more. (The proposed percentage is not specified
at this time.)

(b) A representative from each of any two or
more Signatories whose combined investment share
is not less than the smallest investment share
represented under (a) above.

(c) A representative from any five Signatories
who have combined their investment shares, regardless
of amount.

(d) Not more than three additional representatives
as may be selected by the Assembly if the total
number of representatives under the above provisions
is less than 20.

Interim Agreements: Articles IV and V.

ICSC Report: Paragraphs 344-430, 481-486.

Paacrs) Issues paper on "Major Organs of the Organization:
7the Governing Body and the Assembly", State 11/15/68.



Executive Committee: Minutes of January 7, 1969, item 5 (b);

February 7, 1969, 4 (c).

Draft Agreements: Principally Articles V and VI.

E/TD:8EDoyle:sp
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SUBJECT: The Manager

INTELSAT Conference

Position Paper

USPD0
February 37, 1969

U.S. Position:

Our position remains as proposed in our October 1967
paper (ICSC 28-40), which included the following:

1. A single entity should be the Mapager.

2. Appropriate international participation in the
managerial function should be assured.

3. The Manager should function subject to general
policies and specific determinations made by the Board
of Governors.

4. Functions of the Manager should be set forth in
the Agreements.

5. There should be a contract between the Manager
and the Board of Governors.

6. The Manager dould be changed on recommendation
of the Board of Governors approved by the Assembly.

7. ComSat should continue as Manager for the
foreseeable future.

Interim Agreements: Intergovernmental Agreement,
Article VIII; Special Agreement, Articles 12, 13.

ICSC Re_port: For brief statement of current status see
paras. 118-119; for definitive arrangements see paras. 431-
477 and 487-488.

Papers: Issues paper - "Major Organs of the Organization.:
The Manager", State revision 12/19/68; State memorandum on
"U.S. Position on INTELSAT Manager", Loy/Lorenz, 1/17/69;
ComSat memorandum, 1/16/69; DTM memorandum, "Manager for
INTELSAT", 1/16/69; FCC draft, "Manager - Fall Back Position':
1/31/69.

Executive Committee: Minutes of January 13, 1969, item 3;
January 21, 1969, item 6.

Draft Aareements: Principally Artic3e VII.

E/TD:SEDoy1e:sp
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UsPoW4
February 17, 1969

INTELSAT Conference

Position Paper

SUBJECT: Scope of Services

U.S. Position:

1. Our basic position remains as stated in ICSC 28-40,

October 1967, that INTELSAT should have authority fo furnish

all kinds of services, not only traditional long distance

communications services, but'all services that can be provided

by means of commonications satellites. This includes

"specialized" and domestic services as well as international

public telecommunications services.

2. As proposed in ICSC 28-40, INTELSAT should be authorized

to provide the space segment for domestic services, either

by regular INTELSAT satellites or by satellites established

for the purpose (ICSC Report 205, 209, 212-214).

3. We can accept a qualification with respect to
providing the space segment for specialized services to the.
effect that this will not adversely affect the provision of

the space segment for international public telecommunication
services (e.g. ICSC Report paragraoh 197).

4. We do not advocate an INTELSAT monopoly for provision

of specialized or domestic services (ICSC Report 614-616).

5. We oppose a provision (such as ICSC Report 227) to
authorize INTELSAT to provide separate satellites solely to
meet needs of a national security nature.

Interim Agreements: Preamble and Article I are pertinent but
not explicit on the scope of services to be offered as the
question is understood today.

ICSC Report: Section B, "Scope of Activities of the Organization"
-1-8T-722-77-ETI--i'd part of Section K on "Rights and Obligations of
Parties", 606-617.

Papers: Issues paper on "Functional -Competence of the
Organization", State, 11/19/68; "Direct Broadcasting", State,
2/-169.

Executive Committee: Minutes of January 7, item 5 (a);
January 21, item 7.

Draft Are -..:ments: Article I_
•

E/TD:WKMiller:sp

(k) and (1) and Article VIII.
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LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

INTELSAT Conference Issues

Direct Broadcastir

Issue

What should be the U.S. position at the Conference

and in the definitive arrangements on the subject of

direct broadcasting by satellite?

Position U.S. Has Taken

The U.S. position on Che kinds of services Intelsat

should have authority to furnish is set forth in the

position paper on Scope of Services. Generally, we

view Intelsat as a developer and supplier of facilities

and would not place restrictions on the kinds of services

that can be provided by means of communications satellites.

As the paper on Scope of Services states, the U.S. has

not addressed directly the question of specialized

services (of which direct broadcasting by satellite is

one) in any of its Intelsat submissions. We have,

however, in our position supporting broad competence

for Intelsat, implied that members should obtain any

desired specialized services through the Intelsat space

segment.

The concept of direct broadcasting by satellite has

raised fears of cultural subversion in several countries.

While the issue has never been formally treated in

Intelsat, it has been raised periodically in U.N. forums,

most recently the Outer Space Committee. The U.S.
has taken no position there, except to suggest, when

the subject has arisen from time to time, that the

technical side should be studied first, i.e., what is

possible and what is likely on what time schedule.
Recently we agreed to a study by a working group of

the Outer Space Committee, still urging, successfully,

study of the technical question first. The agreed terms

of reference of the working group are attached.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

Views of Others

2

In general, in the area of Intelsat's competence to.

provide services, the views of others are set forth in the

paper on Scope of Services. Beyond the provision of public

international telecommunication services (and, even there,

there are differences over whether.or not Intelsat should

be Che exclusive provider of such services and whether or

not it should be required to provide them), there is no

consensus on Intelsat's authority to provide specialized

telecommunication services or on the conditions attendant

to such provision.

On the subject of direct broadcasting, particularly,
concern has been expressed in several European countries

(e.g., Belgium, France, Germany and Switzerland) that the

Intelsat system, heavily influenced by the U.S., may
become an instrument for flooding receiving countries with

unwanted television programs, broadcast direct via satellite.
Sometimes the originator is an unidentified "they" and
sometimes the U.S. American cartoons are mentioned.

Several countries have, sometimes less explicitly,
indicated the same concern in U.N. bodies, notably the
Space Committee, urging that work be started to consider

rules on direct broadcasting by satellite. Sweden, and to
a lesser extent Canada, were in Che forefront of this push
at the October session of the Committee whic.h agreed to
formation of the working group mentioned above.

Otifstives 

As is stated in the paper on Scope of Services, the U.S.
position is that Intelsat should be equipped with the
latitude to provide, in addition to public telecommunication
facilities, satellite relay facilities for other applications.

As far as direct broadcasting, specifically, is con-
cerned, we wish to avoid complicating the negotiation of
the definitive arrangements with this issue, or letting
it become an obstacle to a successful conclusion of the
negotiations.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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We wish, also, to avoid any .unnecessary or ill-considered

committment in connection with the definitive arrangements.

Discussion

Fears of direct broadcasting by satellite are logically
directed primarily at the broadcasting earth station and only

secondarily at Intelsat. The Consortium merely operates the

space segment of the global system. Intelsat has no purview
over what is transmitted to an earth station for relay by
satellite. The occasion of the Conference, however, and the
necessity of reaching agreement on the services Intelsat is
to offer provide a convenient means to thwart the supposed
designs of would-be broadcasters by foreclosing to them any
access to necessary transmission facilities.

In view of the broad U.S:. objective that satellite relay
facilities should not be restricted, that Intelsat should
be enabled to exploit technological advances for the benefit
of its members, the U.S. would hope to avoid any prohibition
against the provision in the future of facilities for direct
broadcasting by satellite. (See the paper on Scope of
Services.) Rationally, it can be argued that it is imprecise
to curtail the provision of a facility when the imagined
threat is not the facility, but the use to which it might
be put. Initially, this reasoning could be used to support
the U.S. position that the definitive arrangements should
not contain any provision which would rule out Intelsat
facilities for direct broadcasting.

Concern with direct broadcasting by satellite may be
a bit premature at this time, moreover. Each country now
has total control over TV reception from satellites. Direct
TV broadcasting from satellites to homes will still be
relatively easy to control for some time to come, even with
advances in technology, since fairly expensive and fairly
obvious receiving equipment will continue to be needed for
a number of years. The time may come, however, when direct
TV reception from satellites will be almost as hard to control
from within the receiving country as is radio reception today.

Probably with this long-range prospect in mind, several
states are concerned, as witnessed by the previously mentioned
formation of a working group of the U.N. Outer Space Committee.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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If there is pressure for a provision on direct broadcasting

in the definitive arrangements, our position should be that

the U.N. Committee is dealing with the question and that it

is not necessary for Intelsat to take any position or do

anything about it, at least pending completion of the

Committee's study.

There are, broadly, two approaches to the problem of

direct broadcasting by satellite. One is to screen the

content of direct international broadcasts via satellite.

This would involve impossible political problems. The

second approach is to prohibit direct broadcasts except

where the recipient country agrees to receive them. This

would present still difficult, but more limited, technical

problems. If other delegations are not willing to defer

the matter pending U.N. developments, we could suggest a

provision in the definitive arrangements which would con-

strain the Governing Body to authorize the use of Intelsat

satellites for direct broadcasting only with the agreement

of intended recipients and all countries likely to be

affected. The attendant technical problems would still

remain.

INTELSAT:RWBeales

LIMITED  OFFICIAL USE
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Tern's  of Reference of WorkitT: Group

The Covluittee considers that a Working Group should be set
to study and to report to the Outer Space Comittee on the

technical feasibility of comuunications by direct broadcast from
satellites and the. current and foreseeable developments in this
field and the implications of such developlants including coc.parative
user costs and other econcelic considerations, as well as social,
cultural, legal and other questions.

The first task of the Working Croup would be to formulate
a work schedule for its fields of study and a timetable. It shall,
early in 1969, address itself to a study of the technical feasibility
and technical characteristics of direct broadcasting frori satellites
including questions relating to user costs, informing itself of and
fully utilizing the work in this field done by the ITU and other
specialized agencies, and prepare a report. On the basis of this
report the Working Group shall then proceed to consider additional
econonie as well as social, cultural, legal and other implications
of direct broadcasting, again preparing a report on those implications.
Both reports of the Working Group shall be transmitted to the Outer
Space Committee to enable it to report on the matter to the )CIV
session of the General Assembly.

The Working Group shall be composed of interested members of
the Committee, represented in so far as possible by specialists.
Representatives of the specialized agencies of the United Nations
shall be invited to participate in the work of the Group.

- The reports of the Working Group shall also be submitted to
the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee and the Legal Sub-
Committee for consideration at their meetings, if their respective
timetables permit.

The Secretary General is requested to provide the Working
Group with whatever information is currently available .to him on
the subject of direct broadcasting from satellites.

The Cocimittee expresses the hope that interested states,
members of the United Nations, and the specialized agencies, will
contribute coa-aents and working papers to the Working Group for
its information and guidance in the performance of its task.
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INTELSAT CONFERP,NCE

Position Paper

SUBJECT: Access to the System

U.S. Position:

US PD s/5
February 37, 1969

In consistency with the concept of a universal system
available to all nations, non-members, whether they are ITU
members or not, should be permitted to have direct access

to the INTELSAT space segment on a space available basis
after the needs of members have been met. Such access
should be by agreement with the organization, on terms
and conditions, to be determined by the Governing Body.
Such terms and conditions should be similar to those
upon which services are provided to signatories, provided
that appropriate allowance should be made for the fact
that members have invested capital in the system and
non-members have not.

Interim Agreements: The preamble to the Agreement is
pertinent.

ICSC Report: Section 1,- 550-556.

Papers: Ward Allen's memorandum of January 24, 1969.

Executive Committee: Minutes of January 21 (item 8),
January 30 (3), February 7 (5).

Draft Agreement: See Article VIII (d).

E/TD:WKMiller:sp
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USPoV6
February 17, 1969

INTELSAT Conference

Position Paper

SUBJECT: Regional Systems

U S . Position:

1. We have not proposed provision for regional satellites
outside INTELSAT.

2. If the Europeans insist on provision for regionals
they should be subject to:

(a) a satisfactory area definition (such as
the CETS definition, i.e. a compact area),

(b) determination by the Governing Body that
they are economically compatible with
INTELSAT, and

(c) determination by the Governing Body that

they are technically compatible with INTELSAT
(i.e. with respect to use of the spectrum
and orbital space, adequate control and
absence of harmful interference).

Interim Aareements: No provision.

ICSC Renort: 606-611 in Section N. Also pertinent are the
CETS definition of "regional" (162) and 220-222, relating to
determination of technical compatibility for domestic
satellites, which can also be applied to regional satellites.

Papers.: Issues paper on "Regional Systems", State revised
12/12/68, ComSat 11/19/68.

Executive Committee: Minutes of January 7, 1969, item 5 (a).

Draft Aareements: No provision.
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USP0517
February 17, 1969

INTELSAT Conference

Position Paper

SUBJECT: Legal Personality

U.S. Position:

INTELSAT need not have a separate legal personality
in order to function. The present joint venture nature
of INTELSAT is sufficient and flexible enough to permit all.
desired organizational functions to be performed. Giving
INTELSAT legal personality may give rise to certain administrative-
operational problems and tax law questions which are avoidable
in the joint venture configuration. At the present time the
U.S. sees no need for INTELSAT to have a separate legal
personality as long as either the Manager, some individual
or other entity is accorded power to act for the organization.

Interim Agreements: No specific relevant provision.
Organization, decision-making authority and ownership are
treated without reference to legal personality in
Articles I through IV.

'CSC Report: Paras. 231-236.

Papers: Issues papers on "Legal Personality", State 11/14/68;_ _ _
and ComSat "Legal Status of the Organization", 11/19/68;
Legal Committee paper "Legal Status of INTELSAT Under
Definitive Arrangements", 2/3/69.

Executive Committee: Minutes of February 6, 1969, item 4.

Draft Aareements: No provisions specifically address this
Question. See Article VII regarding definitions of functions
the Manager is authorized to perform on behalf of the
organization. (However, ComSat's capacity to act as a
jural entity is derived from its corporate existence, not
from anything in the Agreements.)

E/TD:SEDoyle:sp
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February 3, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR AMBASSADOR MARKS

FROM: Legal Committee on Definitive Arrangements*

SUBJECT: Legal Status of INTELSAT under the

Definitive Arrangements

The Legal Committee has examined the various legal

problems and alternatives relating to INTELSAT's juridical

status under the Definitive Arrangements. Because of

certain unresolved differences of view, which are reflected

in the attached memoranda, the Legal Committee felt it

would be preferable to have the various representatives

separately state their positions for consideration of the

Executive Committee.

cc: Chairman Rosel H. Hyde

Mr. James McCormack

General James D. O'Connell

Mr. Frank E. Loy

Mr. John A. Johnson

Mr. Ward P. Allen

Mr. William K. Miller

* Comprised of representatives of the Department of State

(Richard Frank, Asst. Legal Adviser); FCC (Henry Geller,

General Counsel, and Asher Endo, Deputy Chief, Common

Carrier Bureau); DTM (John O'Malley, Jr., Legal Counsel),

and Comsat (William D. English, Asst. General Counsel).
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February 3, 1969

MEMORANDUM OF COMSAT

SUBJECT: LEGAL STATUS OF INTELSAT UNDER

THE DEFINITIVE ARRANGEMENTS 

This memorandum has'been prepared in connection with the

analysis by the Legal Committee on Definitive Arrangements* of

the various alternatives for INTELSAT's juridical status and

personality under the definitive arrangements. It first deals

with how INTELSAT's business may be conducted under its

present status, and the legal implications of explicitly en-

dowing INTELSAT or its maylager with legal personality. At-

tention is then focused upon the ramifications of the principle

alternatives.

CONCLUSION 

INTELSAT need not be established having legal personality

in order to effectively carry out its business functions and

enjoy appropriate privileges and immunities. A joint venture

Comprised of representatives of the Department .of State

(Richard Frank, Asst.. Legal Adviser); FCC (Henry GCller, General

Counsel, and Asher Ende, Deputy Chief, Common Carrier Bureau);

DTM (John O'Malley, Jr., Legal Counsel), and Comsat (William D.

English, Asst. General Counsel).
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without legal personality--INTELSAT's present status--provides

an appropriate framework for the conduct of INTELSAT's busi-

ness and the achievement of its purposes. Moreover, this

legal framework could readily accommodate, through a normal

agency relationship, a management staff separate from the

partners, if such became necessary.

INTELSAT could be endowed with legal capacities to act

in its own name and on its own behalf •by providing in the

Agreement that it shall have legal personality. However, such

personality would offer no substantial legal advantages, and

the possession of such personality could have certain un-

desirable ramifications for both INTELSAT and Comsat, including

certain administrative-operational problems and, unless a

specific and authoritative ruling to the contrary were obtained

from U.S. tax authorities, severe tax consequences to Comsat.

There is an apparent political element to the legal

personality issue which should not be overlooked. Endowing

INTELSAT with legal personality is seen by some of our foreign

partners as a way to aggrandize its status, make it more com-

parable to a public international organization, and reduce

the dependence on and influence of Comsat. The proposals by

our partners for an international manager must be seen in the

same light. Accordingly, since their position is based
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primarily on political and not legal grounds, they may not

be persuaded by thc argument that legal personality is not

necessary to permit INTELSAT--even with an international

• manager—to fully perform all necessary functions.

I. THE ALTERNATIVES 

A. INTELSAT's PRESENT STATUS 

INTELSAT's juridical status under the interim arrange-

ments is usually described as a joint venture without legal

personality, although this joint venture status is. not defined

in the Interim Agreement. Thc Agreement contains no pro-

vision explicitly giving .to INTELSAT either specific or

general capacities to act in its own name (e.g., to contract,

to acquire and dispose of propexty or to institute legal

proceedings) or full juridical personality. Therefore,

whatever capacities INTELSAT has to act must be derived from

the municipal laws of the various participating states, the

laws of each state applying to INTELSAT business conducted

within that state.

Within the United States, INTELSAT, for purposes of

doing business, is regarded under the law as a partnership.
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As a general rule, a partnership is not considered to be a

legal entity separate and distinct from its participants.

Therefore, in doing business (contracting, etc.), it must

act through one of its participants (either Comsat or

another signatory), an individual representative, or an

outside entity. However, contracts for and on behalf of

the consortium may be entered into in the name of the

consortium ("INTELSAT"), and such contracts bind all the

participants. Further, property purchased on behalf of

the consortium can be held by the participants in the name

of INTELSAT, each participant having an. undivided interest

in the property. Moreover, the consortium's lack of legal

personality does not constitute a disability with respect

to the protection of the rights of the partners in legal

proceedings involving third parties.

We cannot speak authoritatively on the domestic laws

of all other INTELSAT members in this regard. As in the

United States, it is unlikely that INTELSAT would be generally

regarded as having legal personality in its present status:

On the other hand, the concept of agency seems to be
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recognized by virtually all legal systems. Thus, whether

or not INTELSAT is recognized as having legal capacities to

act in its own name, it could in any case do business through

one of its participants (either Comsat or another), an indi-

vidual, or an outside entity. Much of INTELSAT's business

has been carried out in this manner)" and no objection has

been raised in the ICSC with respect to this general method

of operation.

B. LEGAL PERSONALITY FOR INTELSAT 

INTELSAT could be endowed with legal capacities to act

in its own name and on its own behalf bY including in the

Intergovernmental Agreement a provision explicitly stating

that it shall possess legal personality. Such a provision

•

1„/ The contracts for the lease and operation of TT&C facil-

ities in Italy and Australia were between INTELSAT and

Telespazio and OTC, respectively, with INTELSAT being "rep-

resented" by Comsat as manager. Moreover, contracts for al-

lotments of satellite utilization (e.g., between INTELSAT

and the British Post Office, the Spanish Tel. Co. and OTC

(Australia)) have been signed by the Chairman of the ICSC

as agent of all the members, and at one time INTELSAT em-

ployed a "secretary" who entered into contracts, as agent

of the consortium, for interpreters, etc., in the name of

INTELSAT.



would probably be effective in most member states, although

in some states implementing legislation might possibly be

required. Many different formulations have been utilized

to achieve essentially the same result for various inter-

national organizations.

If INTELSAT were given legal personality, the business

functions of the organization could be carried out by its

officers or by a management entity which derives its

capacities to act from the organization's capacities. Such

personality would not predetermine INTELSAT's internal

structure; in particular, it would not require the creation

of an international management body. Nor would it relieve

INTELSAT or its manager from the obligation to act in ac-

cordance with the policies imposed by the Agreements and

the decisions of its decision-making bodies. It could,

however, result in certain financial and administrative

rearrangements, as discussed below.

See Attachment A for several examples of such clauses.
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C. LEGAL PERSONALITY FOR AN  INTERNATIONAL 

MANAGER 

The definitive arrangements could maintain I
NTELSAT in

its present status as a joint venture without 
legal person-

ality, and, in addiLion, create an international 
management

entity having legal personality. Such a management entity

might operate in one of two ways. It could contract and

hold property in its own name for the benefit of th
e con-

sortium. On the other hand, it might act as agent of the

partners in conducting the business of INTELSAT. As a legal

framework for INTELSAT's operation, this device 
offers no

benefits which are not offered by endowing INTELSAT
 with

legal personality. The device might avoid one of the rami-

fications that results from granting INTELSAT legal
 person-

ality--the possible adverse tax consequences to Coms
at under

U.S. tax laws, as discussed below. However, it suffers from

the same disadvantages which result from granting INTELSAT

legal personality.
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II- RAMIFICATIONS

A. ABILITY TO DO BUSINESS

INTELSAT need not be endowed with legal personality in

order to carry out effectively its business functions under

!II
the definitive arrangements. This holds true whether the

present organizational structure—operation primarily through

Comsat or another signatory--is maintained, or the permanent.

agreements authorize the Governing Body to employ an

administrative manager and staff to perform INTELSAT's

management functions.

The concept of agency, which is recognized by virtually

all legal systems, provides a sound legal basis for the

performance of management functions •by such an individual within

the framework of INTELSAT's present legal tlatus. A designated

administrative manager could be authorized and directed by

111 the Governing Body to act as agent for and on behalf of the

signatories, jointly and/or severally, in performing necessary

legal functions, most important of which is contracting for the

space segment. This administrative manager would be as effective
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legally as Comsat or another signatory in signing those

contracts as agent for the signatories. The contractual

situation with respect to third parties would not be

materially different than one in which an official of an

INTELSAT having legal personality contracted for the organi-

zation, except that in the former case the rights and obli-

gations under the contract would be held jointly by the

signatories rather than by the single entity, INTELSAT.

The consortium need not be recognized as a legal entity

under the laws of a particular member state in order to

enter into contracts, through a designated agent, with

a national or domestic entity of that state. It is sufficient

that all of the signatories represented by the agent are

legal entities, whether or not they are foreign entities

with respect to that member state. As a general rule, this

would be the case with other business functions as well)/

j For example, in filing patent applications on INTELSAT-
owned inventions in several jurisdictions other than the U.S.
in the name of Comsat, no impediment has been found. And,
although we have no experience in instituting legal pro-
ceedings to protect patent rights thereby obtained, it is
'doubtful that having allowed a foreign national to obtain
patent rights, these jurisdictions would deny him recourse
to that state's courts in protecting these rights.



Of course, the performance of certain business functions

involving specia] local interests—e.g., owning real pro-

perty, maintaining a local office--might in some instances

involve compliance with certain local requirements, such as

4/
registration to do business.-J Even if INTELSAT had legal

personality, it would encounter the same requirements in

similar instances. In any event, such requirements

should not constitute any real impediment to INTELSAT's

overall operation for several reasons: First, a large

portion of INTELSAT's business—procurement of equipment

and services, etc.--would not encounter such requirements;

only in relatively rare instances, within the foreseeable

scope of INTELSAT's operations, would its operations

include the kinds or local-interest activities that

might encounter those requirements. Second, in most cases

6ompliance with those requirements would cause no practi-

cal or legal difficulty, particularly since in each

It should be noted that in order to institute legal .

proceedings in a particular state, it will always be

necessary to resort to representation by local counsel,

whether or not INTELSAT has legal personality.
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instance one of the participants in the consortium would

be a domestic entity of the member state. Third, if

difficulty did arise, it could be avoided by acting on an

ad hoc basis through or on behalf of the local signatory, as

has occasionally been done under the present arrangements.

Contracts entered into by the partners through an

authorized individual acting as their agent would bind

all of the signatories individually. That is, the

contractors would be able to look directly to the individual

assets of the signatories to satisfy INTELSAT's obligations

under its contracts. On the other hand, if INTELSAT had

legal personality, there would be substantial doubt whether

the individual participants would be directly subject to

legal process to the extent of INTELSAT' obligations. This

doubt might cause potential contractors to be reluctant to

contract directly with INTELSAT as a legal entity separate and

distinct from its members, unless INTELSAT kept on hand

liquid assets sufficient to evidence its ability to meet

contractual obligations as they arise, as well as the normal

operating costs of the organization.



In its present status, INTELSAT assets are owned

jointly in undivid.ed interests by the signatories. If

INTELSAT is endowed with legal personality and the consortium

assets are held by this new legal entity, some form of

evidencing the various signatories' ownership interests

in .the entity would seem necessary. This requirement

exists because the signatories would no longer have a direct

undivided ownership interest in the assets; rather, they

would have an interest in the legal entity INTELSAT, which

would itself own the assets. The means utilized to evidence

their ownership would have to allow for a sliding scale

relating ownership to use, assuming an investment/use

mechanism is incorporated under the definitive arrangements.

The effect of this change cannot be adQquately'evaluated

. at this time, but it could be a source of potential difficulty.

B. IMPACT UPON PARTICIPANTS

1. Tax Conseatiences

With respect to United States federal income tax law,

the existence or absence of legal personality in INTELSAT

has ramifications for both INTELSAT and Comsat. First, if

P /The potenLial impact of legal :personality on INTELSAT'
financial arrangements requires further study by financial-
management experts; the views expressed here represent only
preliminary views on this matter.
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the granting of legal personality could be construed

as affording the participants, in their individual

capacities, limited liability, INTELSAT might be treated

as an "association" for purposes of federal income

taxation. If so, Comsat might no longer be able to deduct

from its gross income its share of INTELSAT's operating

expenses, including depreciation of its share of the

INTELSAT assets, which could result in an out-of-pocket

cost to Comsat on the order of perhaps several million

dollars each year.

Another potential effect of INTELSAT's treatment

as an "association" is that Comsat might lose the right

to an "investment credit" for investments in certain

assets acquired by INTELSAT. (Under INTELSAT's present

tax treatment, Comsat has a right to claim a tax credit

of up to 7% of its share of such investments made by the

consortium.) The full extent of the loss of this right,

in terms of potential cost to Comsat in years to come,

cannot be evaluated* at this time, but it could be substan-
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We do not feel that the inclusion of a provision in

the Agreements expressly negating limited liability would

be an acceptable means of alleviating these potential

adverse consequences. The inclusion of such a provision

would be legally and commercially imprudent. Moreover,

it would likely be viewed by our partners as a selfish

suggestion of no benefit, and potential detriment, to

them; the general practice, and, indeed, one of the more

compelling justifications for creating a separate entity,

is to seek the umbrella of limited liability for the

participants.

In addition, considering the difficulties previously

encountered when, with the assistance of the Department

of State, immunity from federal income taxation was sought

from the Internal Revenue Service for the INTELSAT signa-

tories, Comsat is reluctant to place too much reliance

on alleviating possible tax consequences through a

favorable policy statement from the IRS. Such reliance

might place Comsat in the position of committing itself

on the issue of legal personality prior to the time when

the definitive arrangements would be finalized to a point
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that the Department of Treasury would have a sufficiently

concrete basis on which to render a definitive ruling.

Moreover, this alternative presents considerable commer-

cial and legal uncertainty, inasmuch as a favorable

ruling would not have the force and effect of law, in

the absence of subsequent incorporation into the Code

or regulations; it could be revoked, conceivably even

retroactively.

A second consequence relates to possible immunity

from income taxation in the U.S. INTELSAT is currently

treated as a partnership for purposes of U.S. income

tax law. A partnership does not have to pay income tax,

but merely files an information return, passing through

its income to the partners pro rata (the great majority

of whom are foreign governments or government agencies

and, therefore, not subject to federal income taxation

(26 USC 892)). Therefore, United States tax relief to

INTELSAT has entailed merely relief from this reporting

requirement. On the other hand, if giving to INTELSAT

full juridical personality caused it to be considered an

"association", it could be subject, unless exempted in
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the agreement, to income taxation on income imputed

to the organization. The Department of State does not

foresee any difficulty in obtaining such immunity, even

though any such immunity would amount to immunity from

real taxation rather than merely relief from certain

reporting requirements. It should be noted that if

INTELSAT were treated as an "association" and not given

tax immunity, Comsat might be subject to double taxation

on its share of INTELSAT's income, since it might be

subject to taxation as a shareholder on its income from

INTELSAT after INTELSAT, itself, had been taxed on its

total income.

It is not possible to make an authoritative state-

ment of what the tax ramifications of the alternatives

•
are likely to be under the tax laws of other states.

2. Liability of Participants to Third Parties 

Under INTELSAT's present status, the participants

are liable either jointly or jointly and severally for the

obligations of INTELSAT. This status does not, however,

result in any one participant being required to pay

ultimately more than his share of an obligation, since
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the nature of the arrangements would certainly require

the indemnification of such a party by the other partners

in proportion to their interest, assuming that the acting

participant stayed within the legal bounds of the venture.

There is some question as to the liability of the

individual participants in the event INTELSAT has legal

personality. While some jurisdictions might treat the

participants as still being jointly, or jointly and

severally, liable on the obligations of INTELSAT, others

might regard INTELSAT's legal entity status as insulating

the individual participants from the debts of the organi-

zation, thus giving to'the organization limited liability.

This might be considered beneficial, from the participants

point of view, with respect to tort and contractual liabi-

lities. However, this could have a substantia.1 adverse

impact upon the ability of INTELSAT to engage in commercial

activities, as is discussed above on page 11.

C. PRIVILEGES AND  IMMUNITIEg

With respect to the United States, the President may

grant extensive privileges and immunities to INTELSAT under

the Internatiohal Organizations Immunities Act. The use
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of this Act by the President is not dependent upon

INTELSAT's possession of legal personality.

Although we cannot speak authoritatively on the

laws of other countries in this regard, we doubt that

either the absence or existence of legal personality

would create problems in conferring privileges and

immunities under their domestic laws.

Of course, the makeup of INTELSAT and the functions

that it would perform could affect the appropriate scope

of privileges and immunities are appropriate to grant

to it. A more thorough discussion of the relationship

of privileges and immunities to the makeup and operation

of the organization will be made in a separate memorandum

on that subject.

• D. IMPLEMENTATION

• The State Department has advised us that, as a matter

of United States law, INTELSAT could be explicitly granted

legal personality by an executive agreement used in

combination with an executive order issued under the

International Organizations Immunities Act, without resort

to Congressional action. However, in view of the existence

L•_
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of precedent to the contrary,  /and the substantial

legal-political controversies that have, on occasion,

surrounded the President's exercise of authority in the

conclusion of executive agreements, we feel that the

granting of legal personality and capacities without

specific Congressional approval necessarily involves

certain political-policy, as well as legal, considerations.

For this reason, we think that further exploration within

the executive branch on this issue would be desirable.

6 / For example, the Inter-American.Development Bank, the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and
the Asian Development Bank all received specific congressional
approval for United States participation including a specific
section granting, in the United States, the status, privileges

and immunities specified in the international agreements.



ATTACHMENT A

Food and Agriculture Orgimization

Article 16. 1. The Organization shall have the capacit
y of a

legal person to perform any legal act appro
priate

to its purpose which is not beyond the pow
ers

granted to it •by this Constitution.

111 
Intergovernmental Committee

for European Migration 

Article 25. The Committee shall possess full juridical pe
rson-

ality and enjoy such legal capacity as may be
 neces-

sary for the exercise of its functions and 
the ful-

fillment of its purposes, and in particular
 the

capacity, in accordance with the laws of the 
terri-

tory: (a) to contract; (b) to acquire and dispose
 of

immovable and movable property; (c) to rec
eive and

disburse private and public funds; (d) to 
institute

legal proceedings.

International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development

Section 2. Status of the Bank •

The Bank shall possess full juridical pe
rsonality,

and, in particular, the capacity:

(i) to contract;

(ii) to acquire and dispose of immovable

and movable property;

(iii)to institute legal proceedings.

International Civil Aviation Organization

Article 47. The Organization shall enjoy in the territory
 of

each contracting State such legal capacity as ma
y

be necessary for the perforthance of it
s functions.
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NENCYZANDUTi DEPARTHENT ,OF STATE

SUP,JECT: Legal Pc:rsonality of INTELSAT under
the Definitive Al:rangemnts

The United States' proposed definitive arrangements will not cont-ain

provision granting INTELSAT legal personality.* We expect, however, that

nany of the participants at the conference vill favor granting INTELSAT

legal personality.* These participants pritsumahly feel that the existence

of legal personality will wake the organization psychologically less

dependent on Comsat as manager, and will enable the organization legally

to exercise its own management function if/when Comsat is replaced as

manager.

This memorandu.o analyzes the legal implications of granting INTELSAT

legal personality in the definitive arrangements, of incorporating INTELSAT,

and of granting an INTELSAT International Nanagor legal personality. Our

purpose is to assist you in determining what the United States position

should be if others insist on legal personality. The memorandum does not

take into account or evaluate the psychological aspects of the problem.

* As used in this memorandum, legal personality includes at least capacity
to hold property, to enter into contracts, and to proceed in court.

Paragraph 236 of the ICSC Report states: "A substantial majority of
the Co:illiktoe recommends Oult the Organization, vhich should be
either an international or intergovernmental organization, should
possess legal persn1lity atrcl, on the territo:y of each participating
State, the juridical capacity necessary to exercise its functions
and reach its ejoetives, including the c:Ipacity to conclude
agreements, to own property and to . c'xerciF,c 1-;lits against third

410 
parties in its own na-lo." A Swiss paper to the ?CSC (SCL/IU(4/1E)
also recon,ls legal personality.
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CONCLUSION

1. If INTELSAT is given legal personality, there may be two tax

ramifications but in both cases any adverse effects could be remedied.

2. Whether or not INTELSAT has legal personality does not affect

the eligibility of the organization for privileges and immunities in

the United States. INTELSAT may be given legal personality by executive

agreement.

3. If INTELSAT decides to exercise its own management function,

there are potential difficulties relating to the exercise of legal

capacities if it has no legal personality. We cannot now evaluate the

extent of these difficulties or conclude definitively whether INTELSAT

could operate as effectively without legal personality.

INTELSAT'S PRESENT STATUS

Under the Interim Arrangements, INTELSAT is usually described

juridically as a joint venture without legal personality. The inter-

national agreement establishing the organization does not explicitly

empower it to contract, to acquire or dispose of property, or to

institute legal proceedings. The agreement provides that COMSAT is to

act as manager and to implement decisions regarding the space segment.

COMSAT, because of its independent status as a D.C. Corporation, possesses

the above-mentioned legal capacities and can act in its own name when

performing the management function. In the alternative, COMSAT or others
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with legal pei:sonality do, according to COMSAT, act as agent on behalf

of all the members of INTELSAT, exercising the legal capacities of all

the laembers.

WMIFICATIONS OF IT:TLSAT 11,W1NG OR NOT HAVING LEGAL PIT.SOYUlTY

1. Tax Conentiences

Granting or denying 1NTELFAT legal personality would have two

potential tax consequences. If legal personality were considered to

include limited liability, 1NTELS'\T might be treated as an "association"

under United States tax law.* If so, (a) INIELSAT's income would be

taxable, and (b) COMSAT might lose its right to its investment credit

in certain assets acquired by INTELSAT,and CMSAT might no longer be able

to deduct from its gross income its share of INTELSAT's operating expenses,

including depreciation of its share of the iNTELSAT assets (according to

COMSAT ecost"on the order of $5 million each year). We could avoid these

potential adverse impacts if we could obtain a Department of Treasury

policy statement that INTELSAT will not be considered an "association."

Treasury has not yet been approached on this subject. We could also

avoid INTELSAT'S being an "association" by stating in the agreement that

there will not be limited liability, i.e. the existinEr, situation, with

* A corporation, for federal inculle tax purposes, includes an "association"
which, generlly speaking, mu.st possess three of the follo:/ing four
characteristics: (/) continuity of life, (2) centralization of
manage.,ent, (3) linitited liability, and (L) free transferability of
in lpliELSAT would proL:bly be considered to possess (1) and
(2), and not: (0. Consequently yliether it Is an associrttion nod
subject to ta:: under the ReF,ulat.ions would depflid on (3), limitcd
liability.
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the signatories either jointly or jointly and severally liable foT the

obligations of the organizatioa. The problem of INYELS,\T's being

taxable is, in any case, taken care of by our proposed privileges

and itounities provisions which will exempt INTELSAT from income

taxatioa.

2. Privileges and 111-qunitles

With respect to the United States, the President may grant

extensive privileos and immunities to INTELSAT under the International

Organizations Im.aunitLes Act. rille use of this Act by the President is

not related to INTELSAT's possession of legal personality.

A Swiss submission to the ICSC states that the absence of legal

personality would create probleTas in conferring privileges and immunities

under European domestic lm:s. Although we cannot speak authoritatively

on the laws of other countries, we tend to doubt this.

INTELSAT could be given legal personality under United States

domestic law by executive action by use of the International Organizations

Imilunities Act.*

* An appropriate legal personality provision considered by the Legal
Committee is the following:

INTELSAT shall possess juridical personality to the extent neecsrary
for the exercise of its functions and the achievement of its purposes,
and, in particular, the capacity to:

contract;

(ii) acquire nod dispose of real and

(iii) instituLe legalproceedinss.

personal. property;
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3, The_RiTht.to Contract, to. .Aceuire. and Dispose of Real and.

Personal Proyertv, and to. Institutea.1._Proceedin

If INTELSAT is given legal personality in the intergovernmental agree-

ment, it would be empowred, as an ertity, to contract, to acquire and

dispose of real and personal property, and .0 institute legal proceedings

in each of the member countries.*

If INTELSAT is not given legal personality in the intergovernmental

agrecmnt, these capacities would have to be exercised on behalf of INTELSAT's

members by another entity, e.g., an incorporated manager like COMSAT, an

individual, or one of the members. This entity would act on the basis of

its own capacities derived from the domestic law of a participating state

or As an agent for the INTELSAT members, exercising each member's legal

personality. (To illustrate, the entity could purchase property in its

own name or in the names of COMSAT, France, and the other INTELSAT signatories

which would then own the property in common.)

INTELSAT is presently doing business through COMSAT. COMSAT, by

virtue of its own capacities as a D.C. Corporation, contracts, own property,

and institutes legal proceedings, either in its own name or on behalf of

INTELSAT's members. In some instances, COMSAT has acted through other
\

agents. Accoring to COMSAT, no difficulties have been encountered.

*Nonetheless, when exercising these capacities in a member country, the
consortium, just as COMSAT presently, would be obligated to comply with
that country's laws, e.g., registration requireioentt, and tax laws, unless
it is granted privileges and ift.munities in respect of such laws.
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INTELSAT may, in the future, perform its own management function,

e.g. through a secretariat. International organizations composed of

sovereigns who have secretariats or secretary generals act for then

have traditionaay endowed themselves with legal personality in an

international offeemant to avoid numerous potential complications.

These complications may occur since, among other reasons, there are no

public international law rules governing public organizations analogoua

to private international law rules governing commercial joint ventures

composed of private parties. Although we cannot foresee all the

complications now, the following are a few examples.

I. Related to the participation of sovereigns, it is not clear

that an individual can always act for a sovereign, e.g. whether service

of process on a secretary general could bring into court the sovereign

members of the organization and therefore the joint venture.

2. As a practical problem a seller may be unwilling to sell

property to an individual, as agent for a number of purchasers (including

purchasers with sovereign irmunity) unless he can pursue any legal remedy

he may have against the agent rather than the group of buyers individually.

COMSAT can, of course, deal as an agent that is legally responsible and

able to satisfy a judgilent in its own right. An individual employee of

INTELSAT could not offer the same security to a seller.

3. It is doubtful that ao entity incorporated in one stale or a

national of one state would, in each member country, be entitled to

exercise all the capacities of a legal person. The intergovernmentIll

• agro:.'4,1c2nt could easily obligate the member sLatcs to permit an INn ,SAT
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with legal pl.,rnality to exercise these capacities, and this con easily

be implem2ntt:d, e.g. in the United States under the International Organ-

izations Imusoities Act. But while the intergovcruo!ental agreement could

also obligate the mclober states to permit a foreign corporation or national
•

(or the organization as a group including foreign corporations) to exercise

all capacities within their jurisdictions, this obligation could not be

easily implemented by each country. It would probably necessitate. a treaty

or iloplementing legislation for the United States.

A Swiss presentation argues that a further complication could arise i,

light of differing national legal conceptions of the principle of "undivided

ownership" in partnership property.

We are not contending that each of these problems could not, with

' varying degrees of difficulty, be overcome, e.g. by operating in one case

through an individual who owns property in INTELSAT' S. name, in another

case through a local signatory, who owns in its own name, etc. We do

conclude, however, that legal personality can rewody serious complications,

and this is precisely why international organizations, when they can,

obtain legal personality in intergovernmental agreements. The European

argument that INTELSAT should have legal personality to handle its management

function is not unfounded. This does not mean that legal personality could

not be granted when the organization assumes the function.

INCORPORATION OF INTELSAT

As an alternative to granting INTELSAT Legal personality in the

intergovernmental agreement, INTELSAT could be endowed with legal

capacities to act as a corporate entity through incorporation in on,:,

of its mewber's jurisdictions. We doubt this is an acceptable

alternative, for ve see no advantages of do tic incorporation owIr



granting legal personality by intergovernmental agreement, and we

see numerous potential problems. It would, needless to say, be

difficult to reach agreement on the country of incorporation;

incorporation may subject the consortium to domestic legal require-

ments with which it would not want to comply thus requiring additional

privileges and immunities; and the consortium, if incorporated domesti-

cally, might lose some of the special benefits it could have by virtue

of being an international organization.

LEGAL PERSONALITY FOR AN INTERNATIONAL MANAGER

Another alternative to granting INTELSAT legal personality in the

definitive arrangements would be to leave INTELSAT in its present status

as a joint venture without legal personality, and to create an international

management entity with legal personality. This device would eliminate

the possible tax ramification resulting from INTELSAT having legal

personality, i.e. the tax consequences to COMSAT discussed above; but

we do not consider this a significant advantage since this tax ramification

can be avoided in other ways. We do not feel that granting legal person-

ality to an international management entity has significant advantages

or disadvantages; we are inclined to favor legal personality in the

organization since this is likely to be simpler and is more usual.
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usBm5
February 3, 1969.

F.C.C. Position

If INTELSAT continues to function with ComSat as

manager, we see no legal problem in INTELSAT remaining a

joint venture without legal personality.

If INTELSAT has a manager independent of any signatory,

there may be some uncertainty as to its ability to act in ever

participating state, but we doubt that there would be a sub-

stantial impediment to INTELSAT effectively carrying on its

business, particularly if. the agreement incorporated a provision
•

specifically authorizing an employee of the independent management

entity (e.g.', the Managing Director) to act on behalf of the
1/

consortium.

If INTELSAT is given legal personality, we believe any

adverse legal consequences will either not he substantial or can
2/

be overcome. Moreover, we believe that most of the adverse

legal consequences suggested by ComSat can be avoided if legal

personality is given to the independent manager but not to INTELSAT.

This alternative would leave INTELSAT as a joint venture, all

property would continue to be owned in undivided shares, the liability

of individual partners would remain intact and INTELSAT would pre-

sumably not be considered an "association" for tax purposes.

1/ We understand that there is some question whether such a provision
would require Congressional action on the part of the U.S. (i.e., a •
treaty or legislation).
2/ The tax impact on ComSat appears to be a legal consequence of real
substance, but we believe it can be effectively overcome, particularly
if the agreement makes clear that INTELSAT does not have limited
liability.

0

2
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In sum, we believe that there are no legal problems

which dictate the answer to the question of whether INTELSAT or

dn independent manager should have legal personality. In our

opinion this question should be-determined by the critical

policy and political considerations involved, considerations

which are, of course, outside the purview of this Committee.

Finally,, we stress that these views on the legal issues are not

intended to indicate or imply opposition to or support for any .

of the alternative courses of action.

•

•
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February 3, 1969

MEMORANDUM OF LEGAL COUNSEL, DTM

Subject: Legal Status of INTELSAT Under the Definitive Arrangements

My views coincide with those of the Department of State, the FCC, and
Comsat on the desirability of INTELSAT remaining a joint venture without
legal personality. The present form of operation through a joint commer-
cial venture has worked Satisfactorily from a legal standpoint, and I can
see no legal problems arising if INTELSAT should continue to remain a
joint venture without legal personality.

If INTELSAT should decide to have a manager which would be independent
of any of the signatories to the Definitive Arrangements, I would foresee
no significant legal problems arising from the decision itself. However,
the financial condition of the manager, or agent, as well as its legal
authority to carry out specific projects for INTELSAT, would have to
be determined by any business organization wishing to perform INTELSAT
contracts. This may involve some delay and added expense to INTELSAT.
Comsat as a signatory and as an independent corporation at present blends
.these two functions together rather well and I see no legal advantages that
would be created if they were separated through the creation of anb
independent manager.

My final point goes to the tax question. I share the concern of the FCC
and the Department of State that the tax impact on Comsat if INTELSAT
is given legal personality is a legal consequence of real substance: I
disagree, though, that it can be effectively overcome in the absence of a
definitive ruling from the Treasury Department, even if the agreement
makes clear that INTELSAT does not have limited liability. It is my
understanding that no such ruling has, as yet, been issued by the
Treasury Department. It seems to me that it would not be appropriate
for the Treasury Department to rule on this question in the absence of a
definitive legal description of INTELSAT itself. It is my view, therefore,
that the tax question be considered a serious one having a potentially
substantial adverse impact on Comsat, at least until the matter is
resolved by the Treasury Department.

, John J. O'Malley, .Jr.
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February 17, 1969

INTM,flAT ConLr,rnnee

Position PaDer

SUnjECT: Privilee and ITE12-11

U.S. Position:

The U.S. position is reflected in Article XIII of
the draft Agreement and includes the following:

1. INTELSAT, its assets, property and income
should be immune in all Party states from national income
and property taxes.

2. The host Government should negotiate a
"headquarters" agreement with INTELSAT.

3. Additional privileges and immunities as
appropriate should be obtained by agreement with other
Parties.

Interim Aareements: No TDrovision.

ICSC Renort: Paragraphs 594-597.

Papers: Legal Committee report of 2/3/69 on "Privileges
and Immunities Status Under the Definitive Arrangements";
issues papers on "Legal Personality", State, 11/14/68;
and "Legal Status of the Organization", ComSat draft,
12/16/68.

Executive Committee: Minutes of February 6, item 5;
February 13, 1969, item 4 (E).

Draft Aarer:!mr2nts: Article XIII.
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Lecjal Committec on D-21.-iniuvo Arrangen.:-.!ns*

Privilege i3 and Yftcauy)i.tiet.-; SUz.,.tns Undc:r the
Definitive Arri,;nomnts

Thin mcmoramluln an:ilyzos the question of what privilegcs

and immunities should granted; under the definitive

arrnuc.Inr.Ls; by pzIrtieipating states to MTULSAT and its

pnrticipantE,.**

The memorandum first describes INTELSAT's present

privileges and immunities status in the United States ana

then discusses what benefits should or could be included

in the definitive arrangements and in what form such benefits

could be incorporated in the agreement.

*- Comprised of representatives -of the Deprtment oP. State-.
(Richard Frank; AsLt..-Legal Adviser); FCC (ilet:ry Gel).er; Gc-n(1.1•71
Counsel, and Asher Erdv, Deputy Chief; Coicmon Crrier 11);
DTM (John O'Malley, jr.: Leg?A): Counsz:1), and Comsz:t D.

Pxst. Genoral Counsel).

The question of thi:. legal pcarsonality of the orcjanization
(i.e.; the capacity to contract; acquire property in its own
r1;3m!=!; and to institute legal procc,edings) is dealt with in a
sepay:ate memorandum.

•
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1. ri_re...u..)..:57,f,L_ Pr iv and "St-dpaun.i.L.i.es
. _

The Interkr.2 A1jrcnt2 contLin no provision

gronLinu to INTELSLT, its orcji.ns, or its participant. (in-

eluding Comsat) any privileges or immunities or exemptions

from the laws of participating states.

INTELSAT, nonetheless, has been granted certain

privileges and immunities within the United States. Both

the 'CSC and INWLSAT have been designated by the President.

as "international organizations" within the meaning of the:

International Organizations Immunities Act (22 USC 280;

hereinafter referred to as the IOIA) and have been provided

with SOTC of the privileges, exemptions, and immunitiel;

authorized by the IOTA (Executive Orders No. 31227 aryn 11277)

In addition, special Federal tax legislation (26,p5'C 683)

regarding the signatories of the Special Agreement has been

passed by Congress (and legislation exempting the signDtorieF;

from local taxation has been recommended to the Bureau of

the Budget). Finally, INTELSAT and Comsat (in its role as

Manager) have been adrainistratively given exemptions from

certain regulations and expedited treatment.

*** We do not at present know whether INTELSia enjoys any
privileges and imalunities in foreign countries.
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2 • sto?!...1...;.irice. or• Tiomilt-it-.3.:

RxocuLiv,.! Order ;(:). 3)7."/./ .(Anne:.: A) makes - the

sections of the TOn app)ilo. to the IC SC:

(1) "Insofar as concerns customs.dvties and
internal-revcnuc! taxes imposed upon or by
reason of importation, and thc procedures
in connection therewith; the registration
of foreign agents; and the treatment of
official comunicz-itions, the privileges,
exemptions, and immunities to which inter-
national organizations shall be entitled •
shall be those accorded under similar
circums':anr:.::s to foreign governments."
(Section 2(d))

(2) "Pursuant to regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner of Customs with the approval of
the Secretary of the Treasury, the baggage
and effects of alien officers and employees
of international organizations, or of aliens
designated by foreign governments to serve
as their representatives in or to such
organizations; or of the families; suitese
and servants of such officers, employees,
or representatives shall be admitted (when
imported in connection with the arrival of
the owner) frec, of customs duti:es and free
of internL3-revenue taxes imposed upon or by
reason of import;, Lion." (Section 3)

(3) "Persons designated by foreign governments to
serve as their representatives in or to inter-
pational organizations and the officers and
employees of such organizations, and members
of the immediate families of such representil-
tives, officers: and employees residing with
them; other than nationals of the United States;
shall, insofar as .concerns laws regulating
entry into e‘nd departure from the Unitc!cl States,
alien registration and fingerprinting, and the
registration of foreign agcnts h entitled
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to Llict sz - v.t ancf

aru accol:Ced under s'imilar
circu,tiss to officurs i.n6 e-iployeeso

or fort.:3gn governm:!nts, and

members or: their families." (Section IN) .

(4) "Representatives of foreign governments

in or to international oraanizations . . .

shll be im.mune from suit and legal process

relating to acts performe6 by them in their

official capacity and falling within their

functions as such representatives except

insofar as such immunity may be waived by

the foreign government or international

organization concerned." (Section 7(b))

Other significant parts of the IOIA applicable to the

ICSC are briefly stated, as follows:*

(1) the enjoyident of the immunities is conditioned

upon notification to and acceptance by the

Secretary of State of the persons who will

enjoy the immunities; (Section 8(a))

-(2). the Secretary of State may deterMine that certain

individuals enjoying the immunities are Eilrspp.a

rkla cf,?.-Elp .; (Section 8(b))

(3) the 4enjoym.-.nt of these immunities do'..:s not

necessarily depend upon rec31.-.)rocal recorinition
of similr ilwaunities by foreign governm:...,nts;

(Section 9) and

(4) the exemption of ICSC non-US citizen employees
from. US income and other related employment
taxes. (Sections 4 and 5).

•

* Although we are not discussing legal personality in this
papr, we should note that the Executive Order grants thc ICSC
the capacity ,to contract, acquire property, and institute
legal procoodihgs (Section 2(a) of the IOTA.) "to the extent
consistent with the instrument creating" the 1CSC.
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In adOlLion to the ouLlined above, 1M.'LLSAT

and its siynaLoYies al() enjoy cin tax

Since 1.M..;;;I:,S7\T hitEr bcti ebLcH:iitq.!cl by the Treasury

to.be a partnership for federal income tax purposes, it

does not itself have taxable income but would still be

required to file an information return. Executive Order.

No. 11277 (Annex B) exempts INTELSAT from this filing

requirement. Moreover, Congress has passed special tax

legislation exempting all INTLESAT signatories from federal

income taxation on income earned within the United States

from INTELSAT. Since the vast majority of INTELSAT signatories

are foreign governments or agencies of foreign governments-

and therefore not taxable (26 USC 892), this legislation

lffected only a few signatories.
Besides the privileges and immunities enjoyed by INTELSAT

and the )CSC, there are two significant instances of special

regulatory procedures to accommodate Comsat in i Ls rol c El s

Manager for INTELSAT. The FCC has amended its procurement

regulatio:Is to make it clear that procurements by Comsat

for and on bchalf of YOTM,SAT are not subject to FCC
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regulation. Also the Office of Munitions Control of the

State Dcparti6ent ha !,:.provided an eNpediLed procedure for

the clealance of technical docuiocnts for distribution by

Comsat as Manager to the members of the ICSC and its

subcolomittees.

Attached at Annex C is a chart setting forth the

significant privileges and immunities available under

the IOIA with a notation of those presently granted. to

INTELSAT and its participants.

ALTERj.::AT1VE FORMS FOR GRANTING PRIVILEGES AND  IMMUNITIES

The privileges and immunities issue could be addressed

in the definitive arrangements along the following lines.

. I
The intergovernmental agreement could:

1. have no provision relating to privileges and _

immunities. States, at the request of INTELSAT, could then

grant privileges and immunities if they believe appropriate

to the orgi,.nization and its participants. This is the

proco(lure under the interim arrangc-ments.

2. have a provi on that MTFA,SAT can negotiate with

• •
Parties to obtain appropriate. privileges and immunitie53, e.

the International CoTfec AgrecnL, 1968, P.rticle 22(5).

The provision could include an obligdtion on the part of

_the Porticri to pxovide appropriate privileges and immunities.

• . .

,



41.! 3. provide Chlt the state where the organization

•

has it.!: 11(.!;14quartr2rs rhnuld provide appropriate privileges

and im,l'unitics. Those privileges and immunities would

normally then be articulated in a separate headquarters

agreement negotiated between the organization and the

headquarters state, e.g., the United Nations Headquarters

Agreement Act (61 Stat. 756).

4. provide that all participating states are Obligated

to confer a specified list of privileges and immunities, e.g.,

the International Cotton Institute Agreement, Article VI, TIAS

5964.

111 The present arrangement (i.e., Alternative 1: no

provision in the intergovernmental agreement but with certain

states, i.e., the United States, unilaterally granting certain

privileges and 3mmunities) has apparently worked satisfactorily.

The priwiry bonef:t in kecTing th;s arrangement is that it

avoids a negotiation now of privilegc:5 rInd E.nel

it permits vhitnges in privj.lcgc:; vnd immunities status
. .
should such chanv2s bcomct ilp7ropriate as the organization

develops. It does, how:.--.:ver, make uncertain INTELSAT ' s

uniform enjoymsent of approy)riate privileges and invilunitics
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in all countries in which INTELSAT does business. Moreover,

ccrtain countries, e.g. the United Kingdom, may find it

difficult to grant privileges an,..1 immunities if they are

not enumerated in either the multilateral agreement or an

agreement authorized by the multilateral agreemento between

the country and the organization. The advantages of the

first alternative would also pertain to the second alternative.

While under Alternative 2 there would be no advance assurance

as to which privileges and immunities would be enjoyed by

INTELSAT in each member state, this alternative would provide

greater assurance that countries like the United Kingdom

would be able to make available appropriate privileges and

immunities. The third alternative would not obligate those

states that do not house the headquarters to grant privileges

and immunities. It leaves open the possibility of these

states rc:fusing to' grant privileges and immunities on an

.z..d .hoc.bsis'and the orgilli5zafj.6.171 thus; hcincj sub-jected to
• ..•.•••

undesirable impositiopsi e.g., IpoperLy and customs taxes.

The benerit .of the fourIlr•altern.atIve. is that it clearly -

obligates p:,rticipating st;..ltr:IS to grant-. the organization
41i •

cnumerat(10 privilegs and 1mun5.tic,.s. On the other hand.?

it is not clear the r,vme privilcs and immunities
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arc required in c:voy i),nr state: or that ,7111 members

will be willing to c2rnnt the s:i'me privileges and inL7:mnitics.

Alternatives 20 3, and 4 could be used in various combinations.

RECOM3NDAT ION

The scope of the privileges and immunities granted

to other international organizations has varied considerably.

In determining which privileges and immunities should be

granted INTELSAT and its participants three guidelines were .

- followed:

1. Privileges and immunities are traditionally

granted to foreign govornments (and their representatives)

Parties to internatiomil organizations and to the organizations

themselves and their employees. It would be appropriate for

certain privileges and kmmuuities to be provided for in the

definitive arrangements.

2. Although,INSA',is an .intorla;ttional .oxga,ni%ation•

with public purpcmeF), it is also a coirtmercial venturo.

Consequently all of the priyil_ecics and immunities.meved

by Parties and repeopLLUvcs to orgzInizatio having only

govornmc:ntal funcionF; aro no:. approprioto in this cz.:se.

MM.
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that

certain privileges and ip.nunitics be granted by the head-

quarters State. In order to retain the hov.dquarters

in the United States, we will want to accommodate this

insistence of other Parties to a reasonable extent.*

Form of Pgror'ment

We believe the preferable mens of providing privileges

and immunities would be an article in the international

agreeent laY providing -certain benefits for the organization

in all states, (b) requiring the conclusion of a head-

quarters agreement between the organization and the host

state, ard (c) providing that such additional privileges

and immunities as are rIppropriate for the proper functioning

of IRJsrLsAT may ly.1 obtained from oth:-.r Parties at the'request

of the Covernjng riody, either by means of an agreement between

J' i.' and a Pi:,: Ly or by other appl:oprj acLion by a
• .110. •

Pi-krty. combination of alternatives 2,2 3 and 4 has

•••, .1••• • .

* The Report of the Interim Copmittc:2 stated that "The

subject of the privile;en.%, i1lUillt1O5 and exemptions to

be accorOLd the Orgzolization merits carcrul considorion. 

A substantial majority of the ComiaitLee (except for the U.S.)

rocoipmeo-3ed that., "in order to better exercisc its functions

zInd roach its. aims: the.Orapizat3:on.should enjoy pvi,legus. .
and de1.3.n-A by tiv. rarbies to the Inter-

governmental Agreemmt e.nd should be ex(,mpL, to the extent

Posib.1(!, from the law of the headquz-o.ters of the Organizatjon."

•of



•

sevc.rol b3n?fii.c.s. It i-Isn..!res thu oIganittioA in all

mo.aLer st4L(.:::, the minir.ft-m privileges and imiaunities,

hop:Ifully satisfis those parties who will insist on

additional privilegcs and 3mmunities at the headquarters;

allows for the fact that the need for privileges and

immunities will vary with the state; and avoids a

negotiation now on most privileges and indnunitios issues.

22-..j..yac,1E;os and Imunitics anal]. States
• • .0 wm•

Th,--!re are certain minimum benefits that should be

conrorrel on XUTELSAT by all States, and which would be set

out in the intexnational agrecmnt: exemption from customs

duties and taxes, and exemption from national income and

property taxation.* A draft article setting out these

exemptions and providing for a headquarters agreement is

attached at Annclx D.

MD •

* rre)111 c11:-.1:cr..!-.rn 1 a t:.:;-3 on

bavc not wi.th 11“! s- i:Hii-At of 1.11,.!
rn f: .''y c,10 t..;.xLjon

tho not vcovido th,:!
to exol.“:o ork-jz's! j on fro:q s

r • 
thr:Y.T.! 3.:1! no 1(:cict tvi -;z1 rc.:1 on in the; Lin:0 tud

Sex:I-ion 6 oZ the TOIA To): ;floAl D. C. p...0v,rLy
taxes.
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The follc,ling is a of rcs2omino_ncied privileges

and iminvnitics to be included in a headquarters agreement: **

1. INTELSAT: Immunity of its assets and property

from confiscation; privilege of communication; exemption

from D. C. property tax.

2. OFFICY:RS AED EMPLOYEES OP INTELSAT (except

nationals or per)i%nent resident aliens of the host state): .

Exemption from custuus duties and taxes as to their baggage

and effects on first entry; exemption from immigration,

rogistvation and other eutry and departure restrictions.

3. Ri',P117:;SEN'I.ATWES TO TUE ASSEMBLY (except nationals

or pc.rmrInc-nt reside:at aliens of the host state): Privilege

of comnotni.cationn; excompLion from 3mmigKation, rogistration

z!nr1 othr entry and dp:trture rcsrictions.

4. ( .s3gr-.:.tory oT. 1io5;.1. Lr, ) Inpic

1.c,111 °nal zu...3 C . prov:rty U-17-es.

5. P.1-.;PR1.;SEE..1ATI\l,',F; C SY.G;:',,Top,),;s TO Till': COVLY:.);:',G FYYJiY

nation7lls 1“:•..2-4,:ln7,nt. a..:Li.ens or: 'the hoti

Thor; iCr.0 net out in (-1. 17. ror.,..1 at ..Adrinc:!x 3. •
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sLatc): Privi1ec.;3 o cu,'111:nick,tion; u.,::_mption from

immigKatic,n, registration and other entry ana depa
rture

rustrictions; exemption from national income taxation

attributable to his official capacity as represent
ative.

Certain privileges and imlitunities that have been grante
d

by the United States during the interim period arc not 
now

recommended. In the proposed article representatives to the

Assembly and to the Governing Body and officers and emp
loyees

of INTELSAT have not been granted ilcoimnity from civil o
r

criminal process for acts performc:d in their official

capacity, even thouyh tho.ce benefits are presently enjoyed

by comparable individuals. Since the functions of the

oryani%ation are prim7trily commc:rcial: such iTomunity does not

srlcm appropriate. Yoreov:, sinco the inclividuals would be

acting in an official eapItcity, the docty3n of 2- ndeat

3. 3

would roToire tn be the. principal ^arty

Arid:It:tonalConr.5(IrLtr.  .•. • . _

Furth(:.....c)re, in an c.'.o.r.L to 3:;-.3Wc.ain

11,...c.1);.1.0.(!r:.; and the rc!sidr.A1,1;c: in 01(..: St.71tr.lf•.),

c,.;,-L;1 3 .i c FI)i ?1,1,,1 -:1.-;

by

buf: mr.y con:.;idrud if
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1. Immunity of rcpresentativef3 to the Assembly

and Covcr!!iNi; Bol, fr010 J.ry. I:o :s for acts committed

in their official clpocity. This immunity is presently

enjoyed by these individuals under the interim al!rangem2nts,

so that governments at the Conference might insist that they

be retained. It would not apply, however, in the case of a

motor traffic vehicle offense or in the case of damage caused

by a motor vehicle.

2. Immunity of INTELSI\T's property and assets from
ataI

search, seizure, attachment and execution before delivery

of final judgment against the organization; INT2LSAT would

still be liable to suit; also, inviolability of 1NTELSAT's

•

archives.

3. Immunity of officers and mployees of INTELSAT

from civil process for acts committed in their official

capacity. If such an immunity is granted, INTFLSAT as

principal would still remain liable for the acts of its

agents. There is proccdrmt for such ivrounity in preent

agreements (e.g., Cotton Institute Agreement). .

tr. otr (.6.7*:•; • tin'a employc. clr.i. of I NTI,T.SAT • '

from wItion:711 income and D. C.: pYript:Irty t;ixes. Tho Der,:zrtment

of the Tyear;ury has raised objections to gronfi thir; ima-w!lity

Lt.) i eau: 1f.; in .r.n of fort .Lo I im.i.t the Lx i.un it: im,r;

of noa-(:overnntal in05.viduals.
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rxe,nption from Row.Oato-,-v Jurisdiction

Other CoveruienLs at the Coniercnce may be concerned

over the quer:ton of FCC regulatory jurisdiction over

INMSAT and Comsat as Milnager. While the Commission

under both the 1934 Federal Communications Act and the

1962 Satellite Act has extensive jurisdiction to regulate

Comsat as a U.S. domestic carrier: it does not assert

jurisdiction to regulate Comnat as Manager of IrTELSAT.

It has amended its procurement regulations to make it

clear that procurc:mants for or in behalf of INTELSAT

are not subject to FCC regulation. The sole exception

requires FCC licc!nsing of non-governmntal radio facilities

located on United States territory. Should this issu4 arise,

the Pbove facts would he poin't.ed out. As other CoCrnments

insist en a provision gianting immunity from regulatory

jurisdiction; we would nt'A a cicv.r unarst,,znding of what

exactly tho;.,; CoveYrim:.:nts rcrluire in the way of iiownity

in order to deciOn i;:htle(1r Vx1 vould be willing to Nil:ea

to such a pYovisio;1 ara ,71131-.hr it could be don by

,ExccuLiwl Avut)ltr:nt.
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  Ca ION

We 117,.ve r:.- corvn.lk..r.1 only 121 i.v1leg(2s and iiamunitics

covered by the IO)A. Under the IOTA the President may

by executive order confer on an international organization

any or all of the privileges and immunities set out in

the Act if United States participation in the organization

has been authorized by an Act of Congress (Section 1).

The 1962 Communications Satellite Act (47 USC 701)

authorizes U.S. participation in INTELSAT. Thereforea

all of the privileges and immunities recommended and any

of the proposed forms suggested can be implemented on the

part of the U. S. by ct:.:cutive order: without further

congressional action (i.e.: leginlation or advice and

consent).

ANNFXES: A. Executive Order No. 11227
B. Executive OrOctr NU. 11277.
C. Chat of E.;:irltng PKivileges
D. Draft 7+rtic1c
r. Chart of PrOD05-d. PrivIIegos

cc: Chair7m Ros,.!1 H. ride
Mr. .Thi.:•cr.; Itr.:Cox1w4c1: •
r.-(-)I, D. O'Conwr:11

E. boy
johq i. Crolinr;on
W.:,1-1 P. Allcn

ri:; 1 1 r‘ r

•

•••lb

and rwilunitics

and YTtjillani. t3.es
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Executive Order 11227
DESIGNATING 71-IE INTERIM COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE COMMIT.

TEE AS A PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZABON ENTITLED TO
ENJOY CERTAIN PRIVILEGES, EXEMPTIONS, AND IMMUNITIES •

By virtue of Ilin nuthority veNted in Inc by Feet ion 1 of flue Toler-
nal iona I 0 rga nizat ions 1 slim i Act. 09 S(at.. (irg) ; '22 1J.S.C.
288), and having found that. the United Staies participates in the
Interim Coiniminieations Satellite Cominktee pursuant to the author-
ity of the Communications Satellite Act of 3r.2 (76 Sint. 419; 47
U.S.C. 701..-7.1.1) and the Agreement. 'Establishing Interim Arrange-
ments for a Global Commercial Communications Syytem, August 20,
1961. VAS tiG•IG, I hereby designate tlio Liter:id Communications
Sntellite Committee ns a public international organization entitled to

the privileges,exemptiont, end immunities conferred by the
International - Organixations• Immunitie.s Act, vitl1 the following
exceptions: -

1. The Interim Committee shall not enjoy the privileges, exemp- ,
tind immunities conferred pursuant to 'Sections 2(b), 2(c), and

Got that Act. • •
no on:C3 and employees of tlei Cosnrnittee shall not .

enjoy the privileges', exemptioag, end immunities conferred pursu. • •
ant to Section 7(b) of that Act, but representatives to the Interim. •••
Committee rind their niternates enjoy the privileges, exemptions, - • "
and immunities conferred pursuant to :zaid Section 7(b).
The designation of the Interim Coeummications Satellite . Corn-

rmittea as a publie international organization within the meaning of
the;Inteenationnl Organizations Immunities Act is notintendedto
abridge in ?ny. respect privileges, e•.:emptions, or immunities which
mat oelonaatioa may Ila,v4 aortire4 oe may acertire by treaty or
Conamsional action.

- Li .Npor.t• D. Jo; ixsox
Tills ViinTs 1TouGg, . . : ... .

. •fun4 a, IOC& . ., .
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THE PRESIDENT

Executive • Order 11277 '

DESIGNATING THE INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUN
ICATIONS SAUL-

UTE CONSORTIUM AS AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION

ENTITLED TO ENJOY CERTAiN PRIVILEGES, EXEMPTIONS, AND

IMMUNITIES

By %lig lie 4 I h., alio mirity in me by Section I of thC Interim-

Orgahizat ions Inimonitio,s Ad. (to l at.. (;69'i ',;(2 2M8),

herell designate the 111101116(mM l'elecommunicati
ons Satellite

Consort min, an ori ii %.31 1011 ill Whiell the thtil ed Stat es pa rti
cipal es

pursuant, to the authority of the Communications 
Satellite Act. of

1962 (76 'Stat. 419; 47 1;.S.C. 701-74.0 and which was est
abiished

pursuant, to the Agreement Establishing Interim Arr
angements for a

Global 0011)1nel-evil Communications Sptem of Au
gust 20, 1904,

TiAs 5“16, and the. Special Agreement signed pursuant. thereto, as en
international organization, as that term is defined 

in Section 4(1) of

tho International Organizationsimmunities Act.,
 entitled to enjoyi

from and after August 20, 19(11, all of the privilege
s„ exemptions, and

immunit ies provided by Sect ion 4 (a) of that. Act.

The foregoing designation is not intended to ab
ridge in any respect

*any privileges,, exemptions, or immunities which s
uch organization or

the Interim Communications Satellite Commi
ttee (provided for by

the abov.e-mentioned Agreements) may have 
acquired or may here-

after acquire by treaty, Congressional action, or 
other Executive order.

nox. B. Jorixsox
•

TnzWurrz Irovsz, •
April S0,190. • •

(F.11. Doc. GO-3609; Piled, May 2, 1DGG; 1: 
43 p.m.)

. „

••

mi c; • VOL.. 31# No.r. PA IIPM. 4# i6ê '

6609
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ANNEX C 
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Immunity from Civil Process in Official Yes
Capacity

Acmunity from Criminal Process in Yes
IIPOfficial Capacity

Immunity of Assets and Property from
Search, seizure, Attachment and

Execution

Immunity of Assets and Property from
Confiscation

iolability of Archives

Privilege of Communications Yes

Exemption from Customs, Duties and Taxes Yes Yes Yes

Exemption from Immigration, Registration
and other Entry and Departure Restrictions Yes Yes Yes

Immunity from National Income Taxation Yes Yes

•
Immunity from DC Property Taxation

*None of these privileges and immunities apply to COMSAT in the United
'tates.
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Annex D

Procerl Article

(1) INTaZAT, its assLbts, prop:11:1;y, and incume

shall be immune in all SLates Party to this Agreement from

all national income and property taxation. With respect to

customs duties and taxes imposed upon or by reason of

importation and the procedures in connection therewith,

each Covernmnt Party to this Agrcement shall accord to

INTELSAT the privileges, exemptions and immunities that

such Party accords under similar circumstances to foreign

Governments.

(2) The Covernmnnt of the country in which the

headquarters of INTELSAT is situated (hereinafter referred

to as "the host Governmcmt") shall as soon as possible

conclude with the Governing Body, acting on behalf of INTELSAT,

an agrou'ent to be referred to and approved by the AF:embly1/4

relWcing to the status, privfl_eges im7tun1ties of 1;;MLSAr2',

of its oMcers, entployc:,s, PPfl IY)rticipmt-s, z'.nrl of repro-

scmtatives of Parties whfl.c in th3 territory of the host

Government for thc puvl,urc of c,xercisinj their functions.
• ••••

(3) The acirect conclucled

of this Article .bf.) in0.3p,-.;nnt of prerlent Agrcement

and shall prc:fler:i.b%! t..ho nri:ftiomi of: its t(vIII3ution.
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(4) Svch dciiL.ii pHvilouer: and ithmunitios

as thay tp cpi Le fof functioning of

1Wilf4T uni1(.1: this Aure; mDy be obtained at the request

of the Coverfli.ng Body from one or thore other Parties,

either by mans of an agreem:mt or agreements which the

Governing Body, actj.ng on behalf of INTELSAT, may conclude

with one or more such Parties, or by other appropriate

action of such Party or Parties.

•
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ANNEX E

PROPOSED PRIVILEOES AND IMMUNITIES*
0 >4

r:4 w 1E4
4-1 • E-4 • Cti

1-1
E--4 La u)

4.4 cr)
1-4 C u9 0 IX <

1W

<

Cr"

°

1-4 Ei

W 1-1 Z

1Yi Of.

C

• EA >
f-L1 <

Z Cr)

C1-• 1:21

F--1 0 0
cr:

Immunity from Civil Process in Official
Capacity

No No** No No**

Aimmunity from Criminal Process in Official n.a. No Mo** n.a. No**
II,Capacity

Immunity of Assets and Property from Search, No
Seizure, Attachment and Executive

Immunity of Assets and Property from Yes
Confiscation

Irviolability of Archives

n a • n.a. No n.a.

n.a. n.a.

No n.a. n• a .

No n.a.

n . a .

41.'''rivilege of Communications Yes n.a. Yes No Yes

Exemption from Customs, Duties and Taxes Yes Yes No n.a. No
(first
entry)

Exemption from Immigration, Registration, n.a. Yes Yes n.a. Yes
and other Entry and Departure Restrictions

iirmunity from National Income Taxation
Immunity from National (and DC in US)

Property Taxation

Yes No n.a. Yes Yes

Yes No n.a. Yes No

*None of these privileges and immunities apply to COMSAT in the United
States.

**These immunities are presently enjoyed by the corresponding individuals

under the Interim Arrangement.
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INTELSAT CONFERENCE

Position Paper

SUBJECT: Financial Arranaments

U.S. Position:

USPoW9
February. 17, 1969

In our October 1967 paper (ICSC-28-40) we proposed

investment related to use of the system, meaning use of

the INTELSAT-financed space segment. We elaborated our

proposals in ICSC-29-33 and supplemented them in

ICSC-32-46 to provide for minimum investment shares of

0.05% instead of 0.025%. We suggested adjustment of

shares annually in relation to the proviouS year's use,

but have indicated that the adjustment interval could he

longer. We also have supported compensation for use of

capital in the intervals between adjustments.

The U.S. continues to advocate the inves+-mont/use

approach as set forth in these papers. Our position is

reflected in 498, 511 and 521 of the ICSC report.

Interim Agreements: Articles III, VI and XII(a) (ii) of

411 the Agreement and Article 3 of the Special Agreement and the

annex thereto are relevant.

ICSC Report: Section F (489-531) applies._-

Paoers: 1. The pertinent issues paper is entitled_
"Criteria for Investment", State revised draft

1/2/69.

2. ComSat is preparing a sim?lified explanation

of the investment/use proposal.

Executive Committee: See minutes of January 13, 1969, item 5.

Draft Agreements.: Articles II (b), III (b), IV (2) (iii),

V (a) (iv) and (vii), VIII (c) and (d), and IX; Articles 3,

4, 5 and 6 of the Onorating Agreement.
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INTELSAT Conference

Position Paper

SUBJECT: Procurem2nt Policy

USP000
February 17, 1969

U.S. Positiem:

We favor primary emphasis on considerations of

price, quality and delivery (536) with distribution of
contracts a secondary consideration. The following
wording, incorporated in the draft agreement, reflects

the U.S. position:

"The Governing Body shall endeavor to insure
that all contracts are awarded on the basis of
the test quality, best price, and timely performance.
The Governing 3odv shall endeavor to insure
the widest practicable international participation
in contracts arZ, subcontracLs consistent with the foregoing
principle."

Interim Agreements: Article X and Article 10 (a), (b)
and (c) are pertinent.

ICSC Report: Section G (532-543) applies.

Papers: Issues paner on "Procurement Policy", State__ _ _
revision 12/27/68, ComSat 11/19/68.

Executive Committee: See minutes of January 13, 1969, item 4.

Draft Agreements: Article X; Article 7 of Operating Agreement.



USDP/8
December 27, 1968

INTELSAT Conference Issues (State revision
12/27/68)

Procurement Poligy,

Issue

Under what principle or policy should INTELSAT
place contracts to obtain hardware for the space
segment of the global system? Should procurement
be on the basis of quality and price or should
there be a conscious policy of spreading contracts
among members? Should there be any understanding
on contract-spreading in or outside the agreements?

An additional question is whether non-industrial
countries should be "compensated", as Argentina
has proposed, for the additional costs to them of
procurement which is not at minimum cost.

Position U.S.  Has Taken

Our October 1967 proposal did not expressly deal
with this question. We did refer to it rather obliquely
by stating the view that it is in the interest of
each country to develop its industriarcompetence
and to share in the benefits of satellite technology.
In President Johnson's August 1967 message to Congress
on Telecommunications, he said that "We will continue
the exchange of technical information, share techno-
logical advances and promote a wider distribution of 
procurement contracts among members of the consortium 
(emphasis added). There has been no other public
declaration of our policy or publication of U.S.
proposals on this issue.

Views  of Others

In an early joint European submission tabled for
the CETS countries by Netherlands/Belgium it was
suggested that the 1969 agreements should protect the
interests of all participants and, in particular,
should make possible the development of the technology
of member countries. This wording is repeated in
the CETS paper of October 1968. Japan suggested that
"procurement of the space segment should be carried
out on the basis of the best quality and the cheapest
price through international tender which is open to
all member countries, and adequate measures should
be taken to promote a wide/ distribution of procurement
contracts among the member countries".
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France uses procurement as a reason justifying
separate ownership of particular satellites. France
observes that separation of ownership "would preserve
the industrial interests of signatories more
effectively than Article X of the Interim Agreement
which, as shown by experience, has proven to be
inapplicable due to a basic inconsistency between
participation proportionate to quotas and the
necessity to procure the best equipment at the
best price". The French argue that all expenditures
agreed upon by each State should contribute as much
as possible to increase the capacity of its industry.

The only other country that has expressed specific
views on this issue is Argentina. In ICSC Document 34-47
(September 25, 1968) Argentina proposed a system of
compensation to the non-industrial countries through
technical assistance programs, the cost of which would
be added to procurement contracts, so that the development
of industrial competence by some members would be
balanced by technical assistance to others.

Objective 

Considered from an exclusively business point of
view, it seems apparent that procurement above certain
dollar levels should be pursuant to international
competitive bidding with the selection on the basis
of quality, price, and timely performance. However,
the political reflection of national and regional
industrial interests, particularly in Europe, suggests
that we are not likely to obtain a procurement article
reflecting this position in its pure form without a clear
understanding that some contract-spreading will be
done. Realistically, our objective should be to
stay as close as possible to normal business criteria,
both in the text of the agreement and in any
related understandings that may be necessary.

Discussion

The 1964 Agreement provides:

"In considering contracts ald in exercising
their other responsibilities, the Committee
and the Corporation as manager shall be guided
by the need to design, develop and procure
the best equipment and services at the best
price for the most efficient conduct and
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operation of the space segment. When proposals
or tenders are determined to be comparable
in terms of quality, c.i.f. price and timely
performance, the Committee and the Corporation
as manager shall also seek to ensure that
contracts are so distributed that equipment
is designed developed and procured in the
States whose Governments are Parties to this
Agreement in approximate proportion to the
respective quotas of their corresponding
signatories to the Special Agreement; provided
that such design, development and procurement
are not contrary to the joint interests of the
Parties to this Agreement and the signatories
to the Special Agreement. The Committee and
the Corporation as manager shall also seek
to ensure that the foregoing principles are
applied with respect to major sub-contracts
to the extent that this can be accomplished ,
without impairing the responsibility of the
prime contractor for the performance of work
under the contract."

The provision for distribution of contracts was
included at the insistence of European countries which
hoped to ensure their participation in contracts.
It has been impossible to carry it out fully, however,
both because of the U.S. lead in space technology
and because of the impracticality of distribution
of contracts among many countries. The growth of
INTELSAT from an originally small number of members,
mostly industrialized, to 63 members, many with
little or no aerospace industrial capability, has
accentuated the problem.

However, in practice ComSat, as Manager, has
facilitated constantly increasing levels of foreign
participation in INTELSAT procurement, particularly
in the major satellite procurement contracts, INTELSAT II,
III and IV. The INTELSAT I contract (Early Bird)
was negotiated between ComSat and Hughes without
foreign participation before INTELSAT was created.
Subsequent INTELSAT procurement has produced foreign
participation in the indicated amounts:
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Procurement (7/31/68) Foreign
Program Total Cost Share

INTELSAT II $32,728,000 $ 289,029

INTELSAT III 32,448,000 2,151,711

INTELSAT IV 54,801,600 19,418,000

4

% of Whole

0.9%

6.5%

35 %

Further details on foreign shares in INTELSAT programs

are shown in the Annex to this paper.

The increasing percentage of non-U.S.
participation is a product of several factors. First,

the Europeans have been working very hard at increasing
their competence. Second, U.S. space hardware
manufacturers have set up various working relationships

or partnerships with European and Japanese firms
and have thus contributed to the foreign capability.

Third, there has been considerable bending of the

first principle of Article X.

The cost of the European participation in
INTELSAT IV raised the cost of that program an
estimated $4.4 million. Australia, New Zealand,
Indonesia, and countries in Latin America that have

no interest in building a satellite manufacturing

capability of their own, much less financing one in

Europe, have expressed concern over this bending
of principle, although the extra cost has to date

been in amounts they could accept.

Balancing European concerns against those of

other countries, it appears probable that the
definitive arrangements cannot stray very far, if

at all, from the principles underlying Article X.
No one in Europe, other than France, proposes

seriously that INTELSAT adopt procurement rules

explicitly taking greater account of their problem,

although they are pushing to make it a factor in

determining the outcome. Members other than European

members, on the other hand, appear unlikely to press

very seriously for strict interpretation of the price-

quality criteria. Our expectation is that the

Europeans, particularly France, will push to obtain
substantial INTELSAT spending in Europe, but this
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push will be counter-acted to some extent by the

interest of other countries in INTELSAT economy.

We cannot predict with certainty that Latin America

will stand up to Europe as a block, however, because

other economic and political considerations may lead

them to accept the European position in some degree.

It would be in the U.S. interest both from the

carrier standpoint and the manufacturer standpoint

if the definitive arrangements reemphasized the policy

of procurement on the basis of price, quality, and

timely performance. This certainly is appropriate

to an organization which is pledged by its preamble

to provide communication facilities on the most .

economic basis possible. It is reasonable, therefore,

for us to advocate a procurement policy under the

definitive arrangements which, while recognizing

the value of promoting wide international participation,

gives primacy to best price and quality. To this

end, the U.S. might propose wording along the lines

of the following:

"The Governing Body shall endeavor to insure

that all contracts are awarded on the basis
of the best quality, best price and timely

performance. The Governing Body shall

endeavor to insure the widest practical
international participation in contracts

and subcontracts consistent with the

foregoing principle."

The proposed language retains the emphasis upon

securing the best equipment at the best price and

still encourages international participation
provided it can be accomplished on a competitive

basis. The Governing Body would have complete

flexibility to determine the best means of
distribution of contracts on an international basis

provided that the requirements of price, quality

and timely performance are met. However, there

would be som2what more emphasis on the price-quality
principle than under the present formula and the

distribution principle would he more clearly

secondary.



This wording could be included in a draft
agreement if we circulate one, or could be put forward
in low key in some other way. However, we should
not really press this issue, for the time being,
at least, or until we see how the positions of the
opposing sides develop. We will be in a better
position then to appraise whether any improvement
in the present provisions is likely to be obtainable
and with what, if any, understanding outside the
agreements.

If the U.S. is to be successful in getting
maximum support for the "economically pure"
procurement policy proposed above, and to do so
while at the same time minimizing pressures to
authorize a regime that would lead to undesirable
separate systems, it must be prepared to be quite
clear, simple and forthcoming in its position on
industrial cooperation between the U.S. and others.
It should state that it will authorize and encourage
U.S. industry to cooperate with industries of other
countries in assisting them to develop technology
that they can use in bidding on INTELSAT contracts
or in developing satellites for other purposes not
inconsistent with the INTELSAT agreement. Hopefully
this statement would be subject only to national
security limitations.

The Argentine proposal for "compensation" to
non-industrial countries in the form of technical
assistance has not received any support to date and
probably does not have to be taken too seriously in
itself, as a specific proposal. However, a broader
question that it suggests should be taken more
seriously; whether there is something INTELSAT can
or should do for the LDCs to assist in their
technical development. This is a separate subject
which should be dealt with elsewhere than in
the procurement context.

ComSat: 11/19/68
E/TD:SEDoyle/WKMiller:sp 12/27/68
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ANNEX

Table I

Implementation of Article X

1. Total INTELSAT contract costs (excluding

INTELSAT IV) $97,837,591.

2. Total foreign contracts and

subcontracts outside U.S. (excluding

INTELSAT IV) $ 3,058,138.

3. Foreign contracts and subcontracts

% of total c. 3.1%

COUNTRY BY COUNTRY BREAKDOWN OF FOREIGN PARTICIPATION

COUNTRY VALUE OF CONTRACTS % OF TOTAL QUOTA

U.K. $945,717. c. 0.96%

,INTELSAT

7.321701

France $884,083. c. 0.33% 5.1316949

Germany $579,375. c. 0.6% 5.1316949

Japan $271,227. c. 0.27% 1.743262

Belgium $265,180. c. 0.27% 0.958794

,
Switzerland 1$ 52,056. c. 0.053% 1.743262
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Table II

Implementation of Article X,
Cost Breakdown for INTELSAT II

1. Total contract price $32,728,000.

2. Total subcontracted outside U.S. $ 289,029.

3. . Foreign subcontracts % of total c. 0.9%

COUNTRY BY COUNTRY BREAKDOWN OF FOREIGN PARTICIPATION

COUNTRY APPROX.. VALUE % OF TOTAL QUOTA

U.K. $159,029. c. 0.5% 7.321701

1
France ,$130,000. C. 0.4% 15.1316949



Table III 

Implementation of Article X,

Cost Breakdown for INTELSAT III

1. Total contract price (spent as of

7/31/68). $32,448,000.

2. Total subcontracted outside U.S. $ 2,151,711.

3. Foreign subcontracts % of total c. 6.5%

COUNTRY BY COUNTRY BREAKDOWN OF FOREIGN PARTICIPATION

COUNTRY APPROX. VALUE. % OF TOTAL INTELSAT QUOTA

U.K. $475,963. c. 1.4% 7.321701

France $740,000. c. 2.2% 5.1316949

Germany $579,375. c. 1.7% 5.1316949

Belgium $265,180. c. 0.8% 0.958794

Japan $ 38,637. c. 0.12% 1.743262

Switzerland ;$ 52,056. c. 0.15% 1.743262
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. Table IV

Implementation of Article X,
Cost Breakdown for INTELSAT IV

1. Total Hughes price $54,801,600.

2. Total foreign subcontracted
outside U.S. $19,418,000.

3. Foreign subcontracted % of total C. 35%

COUNTRY BY COUNTRY BREAKDOWN OF PROPOSED FOREIGN PARTICIPATION

COUNTRY APPROX. VALUE % OF TOTAL INTELSAT QUOTA

U.K. $7,355,000. c. 13.4% 7.321701

France $3,954,000. c. 7% 5.1316949

Germany $2,716,000. c. 5% 5.1316949

Japan $1,154,000. c. 2.1% 1.743262

Italy $ 794,000. c. 1.4% 1.917588

Switzerland $ 777,000. c. 1.4% 1.743262

Belgium $ 849,000. C. 1.5% 0.958794

Canada $1,366,000. C. 2.5% 3.268616

Sweden $ 419,000. c. 0.76% 0.610142

Spain $ 34,000. C. 0.062% 0.0958794
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INTELSAT Conference

Position Paper

SUBJECT: Inventions and Data 

USP001
February 17, 1969

U.S. Position:

The definitive arrangements should include a policy

provision along the lines of that proposed in the attached

memorandum of the Legal Committee (February 3, 1969),

with details of implementation left to the Governing

Body.

Interim Agreements: Article 10(f) (g) of the Special

Agreement.

ICSC Report: Section H (544-549).

Papers: 1. Legal Committee report, February 3, 1969 (attached).

2. Issues paper on "Data and Inventions", ComSat,

November 19, 1968.

Executive Committee: Minutes of January 13, 1969, item 6;

FeEruary 6, 1969, item 6.

Draft Agreements: Article 8 of the Operating Agreement.

Attachment:

Legal Committee memorandum.

E/TD:=1i11er:s?
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411 February 3, 1969

MEMORANDUM TO: Ambassador Marks

FROM: Legal Committee on Definitive Arrangements*

SUBJECT: Inventions and Data

•
The Legal Committee has examined the attached pro-

vision relating to inventions and data which has been

jointly prepared by Comsat and the Federal Communications

Commission and is of the opinion that its inclusion in the

definitive arrangements would pose no legal problems under

111 U.S. law. Specifically, the General Counsel of the Federal

Communications Commission has been informally advised by

the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice that

it believes that a provision along the lines of the

attached does not present any antitrust problems.

•

•

cc: Chairman Rosel H. Hyde

Mr. James McCormack

General James D. O'Connell

Mr. Frank E. Loy

Mr. John A. Johnson

Mr. Ward P. Allen

Mr. William K. Miller

* Comprised of representatives of the Department of State

(Richard Frank, Asst. Legal Adviser); FCC (Henry Geller,

General Counsel, and Asher Ende, Deputy Chief, Common

Carrier Bureau); DTM (John O'Malley, Jr., Legal Counsel),

and Comsat (William D. English, Asst. General Counsel).



•
PROPOSED COMSAT-FCC PATENT AND DATA ARTICLE

FOR  OPERATING AGREEMENT

OF

DEFINITIVE ARRANGEMENTS

1/22/69

1. The Governing Body, taking into account the princi
ples

and objectives of Intelsat, as well as generally a
ccepted

industrial practices, shall acquire for Intelsat app
ropriate

rights in inventions and technical data arising direct
ly

from any work performed on behalf of Intelsat.

2. Inventions and technical data to which Intelsat has

acquired such rights:

(a) Shall be made available to any signatory or

any person in the jurisdiction of a signatory,

or the government which has designated that

signatory:

(i) on a royalty-free basis, for use in connec-

tion with the design, development, con-

struction, establishment, operation, and

maintenance of equipment and components

for the Intelsat space segment;

(ii) on fair and reasonable terms and conditions

prescribed by the Governing Body, for use in



•
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•

•

-2-

connection with othet: purposes, provided

thc Governing Body determines that the

proposed use would not be incompatible

with the principles and objectives of

Intelsat;

(b) May be made available to other persons and

entities at the discretion of the Governing

Body and under such terms and conditions as the

Governing Body determines, provided the Governing

Body determines that the proposed use would not

be incompatibTe with the principles and objectives

of Intelsat.

3. Except as it may otherwise determine, the Governing

Body shall endeavor to have included in all contracts or other

arrangements for design and development work appropriate pro-

visions which will ensure that inventions and technical data

owned by the contractor and its subcontractors which are

directly incorporated in work performed under such contracts

or other arrangements, may be used on fair ancl reasonable

terms by each signatory or any person in the jurisdiction of

a signatory or the Government which has designated that

signatory, provided that such use is necessary, and to the



•
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-3-

extent that it is necessary to use such inventions and

. technical data for the exercise of the rights obtained

pursuant to Paragraph 1. of this Article.
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SUBJECT:

Probi.em:

USPos/12
February 32, 1969

INTELSAT CON2E=CE

Position P:aper

Rules Procedure CETS Consensus Issue

There is at least one potc:ntially seriou,.; problem with
regard to the U.S. proposed Provisional Rules of Procc(lure.
In an Aide Ms?moire from The Netherlands, dated January 29,
1969, the sixteen member countries of the European
Conference on Satellite CorA:aunications (ChTS) urged that
the Conference rules provicle that decisions taken during
the Conference be on the basis of consensus rather than
voting.

U.S. Position:

In a circular message to our INTELSAT member posts
we instructed the posts to inform host governments t!lat we
agree that maximum effort should bc givn to obtain
agrement by consensus. However, at a negotiating
conference, such as this one, there must be some provision
for reaching decisions if efforts to obtain consensus prove
futile. We mentioned the UN Conference on Road Traffic
and on the Law of Treaties as examples of recent international
conferences with two-thirds majority voting rules.

We should make quite clear that the U.S. takes the
intention of see%ing consensu.s seriously and has no intention
of railroading any positions by rnans of voting, particulrly
not over the opposition of a major group of member countries,
but that we cannot accept rules which have no provision for
the ultimate resolution of issues and would permit one or
a few members to block the conclusion of definitive arrangemo.nts

References:

1. Conference Doc. No. 2 (Provisional Rules) Rule 8,
para. 20.

2. Netherlands Embassy Aide Memoire of January 29
(attached).

Attachmcnt.

E/TD:SEDoyle/WKi.11er:sp
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Con-:.:crnoe

The United Stat.7.s Govent ha\%! proT)osed t -Lt the

Con-fernce bc conclued on 21 1969. In the view of

Govorn:don.ts, tho sttin2; !-;uch a deadline, if it be

intended therelJy to eoc.).v.sion of te .aeo',;i-

ations, would not 1)2 nL, Goven%

naturally agree tl:t it is e::;santiL,.1 that
Arrannts be drawn ul) a2 soon as posLible and tht the

neGotiations should t,;-7_ s'.1.prt a Deiod tiLlc. as is

reasonable. But, if a::;r3elent is to reached en . :efiniti

Arranseents of a satiz.fP.0tory and nature, it

seelazi essential tht 0-:notunity be c:ivon for adecte

discussion of all as-oects of th Al-ranents. It is en-

visaEc:d by C;TS Gove:ment:E; that the notiatiol-,s shoulif:

witb a t,neral dcbte in a ,Ionary i.:eetin:j of the

Conforree to discus the Lain 7-AD:ints. This
ably lead to the est1;lish.int of ar,i)roa..)e

grous to consider ParticlAlr ouc,7;tion in :LorE:

The reports of these v,c)1.,:in:i7,; or col:..itt.-Ds would

then be sabilitted to t1-1 Confe-i-cnce; and -ni;

would lead to further nc'otiations thcr-e, of which the-.L.e

mi,li,;ht be Eicw.ral rounds.

rt , ..,rocedure

The United States Governent have Toroo:-;cd,,in th3

provision.ea rules of -iproeedu-ne for the Confe-2ance, that

althoush the Conference should endeavour to act unan-

ly, a fomal vote co:lid be talcon on Procedural and sub-

stantive cluestiolis and uon the te:,:t of the Definitive

Arranz;ents theD.selveL:.. The C.;::;S -Gover=eptE; would

favour a rather different a%.31)roach. Their fcelin is tat

it would be L;reatly pl-rable, at least in the initial

rounds of ne,:;otiL,.tions, to :111:e evry endeavo7:..r to re:',,c:1

ezreiy:Jent on substntj.ve que2tion, and indeed on the

text of the Definiti7c Arranallents, by Llens of a co.:-

sensus. It is their view that -2arties to the interira

Arraniints, who 1n2.v., invested subtantia.1 s.c_ns of

in the systoi:I., shoiad :lot be oblic:ed, by the ii:..ediate

adotion of forc,a1 -,;rocodaes, to accc-It the r2-

• deploy...lent o: their investents in a way contr2.rY to

their The fccran3L::rnt2 are of iude -7inf.to
duration, and it is down tht they should conu7-

in force until az-i_.ent is rachLd on the
Arrat%:;eents. It sces 2:::.1r,ol‘tant t'cv.!..t the Defintive

- 2 -
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Arranacnt3 bo exawn an,ft aCzopt in E.;uch a way that
. all l'arti2s to tilc: Interi 2..rraneonts ar:.1! in fact able
to sin nor o is tho that thc: cons onFJus
procere whiCI is fl thmi any votinz

mi3ht :. 11:e it caric-c for Gov:.3:mnts aro not
Parties to thc Interim Ar2an::zents to ing.f.icp,t
views as to the content of the 723finitiva Arranc-At
If F-Juc:;taincd en6eavoars tho or2,rly roun(A:7,

Oo not I ed to a :1-isus on all DoJ nt:-3 1
the C2J?3 Govrn::..ents 6.0 not rulE1 out tho possibility -'Jhat
forr:,1 p2oceCure on substf..2.ntive questions
be intro L.c.z.c1 at a later sta;,,:e

nr,-ton 7). C.
jnn,I,7,1,- •
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November 12, 1968

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

. INTELSAT Conference Issues (Revised 11/12/68)

How to Bring New Agreements into Effect,  Replacing the
Interim  Agreements

Issue

How should the new agreements be brought into
effect, replacing the interim agreements?

Position U.S. Has Taken

None.

Views of Others

Unknown - not discusse .

Discussion

The Interim Agreements remain in effect until
entry into force of the definitive arrangements (Article XV
of the governmental Agreement). However, they make no
provision as to how the definitive arrangements become
effective; Article IX of the governmental Agreement
requires the U.S. to convene a conference and calls
on all the parties to the Agreement to "seek to
ensure tbat the definitive arrangements will be
established at the earliest practicable date, with
a view to their entry into force by 1st Janwtry 1970",
but the Agreement does not say how. The Spacial
Agreement provides in Article l5 for amendment
upon recommendation by the Interim Committee approved
by two-thirds of the signatories.

Unanimous agreement at the Conference to bring the
new agreements into effect would answer the problem,
but this hardly seems possible since delegations are
unlikely to be authorized to do this. Unanimous
agreement at the Conference on provisions (less than
unanimity) to bring the new agreements into effect',
followed by thc necessary acceptances or ratifications,
also would solve the problem. This might possibly be
attainable, though it seems unlikely since only one
dissident could block action.

The best sequence of steps that appears likely to
bc obtainable might. be something a:101)(j those linc,2s:

LIMITED 01.7FICIAL USE
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1. - The U.S. circulates in advarice of the
Conference proposed rules of procedure providing for

a) acceptance of the rules of procedure
by a two-thirds majority, -and

b) other voting rules, including
acceptance of final texts by a.
two-thirds majority.

2. The Conference accepts the proposed rules of
procedure, by consensus or by a two-thirds vote, or,
preferably, unanimously. \

3. The agreement approved by the Conference by
the agreed required vote, or by consensus, or, preferably,
unanimously, provides that it comes into effect upon
acceptance by a stated number of parties to the interim
Agreement (e.g. two-thirds).

4. The necessary number of parties accept the
new agreement.

Since the interim Agreement provides for its own
demise, no further step would be needed to accomplish
this, although there would have to be sone provision
for settlement with any member which does not accept.

The flaw in this procedure is that a dissident
objecting to the rules of procedure and at each
subsequent stage could argue that he is not bound.
Counterargumonts could be developed. There are, for
example, the fact that replacement by definitive
arrangements clearly is contemplated in the Interim
Agreements (Article IX of the intergovernmental Agreement)
and the provision of the Special Agreement for amendment
by recommendation of the Interim Committee and approval
by two-thirds of the signatories. However, reliance
probably will have to be placed more on avoiding a
situation where there is a dissenter with strong enough
views to take this line. This s'uggests efforts to meet
dissenting views, large majorities, and the assurance
of liquidation on reasonable conditions of the interest
of any ultimate non-participant. A separate paper is to
be prepared on buying out any non-participants.

E/TD:WKMiller:sp
10/3 7-1 1 /8/6 8
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USB01
Nover0)er 18,
1968

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE •

INTELSAT Conference Issues

Amendment Process 

Issue

What provision for amendment should be included in

the definitive arrangements, specifically, in the

intergovernmental agreement and in the operating agreement?

Position U.S. Has Taken 

None.

Views of Others 

Not very much has been said on this subject, and

some of the views that have been expressed are not

clear. A role for the proposed Assembly has been

suggested, but the composition of the Assembly (i.e.,

governments or telecommunications entities or both) is

not clear. Some suggestions also are not clear as to

whether they apply to the intergovernmental agreement

or the operating agreement or both and whether or not

acceptance by governments would be required in addition

to Assembly action.

The European countries (the CETS group) have

proposed that "the definitive arrangements" should be

subject to review and amendment by the signatory

governments. The Assembly could make proposals and

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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"a review conference of the parties to the agreement

should be convened if necessary". We assume this means

the Assembly or a conference of governments would pass

on proposed amendments, which would then be subject to

approval by a specified majority of governments.

Presumably this would apply to the intergovernmental

agreement. Whether it also would apply to the operating

agreement is not clear.

Canada proposed that the Assembly "amend the

agreement as required". This proposal does not specify

which agreement (if there are two) or whether subsequent

acceptance by governments would be required.

Japan proposed that the Assembly could revise the

entities' agreement.

Australia has proposed a conference of governments,

to be convened at stated intervals or upon request, which

could amend the intergovernmental agreement. This would

be a separate fourth tier in the organizational

structure.

Since it is the accepted practice to require approval

by a specified majority of governments as the last step

in the amendment process for an intergovernmental

agreement, we can reasonably assume that most of our

partners will expect this.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 
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Objective 

Our obvious objective is a procedure or procedures

making amendments neither too difficult nor too easy.

Discussion 

Since it seems clear that almost all the INTELSAT

partners contemplate two separate agreements, an

intergovernmental agreement and an operating (tele-

communications entities') agreement, the proposed

amendment procedure for the two agreements can be

discussed separately.

Intergovernmental Agreement 

An amendment procedure for a multilateral inter-

governmental agreement usually consists of two steps.

The first of these is consideration and approval of

proposed amendments by a specified majority in a body

designated by the agreement for this role (in several

cases, the assembly of a sponsoring organization) or

in a conference of contracting governments called

for the purpose. The second sten usually is acceptance

by a specified majority of the contracting parties.

Two-thirds is the usual majority requirement in both

cases.

We see no reason why this procedure should not

be followed for the intergovernmental agreement. It is

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 
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normally slow and often difficult, but the INTELSAT

intergovernmental agreement should not be written in

such a manner that it is likely to require early or

frequent amendment.

The body to which consideration and approval of

amendments would be assigned should be the assembly

if there is an assembly which represents all of the

contracting governments or a conference of governments

called for the purpose if there is not.

In either case, any proposed amendments should be

considered first by the governing body, which should
\re

411 be required to pass on to the assembly with its comments

•

any amendments which are proposed and are not withdrawn

as a result of the governing body's discussion. If

the assembly represents governments, it would consider

the amendments and approve or not approve. If it

consists of signatory entities and not governments,

it could pass on proposed amendments to governments

with the comment of the governing body and any comment

of its own, including its recommendation as to whether

a conference should or should not be convened. It

probably would be desirable to provide for calling a

conference if either the assembly so recommended or a

third of the contracting governments so requested.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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There probably should be a provision to require

distribution to governments of any proposed amendments

well in advance (e.g. six months) of consideration

by the prospective approving body.

Operating Agreement 

The interim Special Agreement includes an amendment

procedure. Article 15 of that Agreement provides that

any proposed amendment shall first be submitted to the

Interim Committee, and, if recommended by the Committee

for adoption, shall enter into force for all the

signatories when approved by two-thirds of the

signatories. There is a provision, however, that no

amendment may impose any additional financial obligation

upon a signatory without its consent.

A generally similar procedure would be appropriate

under the definitive arrangements.

As in the case of proposed amendments to the

intergovernmental agreement, consideration by the governing

body would be a useful first step. However, there are

questions whether the governing body's approval should be

required, and, if so, by what vote, and what, if any,

role the assembly should play and by what vote.

If the Assembly does not represent signatories

of the special agreement, then it should have no role.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 
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If it is made up or includes representatives of all

of them (whether or not governments also are represented),

it would be appropriate for it to consider and approve

proposed amendments. If approval of two-thirds of

the signatories is required in any case, assembly

approval, by a two-thirds vote, would not be a

substantial additional obstacle. In fact the reverse

is true - if a two-thirds vote of the assembly is not

obtainable there is no reason to expect approval by

two-thirds of the members. Hence, we are led to recommend

that the approval of such an assembly by a two-thirds

411 vote should be required.

Whether or not assembly approval is required,

approval, or an affirmative recommendation, by the

governing body would be a reasonable first step. It

would give the U.S. more control if this were done on

a weighted vote basis, requiring, for example, a

two-thirds weighted vote or a simple majority weighted

411 vote, in addition to or instead of a required numerical

majority. The decision on this point, however, might

follow the decision on voting in the governing body on

other important issues.

LIMITED_OFFICIAL USE 
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After approval by the governing body and by the

assembly, if required, acceptance by two-thirds of the

signatories should be required. This could be

accomplished by the act of voting in the assembly for

any member that is willing or by subsequent written

approval.

The final element in Article 15 of the present

agreement is that no amendment may impose an additional

financial obligation on any signatory without its

consent. Whether some similar provision will be needed

may depend on the content of the agreement, i.e.

to what extent it establishes limits.

The same question can also be posed more broadly:

What provision should be made for a participant which is

unwilling to accept an amendment? (We do not mean

here a participant that merely has not acted affirmatively

to accept an amondment,but rather one that has
an amendment.)

declared its unwillingness to he bound by / It can

hardly remain in the organization and not be bound by

an amendment, nor can it be forced to abide by an

amendment (in effect a new agreement) it is not willing

to accept. Probably this problem could best be met by

a provision for opting out of the organization in such a

situation, on the basis of an equitable financial

settlement.
LTMITED.OFFICTAL USE
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Februe.ry 10, 1909'

TO: :NTELSAT -

FROM: IO/UNP J0se-211 P. Lorenz

SUBJ: Precedents of Vczing 11,rocedures for the Amendment
and Entry into Force of international Agreements

In accordance with your rzc-,.:c:,s':„ set - orth belaw are
provisions from a number cf international agreements which
describe the procedures ror „amending multilateral instru-
ments and bringin'2 them into ferce. The agreements covered
are the Dia) Convention, zne IAEA Statute, the Convention
for Safety of Life az Sea, the WII;) Convention, and the
Outer Space Treaty. :n zwo cases (IMCO and SOLAS), the
amendment process is wei,7:hted in favor of states having
the principal interesz in the convention, requiring the
approval of the 2overaing body cf the organization as
wellas the assembly. In the and Outer Space Treaty
voting for amendments is not weiglIted, but only those
states which accept the amendments are bound by them.
Finally, in the case of the ILILA, the sole power to
amend lies with the asser:.bly and members, with the govern-
ing body having only an advisory role. Entry into force,
in every case except the WY3 Convention, requires accep-
tance by a certain number of principally interested states
as well as by a specified number of other governments.

The pertinent provisions of the agreements follow:

• 
IMCO

Nor,

•

1. Amendments: (Article 52)..Amendments shall be
adopted by a two-thirds majority vote of the Assembly,
including the concurring votes of a majority of the M.embers
represented on tha Council....

2. Entry inzo Force: (Areicle 60) The present
Convention shall enter into force on the date when 21
Scates of which 7 shall each have a total tonnage of not
less than 1,000,000 gross tons of shipping, have become
parties to the Convention in accordance wieh Article 57.



•
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International Convention :eor Safety
of Life z Sea  ,••••........•••••••••••••••=•.

1. kmendm.ents: (.Lrticee amenoment to t'a,i!

presen:t Convention may be -.;)re7)ceeJ Zo the Or,!anization at
any time 'k:31 any Contraceing Government and such proposal
if adopted by a two-thirds majo:izy of the Assembly of tne
Organization (nereinafter called the Assembly), upon recom-
mendation. adopted by a two-thirds m.:_jorizy of the Maritime
Safety Committee of the Organization (hereinafter called

the Marizime Safety Committee), shall be communicated by
the Organization to all Contracting Governments for their
acceptance.

2. Coming into Force: (.,rticie XI) The present
Convention &nall come into :1:32C twelve months after the

date on which not less than ..=i-,:teen acceptances, including

seven by co.,Intrics e_eh with .ee& than one million

gross tons of snipping, have been deposited in accordance

with Article X 

TA7,%
1:11Z•Mmmoymmilll..

1. Lmendments: (Lrzicle XVIII C) Amendments shall

come into force for all members when: (i) Approved by

the General Conference by a two-thirds majority of those

-present and voting after consideration of observations

submitted by the Doar of Governors on each proposed

amendment, and (ii) Accepted by two-thirds of all the

members in accordance wita ',Lie-- respective constituticnul

processes. • • •

2. Encry into Force: (Article XXI E) This Statute,

apart from the Lnhex, shall come taco force when eighteen

State& have deposited instruments of ratification in

accordance with para L of this article, provided that such

eighteen States shall include at least three of the following

States: Canada, France, the USSR, the UK and Northern Ireland,

and the USA. ...

WMO

1. Amendments: (Z.rticle 2(r6) Amendments to the present

Convent:_on involvin? new cblic-ations for Members shall require

approval by the Congress, in accordance with the provisions



t

•

rs, • —
y* of ..)y a two-_,,.Iru.,D

maLo—Ly on acceptance oy

cwo-thireL o' ;-',tates

Member acce3tin. the eht 

each

2. E.,-.try into 2crea (rtIcle 33) Tne present Conven-

tion shall come forae on 33th day after the date

of the deoosit of the 33' instrument of ratification 
or

accession....

Outer S-Dace 

1. .L.mehmehts:,,..,..ticle -.W) ...Amendments shall enter

into force for each 2a:Zy accEpting

amendments ',:pon by a majority of the States

Parties to the Treaty L.hd thereafter for each remaLning

State **.:o tha Treaty on the date of acceptance by it.

2. L.nto Y.IV (3)) This Treaty

shall anz„,r into forc ,Ii;on the 6e-)osit of instruments of

rat-Ificatf.on ff_ve 3overnme'n.: tha Governmants

designatec: as Lepositazy Cover=ezIts under this Tre
aty

(US, UK, ussa).

1.3/1TNP:J2Loranz:i..vw 2/10
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INTELSAT Conference Issues

Special Benefits for the LDCs

Issue

Should INTELSAT provide special benefits to the

LDCs that would make the organization more attractive

or rewarding to LDCs?

This refers to benefits that are essentially

financial rather than organizational arrangements that

might be advantageous to smaller countries.. Two specific

proposals have been considered. The first, discussed

in Attachment A hereto, considers whether INTELSAT should

finance earth stations, capital contributions to

INTELSAT, or even terrestrial communications projects

for LDCs. The second proposition is discussed in a

separate Issue Paper dealing with INTELSAT procurement,

and asks whether LDCs should be compensated by INTELSAT

for their share of any additional costs incurred by

INTELSAT by reason of procurement which has not been

done at minimum cost (such as procurement in Europe).

This question was raised in a paper submitted to the

ICSC by Argentina, which suggested that compensation

be given through a technical assistance program of

equivalent value.

Discussion

We can expect at least some LDCs to argue at the

Conference that benefits to them of INTELSAT membership

arc not significant, and that INTELSAT is dominated
by and its services geared toward the richer countries.
We can also expect the argument that the organization
will never be truly global until the less developed
countries havu an opportunity to participate more
meaningfully in INTELSAT.

The large number of LDCs that have, in fact, joined
INTELSAT would seem to prove the second proposition largely
wrong. There are relatively few countries with sufficient
(or significant) international or long haul communication
requirements that are not members of INTELSAT today,
other than the Soviet Union, the eastern European countries
and China, all of which are influenced by political rather
than economic factors. In the rest of the world, there
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are few countries that, are logical candidates for

membership that have not shown some interest in

participating.

With respect to the first question, we think that

Attachment A demonstrates that there is not much

advantage to be gained by the U.S. from financing

LDC telecommunications via INTELSAT.

We nevertheless believe that while the U.S., in

its preparation for the INTELSAT Conference, has been

focusing largely on the needs of Europe, the demands

of the LDCs will in fact be heard quite clearly at the

Conference. Consequently we need a paper which is not

so much an issues paper as a brief that seeks to

marshal the arguments why INTELSAT, as envisioned by

the U.S. is beneficial to the LDCs. Such a paper

is attached as Attachment B. [Paper to be prepared.]

Attachments:

A. INTELSAT and Telecommunications Financing.

B. INTELSAT Advantages to LDCs [to be prepared].

E/TT:FELoy:sp
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Attachment A

INTELSAT and Telecommunications Financirll

The purpose of this paper is to consider the
possible need for new or improved financing facilities

for telecommunications for the less developed
countries and, particularly, the possibility of a
special relationship between INTELSAT and the
international loan agencies, the IBRD and its
affiliates, the IDB, the ADB, etc.

The objects of new or improved financing
facilities could be (1) earth stations, (2) capital
shares for the (INTELSAT) space segment, or (3) terrestrial
teleconununications projects.

The purposes of a special relationship could be
(a) to strengthen INTELSAT by making it attractive
in the sense that it could offer something that
might not be obtainable through other channels,
and (b) to channel more funds from the loan agencies
into telecommunications.

Earth Stations

At present the biggest expenditure for satellite
communications that the LDCs face is in the construction
of earth stations. Total costs are now running, on the
average, around $4 million, including local costs

for land, access roads, buildings, etc., which usually
amount to some 30% of the total outlay. Variations
in total cost depend upon the amount of terminal
equipment placed in the station. Stations in developed
countries cost more as they are equipped to handle more
channels than stations located in the developing
countries.

To date, financing has been available on reasonable
terms for the foreign exchange costs of an earth station
in every case, so far as we are aware, where the project
is considered economically sound. This is usually done
through a financing agency of the exporting country,
e.g., in the case of the United States, the Export-Import
Bank. ComSat already has good working relations with
these agencies on an informal basis. Tie-ins with other
countries' earth stations through other means often will
be possible where traffic prospects aro not sufficient
to warrant building a separate station.
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There is no reason to believe this situation will

change. Hence, there appears to be no problem with
respect to earth stations, unless we wish to encourage

construction of stations which are not economically

viable, and this is a proposition we would not wish to
endorse.

Space Sf_gment-------

Capita) inputs of LDCs for the space segment in

INTELSAT do not appear to have been a problem to date,

at least not a problem of serious proportions. The

amounts involved aro much smaller - now about $100,000

for the minimum contribution which will be required

over a period of some time of most now LDC members.
Possibly some countries may have been deterred by the
need for a contri!Jution on this order, but if this is

so, they are certainly not countries which at this

stage would have any practical use for the organization.

In any case, the question arises whether we would
want INTELSAT, or international agencies, or the United
States to meet or finance capital subscriptions. We
would answer this negatively. To do so would have the
appearance of bribing now members to join and could
certainly contribute an air of phoniness to the members
numbers game, and we do not see sufficient value in
numbers to compensate for this drawback. There probably
would also be problems as to which countries should and
should not have financing made available.

Other Telecommunications Projects

The questions here are principally whether there is
an unsatisfied need for financing and, if so, whether
INTELSAT could help in meeting such a need.

On the first question, while we have not made a
detailed study, our strong impression is that present
facilities are ready to finance new projects aboUt as
fast as they should be financed if they are rated
objectively in the overall spectrum of LDC assistance,
projects. ATD, the international lending agencies, and
national lending agencies all have done a great deal
in this area. As with earth stations, there is a question
of the soundness of the project, and going too far in
this area could encourage manufacturer-salesmen to go too
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far with unsound or premature projects. A major

question, and perhaps the major problem in LDC

telecommunications development, is the readiness of

many countries to handle advanced types of equipment.

This is a training and technical assistance problem,

which is being partly, not fully met, but one which

takes time and which financing alone will not solve.

INTELSAT Pole

As noted above, ComSat already has good working

relationships with national export financing agencies

with respect to earth station financing. It also

makes available advice and technical assistance. Certainly

in this area there appears to be neither need nor

substantial possibility for making INTELSW more

attractive.

There might be greater possibilities with respect

to other telecommunications equipment since there

appears to be somewhat more scope for additional

financing. However, this is sort of a more than

nothing situation; the more does not appear to be much

more, or even clearly of any measurable volume, nor

worth any unusual costs or efforts.

Costs and efforts would be involved in developing

an INTELSAT role. INTELSAT is by concept and by charter

a space communications organization. To develop a

concern and a capability in conventional terrestrial

communications would certainly involve efforts both

in obtaining agreement to partially reorient the

agency and to develop capabilities. How great these

efforts would be we do not know. However, the question

does not appear worth pursuing in view of the marginal

nature of the benefits, if any, to be gained.

In summary, if our impressions aro sound, there is

no financing problem that requires a change in existing

institutions and no reason to pursue the possibility

of a new special role for INTELSAT with respect to

financing of terrestrial communications.

E/TD:WMiller:sp ll/13/68
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Terms of Rererence for Subcommittee I(A)

Subcommittee ICA) shall study and make appropriate
recommendations with respect to purposes and objectives of
Intelsat; Intelsat membership; scope of Intelsat activities;
rights and obligations of members: structure of the organi-
zation; number and duration of agreements, as well as
signatories thereto; and relationships with the ITU.

The Subcommittee shall adopt an appropriate agenda to
facilitate consideration of the matters included in its terms
of reference and shall, after due discussion and deliberation,
report its recommendations to Committee I for appropriate
action and forwarding, to the Plenary.
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PROPOSED AGENDA FOR SULCOMMIrri'EE 1 (A)

T. Objectives and purposes of INTELSAT

II. Eligibility for INTELSAT membership

ITT. Relationships with non-member States

a) Non-member States eligible for membership
b) States ineligible for membership

ICSC Report_par

163-387

228-230

550-556

IV. Number of agreements constituting the
definitive arrangements 568-571

V. Signatories of the agreements 572-576

VI. Duration of the agreements 577-580

VII. Scope of INTELSAT's activities )88-227

a) International public teiecommunications
services 193-195

b) International specialized telecommunications
services 396-202

c) Domestic telecommunications services 203-225
d) Meeting needs of national security nature 226-227

VIII Rights and obligations of members

a) General 599-605

b) In relation to satellites providing . 215-225
domestic services 609-611

c) In relation to satellites for specialized

612-617services

In relation to satellites intended to
meet national security needs 618-621

e) In relation to regional satellites
providing international services

-Jo

606-608
216-225
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Prov. Agenda cont'd

IX. Structure of the Organization 237-244

a) The Governing Body

1) Functions
;

197,200-202,205,
207,209,212-225,

227,367-390,

481-486

Size, composition and organization 271,300, 328,
344-366,424-430,48

3) Voting

b) Assembly

1) Functions

c)

391-423,483.

264-281, 293-309

318-333, 480

2) Composition 246-260

3) Frequency of meetings 288-291,315-317,

340-343

4) Voting 283-287, 310-314,

334-339 •

Management Body

1) Functions 463-477

2) Identity,character and designation 431-462, 487-488

3) Relationship to the Governing Body 255-256

X. Relationship with the ITU 216-217, 561, 5631

565, 607, 610,614

615
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Terms of Reference of Subcommittee I.B

Subcommittee I.B shall study and make recommendations
with respect to legal and procedural questions associated
with the structuring and entry into force of the definitive
arrangements. Specifically, the subcommittee will include
in its considerations what definitions should be specified
in the agreements, the legal status of INTELSAT under the
definitive arrangements, privileges and immunities, the
mechanisms for accession and supercession, appropriate
withdrawal provisions, the liability of partners, amendment
processes and the means of settlement of disputes.

The Subcommittee shall adopt an appropriate agenda to
facilitate consideration of the matters included in its
terms of reference and shall, after discussion and deliberation,
report its recommendations to Committee I for appropriate action
and forwarding to the Plenary.
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TENATIVE AGENDA FOR SUBCOMMITTEE I.B

I. Definitions (146-162)*

A. Intergovernmental

B. Operating

C. Recommendations

II. Legal Status of INTELSAT (231-236)

A. Comparison of present legal structure (Joint

Venture) with an Independent Legal Status for

INTELSAT

1. Ability to conduct business

a. Contracting

b. Acquisition of property

c. Protection of property interests

2. Ramifications

a. Ownership

b. Liabilities

c. Taxation

d. Other

3. Implementation

B. Conclusions

C. Recommendations

III. Privileges and Immunities (594-596)

A. Present Status of INTELSAT

*Paragraph references are to sections of the Report of the

Interim Communications Satellite Committee on Definitive

Arrangements for an International Global Communications

Satellite System.

1
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B. Categories of Immunities

1. Taxation

2. Customs

3. Civil and Criminal Process

4. Search, seizure and attachment

5. Confiscation of assets

C. Implementing Arrangements

1. Headquarters Agreements

2. Other Mechanisms

D. Recommendations

IV. Accession, Supersession and Buy-Out (626)

A. Accession and Supersession

USPe1/5

1. Formula for Entry Into Force - Unanimity vs.

Less Than Unanimity

a. General principles of International Law

b. Requirements of Article IX(b)

2. Transfer of Rights and Obligations under

Interim Arrangements

B. Obligations and Rights of Non-Continuing

Prior Members

1. Article IX(b)

2. General Principles of Equity and Law applicable

to Partnerships and Joint Ventures

3. Financial Obligations and Rights

4. Patent and Data Rights
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V. Withdrawal Provisions (622-625)

USDe1/5

A. Voluntary Withdrawal - Permissive?

1. Obligations and Rights of Withdrawing Signatory

-B. Involuntary Withdrawal

1. What constitutes Default?

a. Non-payment - grace period

b. Non-compliance with Terms of Agreements

2. Consequences

a. Suspension of Rights - Automatic?

b. Expulsion - Role of Assembly and Governing
Body

VI. Liability of Partners Inter-Se

A. Article 13 of Special Agreement

B. For Obligations on behalf of INTELSAT

VII. Settlement of Disputes (591-593)

A. Adequacy of Existing Supplementary Agreement
on Arbitration

1. Proposed Amendments

B. Operating Agreement or Separate Agreement?

VIII. Amendment Processes (581-590)

. A. Intergovernmental Agreement

B. Operating Agreement

IX. Reservations
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Committee. II - Operational Arrangemcmts

Subcommittee'A - Financial Arrangements

Terms of Reference •

Subcommittee IIA will study and make recommendation
concerning financial arrangements to be included in the
agreements. Such provisions will include financial principles
of investment and the method of determining invesLment shares,
consideration or the financial aspects of the transitional
arrangements, and treatmonL of financial implications of
withdrawal.

The Subcomiaittee shall adopt an appropriate agenda to
facilitate consideration of the matters include& in its
terms of reference, and shall, after discussion and deliberation,
report its recommendations to Committee II for appropriate
action and forv/arding to the Plenary.

Proyosed Agenda

ICSC  Report Par.

Principles underlying the financial
arrangements of the organization 492-496

11. Principles for determining investment
shares of signatories 497-506

III. Methods of determing investment shares 507-515

IV. Financial rights and obligations of
investors 5l6

A. Property rights and interests 517-519

B. Compensation for use of capital 520-523

C. Contribution to maintenance and
operating expenses 524-525

D. Conditions of use 526-531

V. Financial aspects of system access
by non-members 553-556

VI. Financial aspects Of provisions
relating to withdrawal: 622-625

VII. Financial aspects of transition from
interim arrangements to definitive 626-636
arrangem2nts



Committee II — Operational Arrangements

Subcommittee B - Other Arrangements

Terms of Reference

USDe1/7

SubcommitLeo TIB will consider and prepare recommendations
on the subjects of procurement; inventions, data and
technical information; earth station authorization provisions;
and any other operational aspecLs of the draft agreements.

The Subcommittee shall adopt an appropriate agenda
to facilitate consideration of the matters included within
its terms of reference and shall, after discussion and
deliberation, report its recommendations to Committee II
for approptiate action and forwarding to the Plenary.

Proposed Aconda

ICSC Report Par.

Procurement policies 532-543

IT. Inventions, data and technical
information 544-549

III. Authorization of earth F.l ations and
initial and continuing Terification
and monitoring of system performance.

IV. Any other operational aspects of
proposed agreements •
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January 29, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR AMBASSADOR MARKS

FROM: Legal Committee on Definitive Arrangements*

SUBJECT: Arbitration Provisions Under Definitive Arrangements 

This memorandum considers the type of arbitral

machinery that should be established under the definitive

arrangements.

The memorandum first focuses on the substance of the

existing Supplementary Agreement on Arbitration and concludes

that, in general, an arbitration arrangement patterned closely

after the Supplementary Agreement would bc most desirable from

the United States point of view. It recommends certain minor

changes. in the present Supplementary Agreement, and sets forth

reasons why significant changes which may be recommended by the

Europeans should be opposed by the United States.

The memorandum also raises the question whether the

United States Government should have the opportunity to participate

directly in arbitral processes arising under the intergovernmental

agreement. As is noted below, there is disagreement within the

Legal Committee on this issue.

* Comprised of representatives of the Department of State

(Richard Frank, Asst. Legal Adviser); FCC (Henry Geller, General

Counsel, and Asher Ende, Deputy Chief, Common Carrier Bureau);

DTM (John O'Malley, Jr., Legal Counsel), and Comsat (William D.

English, Asst. General Counsel).
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1. Summary of Present Supplementary Agreement on Arbitration.

Under the present Supplementary Agreement on

Arbitration, if a "legal dispute" is brought to arbitration

an arbitral tribunal is established with competence to de-

cide "whether an action or a failure to act by the [Interim]

Committee or by any signatory or signatories [to the Spe-

cial Agreement] is authorized by or is in compliance with

the [intergovernmental] Agreement and the Special Agree-

ment." Only a signatory of the Special Agreement or the

Interim Committee is authorized to institute and to be a

party in proceedings. (Article 2).

The arbitral tribunal is composed of three mem-

bers. The opposing sides to a dispute each designate one

member, and if one side fails to do so, the chairman of

the panel makes the selection. The third member, the

president of the tribunal, is selected by the other two

from a panel of seven experts appointed every two years by

the Interim Committee from a list of names submitted by

the signatories of the Special Agreement. (Articles 3 and

4). In the event the two members of the tribunal fail to

agree on a third member, within a specified period of time,
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the chairman of the panel of seven experts designates the

third member.

The tribunal has the power to determine its own

jurisdiction. (Articles 5(f) and 6). The proceedings are

held in private and all materials presented are kept con-

fidential. Decisions require approval of two of the three

members and must be supported by a written opinion. (Ar-

ticle 5). They are to be based on interpretation of the

Agreement, the Special Agreement and the Supplementary

Agreement "in accordance with generally accepted principles

of law." The tribunal's decision is binding on all parties

to the dispute. (Article 11). Pending final decision,

the only interim relief which the tribunal may grant is

in the form of recommendations to the parties in order to

protect their respective rights. (Article 10).

2. Recommended United States Position.

The Supplementary Agreement on Arbitration has

not been invoked during the life of the interim arrange-

ments. In general, we believe that the substantive

provisions in the Agreement provide a reasonable and ef-

fective arbitration procedure, and, with the exception
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of the minor changes noted below and the issue raised in

paragraph 4 herein, we do not believe that there is any

need to change these provisions.

a. Changes in INTELSAT.

The arbitration provisions will need to reflect

changes made in the INTELSAT organization under the de-

finitive arrangements. Some of these will require no

more than editorial dhanges; for instance, "Government

Body" should replace "Committee". Other changes may be

necessitated as a result of structural changes in the or-

ganization. For instance, the creation of an Assembly

with certain decision-making functions may necessitate

its being included as a proper party to arbitration

proceedings.

b. When a panel member's period of service 

commences.

It is not clear under the present agreement wheth-

er a panel member's period of service commences on the

date of his appointment, the date of the appointment of the

seventh and last member, or the date when the panel is con-

vened for the purpose of choosing a chairman. We
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recommend that the member's period of service commence

upon the appointment of the seventh and last member, and

that language to that effect be included in the provisions.

c. Procedure for filling a vacancy on the  panel.

Under the present agreement, the Interim Com-

mittee fills a panel vacancy from the list of nominees sup-

plied by the signatories. But it is not clear whether a

signatory whose nominee is no longer available or whose

nominee is being replaced is permitted to submit a new

nomination for the list before the vacancy is filled. We

recommend that Article 3(a) of the Supplementary Agree-

ment be amended to permit such signatory to submit a new

nomination under those circumstances.

d. Relaxation of quorum requirement.

At present the quorum requirement for a meeting

of the panel is six out of seven members. The panel only

meets to choose its chairman, who designates panel mem-

bers under certain circumstances. (Article 3(c)). This

is an important act, since the arbitration machinery can

function only after the panel has convened and selected a

chairman. Accordingly, it may be desirable (and acceptable
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if there is widespread geographic representation on the

panel) to make it somewhat easier for the panel to con-

vene and select a chairman by reducing the quorum require-

ment from six to five members.

3. Recommended United States Position Regarding European 
Efforts to Make Major Changes in the Arbitration 

Arrangements.

During the 1964 negotiations of the interim

arrangements, several European countries put forth pro-

posals which would have created a standing arbitration

tribunal with a different jurisdiction provision and

with authority to issue interim orders. We believe they

were motivated by a desire to reduce United States influ-

ence in the consortium by establishing a powerful organ

with authority, in effect, to review and to supplant

Committee decisions.

With respect to a standing tribunal, the

European view seems to have been that the immediate

availability of a permanent tribunal would be likely to

encourage actions and decision-making in accordance with

the Agreement, thus avoiding the necessity of litigation.

The United States questioned the workability of a standing
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tribunal on the grounds that it would be an open invita-

tion for unnecessary and impeding litigation in an organ-

ization which necessarily granted wide discretion to the

Interim Committee on behalf of the signatories.

The proponents of interim relief powers* main-

tained that the possibility of interim relief must be

available for application in exceptional and important

cases where it was absolutely necessary to prevent a

fait accompli with damaging consequences. The United States

objected to the provision for interim relief, viewing it

as an extreme form of relief reserved for cases where the

possibility of irreparable damage could be firmly estab-

lished, and inappropriate to a complex commercial organiza-

tion making practical and technical decisions. We feared

The proposed Article 8 of the European Draft read

as follows:

The Tribunal shall have power to issue provisional

measures and interim orders during the course of its

consideration of the dispute but only if it finds this

indispensable to protect the rights of the complain-

ing party. Except in such cases, the operations or

activities which have given rise to the dispute may

be continued, pending the decision, which shall in-

clude appropriate provisions to compensate the pre-

vailing party for any damage suffered on this account.
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such a provision would permit interruption of INTELSAT

operations as a result of an unfounded complaint. Finally,

a compromise was agreed upon (Supplementary Agreement, Article

10) which gave the arbitration tribunal the authority during

the course of its consideration of a case to make"recommenda-

tions to the parties with a view to the protection of their

respective rights."

With respect to the scope of jurisdiction, the

Europeans had originally proposed that the tribunal have

competence concerning the "interpretation or application

of the Special Agreement." We feared the Europeans intended

to interpret this language to allow the tribunal to review

the Committee's policy determinations rather than being

limited to determining whether it acted within the scope

of its authority. They finally accepted a United States

proposal which was incorporated as the present definition

of the competence of the tribunal. (Article 2(a)).

We believe the establishment of an arbitral

tribunal which is a standing tribunal, has interim relief

powers, or has broader jurisdiction is not desirable from

a United States point of view.
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With regard to a standing tribunal, the exis-

tence of such a tribunal could lead to constant harass-

ment of the Governing Body and interference in the normal

business operations of INTELSAT; and it would require a

new procedure for selecting permanent members which

would presumably not allow the parties to arbitration

to select an arbitrator.

The United States should oppose interim powers

greater than the present authority to issue recommendations

for the following reasons: such powers are inappropri-

ate in a complex commercial organization in which many

decisions which are grounded on business judgment and

discretion might be inhibited by the existence of a tri-

bunal with power to suspend decisions on an interim basis;

the organization could well suffer considerable loss of

revenues due to delays in the execution of the Governing

Body's decisions; the tribunal would be required to formu-

late its interim relief in the absence of a full and

detailed assessment of all the facts; because of the

extraordinary nature of interim relief measures our legal

system requires a determination of irreparable harm subject

to the safeguard of judicial review, a safeguard not
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possible in the present context; the present interim

relief measures are adequate and appropriate.

If the tribunal's jurisdiction were broadened

beyond that now provided in the Supplementary Agreement,

the business judgment and policy determinations of the

Governing Body would be constantly subject to review,

revision and even rejection by the tribunal. This is

not the purpose of a bona fide arbitration provision.

The competence of the tribunal should be limited to legal

issues, such as whether the Governing Body is acting

within the scope of the Agreements, as presently set

forth in the Supplementary Agreement.

As an argument applicable to all three of the

above considerations, although there has been no resort

to arbitration, no serious questions have arisen as to

the meaning or scope of the Supplementary Agreement

on Arbitration; it is not anticipated that the definitive

arrangements will differ from the interim arrangements

to such an extent as to require a substantively difEerent

arbitration arrangement.

One last point should be emphasized. The Legal

Committee's conclusion that the permanent agreements
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should establish an arbitration procedure is based on the

assumption that arbitral arrangements substantially similar

to the present ones can be negotiated. If, however, pro-

posals for standing arbitral tribunal possessed of wide

411
jurisdiction and broad powers are tabled by our partners and

gain any widespread support, we would have to reconsider our

position on the arbitration issue. The United States inter-

ests may be better served by no arbitration arrangements at

all than by an arbitral tribunal as described above.

4. Party to Arbitration.

As noted above, there is disagreement within the

Legal Committee concerning whether the United States

Government should be a party to arbitration processes in-

volving the intergovernmental agreement. Set forth below

are the differing viewpoints.

a. State Department View (as drafted by the State 
Department).

Under the present Supplementary Agreement, the

jurisdiction of the arbitration tribunal extends to disputes

arising under the intergovernmental agreement as well as under

the Special Agreement. However, the United States Government

411 is not able directly to initiate or to be a party to any
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arbitration, even those under the intergovernmental agreement.

Only the Interim Committee (on which Comsat represents the

United States) or a signatory of the Special Agreement (Comsat

for the United States) is authorized to institute and to be

a party to an arbitration.

The Department of State believes that the United

States Government cannot abandon the right to institute or to

be a party to arbitration of a dispute arising under an agree-

ment to which it is a party.

In addition, under the present intergovernmental

agreement, there is no dispute settlement mechanism when the

acts of parties to that agreement are drawn into question.

The Department of State believes that the arbitration provisions

for the definitive arrangements should cover disputes relat-

ing to acts of parties.

No one can seriously challenge the proposition that

the Government of the United States has an important and

justified interest in the definitive arrangements. The 1962

Act directs the President to --

"exercise such supervision over relationships of

the corporation with foreign governments or entities

or with international bodies as may be appropriate to
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assure that such relationships shall be consistent with

the national interest and foreign policy of the United

States;" (47 U.S.C. 721 (a)(4)).

In the definitive negotiations, the President has chosen to

carry out his responsibility not by issuing instructions to

Comsat, but by having his designee take charge of the negoti-

ations and carry them to fruition and by having the United

States Government sign the agreement. This choice was made

despite Comsat's undeniable financial interest in the outcome

of the definitive negotiations.

It would hardly be in keeping with this interest for

the United States to abandon its direct control over the

interpretation of the agreements once they have been negoti-

ated. The resolution of disputes arising out of factors

unforeseen at the time of negotiation could radically change

the character of the intergovernmental agreement. For ex-

ample, the character of the interim arrangements and of

general United States communications policy could have been

dramatically affected by arbitration of the issue of the

permissibility of separate domestic satellites. We will, of

course, do our best to foresee all potential issues of this

kind, but we should be foolish to believe that all important
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issues can be anticipated, especially in this area of rapid

technological development. The permanence of the definitive

arrangements makes arbitration all the more important to the

United States Government; while most issues may be dealt with

satisfactorily by Comsat, this procedure can no longer suffice

as the exclusive means to protect the interests of the United

States Government.

Although we recognize the INTELSAT arrangements

are to a certain extent sui cleneris, we know of no precedent

where the United States Government delegates all its respons-

ibilities for active participation in arbitration arising out

of an international agreement to which it is a party. On the

contrary, the Government often engages in international

arbitrations on behalf of private interests.

The Department of State also recognizes that Comsat

has distinct interests in any disputes arising under either

agreement and may have the primary interest in particular

cases.

In order to accommodate both interests, the Depart-

ment of State recommends that the arbitration provisions pro-

vide that disputants in arbitration proceedings may be parties
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to the intergovernmental agreement (e.9., the U.S. Government

for the U.S.), signatories, or the Governing Body; that

signatories may institute proceedings only with consent of

its Party; and that a Party may choose to participate on be-

half of or jointly with its signatory named as a respondent.

We also recommend that the arbitration provision encompass

acts by Parties. In practice, the United States in consulta-

tion with Comsat, would decide whether the United States

should institute arbitration or whether Comsat could institute

arbitration, and whether the United States or Comsat should

defend an action instituted by someone else.

This is an issue only for the United States and a

small number of other countries whose governments are parties

to the intergovernmental agreement but who have authorized

private entities, rather than government ministries, to

accede to the Special Agreement. We doubt consequently that

this would be considered a major or meaningful change to the

other parties, or that they would object to the change.*/

*/ The Committee has recommended that the "Second Agreement"
incorporate arbitration provisions. Whether or not the Depart-
ment of State recommendation is accepted, we believe the arbi-
tration provisions, since they cover disputes arising under
the intergovernmental agreement, should be in that agreement
rather than the subordinate agreement.
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b. Comsat View.

The views presented by the State Department are

inappropriate and unnecessarywhen viewed in the context of

the unique arrangements governing the United States participa-

tion in INTELSAT. Moreover, these views present certain

serious disadvantages and risks as discussed below:

(1) Comsat should, sub_lect to appropriate super-

vision and instruction, be the United States 

party to any arbitration proceedings under 

the definitive arran ements.

(a) It does not appear appropriate or

necessary for the Government to participate as a party 
in

arbitration proceedings under the definitive arrangemen
ts.

The Satellite Act envisioned the United States particip
ation

in the establishment and operation of the global commun
ications

satellite system through a private corporation, Com
sat, subject

to appropriate governmental supervision and regulation.
 The

language of the Act serves to negate direct Governmen
t par-

ticipation in the establishment and operation of 
the system,

and there is no reason to regard arbitration as an exce
ption

to this approach. On the other hand, the Act provides an

adequate legal basis for supervision by the Government of

Comsat's relationships with foreign governments or entities
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such as INTELSAT, and there is no reason to suspect that. such

supervision would not continue to be effective with respect

to any arbitration proceedings which involved the intergovern-

mental agreement.

It should be recognized that the provisions of the

twp agreements are so intertwined and interrelated that a dis-

pute which arises out of either agreement inevitably will

involve some significant aspects of the other. For example,

the three disputes in which recourse to arbitration has been

threatened -- the aeronautical satellite program, exceeding the

$200 million amount set in the Interim Agreement, and the

French request for a general license with respect to INTELSAT

inventions and data -- encompass interpretive issues under

both the Interim and Special Agreements.

(b) Since Comsat is the United States

instrument for participation in the establishment and opera-

tion of the global system, invests its stockholders' money

in that system, and bears the financial risks, it is appro-

priate that it should be the party to all arbitration proceedings

involving the consortium's disputes, since such disputes will

nearly always have a financial impact. TheCovernment has no
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finnncinl liability with respect to the ou
tcome of any disputes

referred to arbitration, yet, it seeks a 
unilaterial right to

determine in each instance whether Comsat, w
ith its substan-

tial financial and operational investment in 
the system coun-

tenanced by a congressional act, may represent
 itself in

INTELSAT disputes.

(c) Moreover, State's proposal fails to

take into account the fact that the necessity 
for arbitration

will most likely be determined by what tran
spires in the

nature of negotiations and conciliatory eff
orts in the Govern-

ing Body where the grievances of a signat
ory will first be

raised and the opportunity first afforded to
 formulate argu-

ments in reply with a view towards avoid
ing an arbitral dis-

pute. During such proceedings the Government 
could protect

its interest in the same manner as it doe
s in other INTELSAT

matters, by issuing appropriate instr
uctions to Comsat. Should

the matter move on to arbitration, the 
Government can also

protect its interests by precisely the 
same means, without

shifting the party which has been 
representing the United

States in the pre-arbitral considerations
.
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(2) Serious disadvantages would result if 
the

arbitration provisions were included in

the intergovernmental agreement rather

than the gperating agreement.

(a) The State Department's recommendation

would place Comsat at a serious disadvantage
 vis--vis its

foreign partners in the Governing Body, sin
ce nearly all

such partners would, unlike Comsat, be 
potential parties to

any arbitration proceedings. In view of its 
heavy financial

and operational investment in INTELSAT, 
Comsat regards as

unacceptable any suggestions which would 
place it on a less

than equal basis with its partners in ar
bitration proceedings

involving INTELSAT.

(b) Although we cannot envision an arbitr
al

dispute which would be exclusively or pri
marily of concern to

the parties to the intergovernmental agr
eement (nor has the

State Department cited any such example)
, we can appreciate

State's concern that it be in a position
 to effectively respond

to sovereign differences arising in the 
organization. However,

INTELSAT shou]d not adopt mechanisms whi
ch could encourage

political or sovereign disputes, for to d
o so may seriously

impair its eommerical viability. While it was established
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by intergovernmental agreement, its success is largely attribu-

table to the fact that it is composed of signatories whose

primary function is communications and who attempt to minimize

political controversy in favor of keeping matters on a commercial

basis. Having these communications entities arbitrate their

own disputes (Comsat subject, of course, to appropriate govern-

mental supervision) serves this basic aim and is in furtherance

of the basic thrust of the interim agreements and the Satellite

Act. Moreover, the Government has available to it diplomatic

channels through which purely sovereign differences can be re-

solved.

(c) The State Department's recommendation,

if adopted as the United States position, would raise a major

issue with our foreign partners for no discernible reasons.

The Interim Committee has unanimously recommended (see its

Report on the Definitive Arrangements, para. 593) that the

"Operating Agreement," successor to the Special Agreement,

should incorporate provisions on arbitration procedures.

For the United States to reverse its position now and propose

to the Conference a basically different approach to the ar-
---

bitration question could open the door to European proposals
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for undesirable changes in the entire arbitration procedures,

the very result which the State Department agrees we should

avoid.

(3) The State Department's argument, that they 

know of no precedent wherc the government 

delegates all of its responsibilities for 

active participation in arbitration arising.

out of an international agreement to which 

it is a party, is irrelevant and misleading.

(a) In making this argument, State has

overlooked an obvious example where the Government is not a

disputant to an agreement which it signed: namely, Comsat's

111 participation as the United States party under the existing

Supplementary Arbitration Agreement which encompasses disputes

arising under both the Interim and Special Agreements. More-

over, the alleged dearth of precedent is not really relevant

when the uniqueness of the Comsat-Government relationship estab-

lished by the Satellite Act is considered.

111 (b) Furthermore, Comsat's status as the

direct party to arbitration would not constitute an abdication

by the Government of its overall responsibilities under the

Satellite Act. As noted previously, these responsibilities

are met through the furnishing of supervision and instructions

•
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to Comsat with regard to INTELSAT matters that affect the

foreign policy and national interest of the United States.

This has included interpretation of the intergovernmental

agreement and would, presumably, include, where appropriate,

supervision and instructions with respect to arbitral matters

relating thereto, and there is, of course, no question that

Comsat would continue to comply with applicable governmental

instructions.

(4) The relationship between a party and its 

signatory with respect to arbitration is 

a domestic matter that should not be in-

cluded in the permanent agreements.

(a) The State Department's recommendation,

which would provide the parties to the intergovernmental agree-

ment a unilateral right to determine (i) whether arbitral

proceedings should be instituted and (ii) the proper parties

to a proceeding, would place before an international conference

a purely domestic matter, the relationship between a party and

its signatory. Such matters are whony inappropriate for

resolution in an international agreement. The present Interim

Agreement specified, for instance, that the relations between

a party and its designated signatory "shall be governed by the
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applicable domestic law." (Article II (a)). In addition, it

could only be viewed as an attempt by the United States to

resolve its unique internal problems in an international forum.

(b) The finely balanced and unique relation-

411 ship of the foreign policy interest of thc United States

on the one hand and the commercial interest of Comsat on the

other should not be made a part of the United States position

at the Conference. To do so for the purpose proposed by the

State Department could only serve to impair this relation-

ship without achieving any concrete goals not already possessed

by virtue of domestic law.

(5) Conclusion.

Of prime importance is the continuance of

INTELSAT as a stable and viable commercial organization. One

means of better assuring a commercial basis of operation is

to confine disputes to the signatory communications entities

themselves, thereby helping to avoid, wherever possible,

political implications. The State Department has failed to

demonstrate any substantive advantages to be derived from

changing the present arbitral arrangements to provide the

parties to the intergovernmental agreement, the unilateral

•



•
right_ to determine Lhe parties to disputes arisin

g under the

definitive agreements. In fact, there are substantial dis-

advantages and risks in adopting State's position.

Further, State has not provided any evidence

in support of its apparent concern that the Gover
nment's posi-

tion would not be adequately preserved through 
continuation

of Comsat's direct participation in INTELSAT dispute
s. Comsat,

although the designated entity with the financial and
 opera-

tional interests at stake, is subject to supervisio
n and

instruction by the Government. The mechanisms which have

been developed to provide for such supervision have 
functioned

effectively, and Comsat fully anticipates they wi
ll continue

so under the definitive arrangements.

Accordingly, Comsat's position vis-d-vis

the status of most of its partners, the uniqueness 
of its

relationship with the Government, and its responsibilities

to its shareholders, all dictate that Comsat sh
ould remain

the direct party in interest to arbitral proc
eedings under

the definitive arrangements.
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c. PCC View, z-)1 concurred in by Loyal Counsel, DTM.

The Commision is not. convinced that it is

necessry for the U. S. to be a party to the INTELSAT ar-

bitral processes, and it appears that there could be undesir-

able results if such a course is pursued.

Basic to this entire question is the thoroughly

unique relationship between Comsat and the Government, which

is established by the Satellite Act and which has governed the

U. S. participation in INTELSAT under the interim arrangements.

Thus, Comsat is the sole U. S. participant in INTELSAT and on

its governing body where all significant decisions, many of

Which are vital to the U. S. Government, are made. The interests

of the U. S. Government are protected by the instructions

issued to Comsat as the U. S. participant. Thus, we feel there

would be a basic inconsistency, in proceeding solely through

Comsat in the vital governing body in which all issues, in-

cluding any of those which might ultimately go to arbitration,

are debated and decided, and then maRe a provision to have

the Governmr,nt injected into the arbitral procesr—

We believe that the instructional processes

should serve to protect U. S. interests just as adequately
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in the arbitral process us in the matters coming before the

Governing Body. Indeed, the Government is in a better posi-

tion to effectuate its instructions during the arbitral pro-

cess since, under Section 5(b) of the Arbitration Agreement

the Government has a right to be present at and receive all

papers pertaining to the arbitral proceedings.

Also relevant is the fact that the existing

arbitral agreement does not provide for the Government to be

a party to the arbitral process. The Government was willing

to agree to the arbitral arrangements at that time and we

know of nothing which has changed in the interim. It would

seem most likely that the foreign partners would construe

any proposal of this sort as a lack of confidence by the U. S.

Government in Comsat. In this regard, 't should bc noted that

the Government has considered, and rejected, on other occasions,

having a Government representative participate in the ICSC

proceedings The latest example of this was in connection

with ICSC consideration of the definitive arrangements, which

WCYC, Or course, of critical importance to the GovernmenL.

Except for the question of Government

participation, all are agreed that it is in the bes - interest



of the U. S. Government to basically repeat the present ar-

bitral arrangements. This being so, it would seem in the

best interests of the U. S. not to open this question of

Government participation unless it is considered of such

importance as to justify the weakening of our position

against other fundamental amendments, e.a,, scope of juris-

diction, standing tribunal and interim relief.

Along the same lines, it appears that U. S.

interests would be best served by not emphasizing or enhanc-

ing the arbitral process but rather to maximize the authority

of the governing 'body with its weighted voting. The proposal

for Government participation would seem to lend stature to

the arbitral process and might open the door to political

disputes.

As has been indicated this is almost uniquely

a U. S. problem. A foreign signatory who wished to bring

Comsat to arbitration might be upset if the U. S. had the

power to substitute itself for Comsat. On the other hand,

we feel that we should not afford foreign entities the possible

option of proceeding against either Comsat or the U. S.

Government as it pleased. This could elevate political as
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again c()mm,!rical connidratiow;, a pos5ibiliLy we to

avoid.
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